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PREFACE 

“TL obv quets epodwer em) rocotrois Kal To.ovros e&nyntais Tov 

TlAdtwvos; kal tl mpooOhoouev ex THs tuetépas éorlas; 

PROKLOS im Parm. ed. Cousin vi. 30. 

THE following essay is neither a systematic account 

of Plato’s metaphysics, nor an adequate exposition 

of Plato’s ethics. Its scope is a narrower one. It 

aims at clearing up the connection between the two. 

And, if the attempt has led me to reinterpret the 

metaphysical scheme that underlay the ethics of 

matured Platonism, my purpose throughout has been 

to show how intimately—and indeed vitally—the 

latter was connected with the former. Thus far at 

least I find myself in accordance with the general 

tendency of modern Platonic criticism. For the sup- 

posed independence, not to say antagonism, of the 

several parts of Plato’s philosophy, which still mars 

the work of certain exponents, is nowadays falling 

into disrepute. We are beginning to look askance on 

all constructions involving the philosopher in incon- 

gruous positions. And this is due partly, I think, to 
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a growing appreciation of the artistic side of his 

thought, partly to special efforts that have been made 

to determine from theoretical content or linguistic 

style the true order of the Platonic writings. The 

former movement postulates that here, if anywhere, a 

speculative system must mean a harmonious whole ; 

the latter has shown that sundry seeming inconsis- 

tencies are but tide-marks of a progressive develop- 

ment. But, whatever be the precise causes which 

have of recent times tended to discredit the patch- 

work Platonism of the past, it will fairly be demanded 

of any fresh endeavour to articulate the Idealist 

doctrine that it represent that doctrine as an organic 

unity. 

This being admitted, the only safe course is to 

regard the Platonic philosophy from the standpoint of 

some 6pos opicGeis péyas for which Plato is himself 

responsible. Now of all such épo: that which is most 

constantly affirmed and most jealously guarded is 

the reality of the Ideal world. The late Dr. Maguire 

has somewhere said that “the objectivity of the Idea 

is the corner-stone of Platonism.” I should prefer to 

substitute the term “reality” as a translation of oveia, 

because the cardinal dogma of the 7zmaeus asserts 

that the nature of ova/a is to be at once tavrov and 
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@atepov, zc. not only objective but also subjective. 

And here it may conduce to clearness if, by way of 

preamble, I sketch the main drift of my essay, in- 

dicating in the briefest possible manner how this 

theory of objective and subjective ovcia furnished a 

satisfactory foundation for the superstructure of 

morality. 

Plato conceived the universe to be a vontov faov 

containing within itself a series of vonta faa. Every 

such €@ov, whether supreme or subordinate,—if it is 

to make good its claim to real being—must (he says) 

pass from the objective phase of self-identity into the 

subjective phase of self-differentiation. The former 

state consists in the intuitional exercise of pure 

thought ; the latter comprises the emotive presenta- 

tions of knowledge, opinion, sensation. But the 

passage from the one to the other is a necessary 

feature of each and every vontov Sov. As regards 

nomenclature,—the supreme Gov in its higher. con- 

dition is the sovereign Mind; in its lower condition 

it is the @eol Oe@v. The subordinate {a in their 

higher condition are the Ideas; in their lower con- 

dition they are particular specimens of the natural 

kinds. And since the higher mentality must be 

deemed superhuman, Plato calls the sovereign Mind 
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Geos and the Ideas adi/oe Oeoi, in contradistinction to 

particulars which are at best only daiwoves. 

The significance of these remarks will be at once 

apparent if we consider the case of a single voytov 

f@ov—say that of Man. Man being one of the sub- 

ordinate €@a expresses one aspect, vig. the humanity, 

of the supreme Gov. He is endowed with four 

faculties, named respectively voids, and ériotipn, dd£a, 

aic@nats. As possessed of voids he is the Idea of 

Man, an immutable entity correlating with, ze. think- 

ing and thought by, all entities of the same order. 

As possessed of émiatiun, d0£a, aic@now, Man lapses 

from permanent thought into transient knowledge, 

opinion, sensation,—no longer functioning as a unitary 

Ideal Mind, but as an indefinite plurality of particular 

minds. These particulars in their turn correlate with, 

2.€. apprehend and are apprehended by, particulars of 

all the vonta S@a: as actively apprehensive we call 

them yruyai, as passively apprehensible we call them 

owuaTa. | ! 

Further, the world of absolute being (the sovereign 

Mind +the Ideal Minds) is termed a rapadevypa, 

whose e/k@v is the world of relative becoming (the 

starry gods+all specimens of the natural kinds). 

And just as metaphysics insists that the former must 
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pass into the latter, so morality demands that the 

latter—to the best of their ability—must return 

towards the former. But since the Ideal Minds are 

partial and serial determinations of the sovereign 

Mind, this demand of conformity to their appropriate 

Ideas implies the desirability of attaining, so far as 

may be, to the condition of the sovereign Mind itself. 

Such attainment in the present life is perforce meagre 

and limited ; but the theory of transmigration here- 

after opens up possibilities beyond compute. In fine, 

the ethical end for particulars as determined by 

Plato's ontology is to minimise the difference between 

their own psychosis and that of the supreme @eds— 

a quest which leads them through the successive 

stages of the Ideal series. 

The discussion of the system here summarised 

has fallen into three divisions! !)The first educes the 

main outlines from a consideration of certain passages 

of importance in the Dialogues and elsewhere.’ The 

second emphasises the distinction between the realm 

of objective being and the realm of subjective 

becoming. The third states the metaphysical view 

of the latter as a copy of the former, and en- 

deavours to show how that view impliedly incul- 

cates the rational treatment of individual souls and 
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bodies in accordance with the ethical end above 

mentioned. 

It will be seen from this statement that my 

obligations to Cambridge teaching are not slight. Dr. 

Jackson’s papers in the Fournal of Philology (vols. 

x—xv) have, to my thinking, established beyond 

reasonable doubt the chronology of the more im- 

portant Dialogues. Any attempt to reconstruct 

Plato’s mature Idealism must henceforward be based 

mainly upon the Phzledbus, the Parmenides, the The- 

aetetus, the Sophist, the Politicus, the Tzmaeus, and. 

the Laws. And those who set about it may spare 

themselves the burden of proving “(1) a revision of 

the list of Ideas, whereby relations, negations, and 

artificial products ceased to be regarded as Ideas 

proper (avta Ka? avta eidn) ; and (2) a modification 

of the conception of the relation subsisting between 

the Idea and its particulars, whereby for “ participa- 

tion’ (#é@efs) of the latter in the former was sub- 

stituted ‘imitation’ (uiunors).” Again, Mr. Archer- 

Hind’s interpretation of the 7zaeus proves to all 

who have ears to hear that, according to Plato's 

esoteric meaning, “the one universal Thought evolves 

itself into a multitude of finite intelligences, which 

are so constituted as to apprehend not only by pure 
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reason, but also by what we call the senses, with 

all their attendant subjective phenomena of time and 

space.” 

If in some points of moment I have ventured to 

dissent from those who propounded these weighty 

opinions, it is because I cannot but pursue to the end 

the principle that the Ideal world is composed of 

évra, understanding by the word ovc/a in every case 

a combination of objective with subjective thought. 

One great outcome of that principle has, I believe, 

been hitherto overlooked: I mean the fact that for 

Plato the unit of metaphysical and ethical measure- 

ment is neither the Idea nor the individual, but the 

vontov f@ov—a personal being whose _ intellectual 

activity comprises the two essentials of “reality,” 

namely the unitary vonow.s of the Idea and the 

diffracted yva@o.s of its particulars. To press the 

consequences of this fundamental doctrine seemed 

to me not only legitimate, but necessary. 

TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE, 

_ Fuly 8th, 1895. 
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PAARL I. 

THE PLATONIC THEORY OF MIND. 

Before the ethical bearings of Plato’s Idealism can 

be appreciated, it is of primary importance to deter- 

mine the relation in which the Ideas themselves stand 

towards Mind. This relation—essential as it is to 

a sound understanding of the Platonic system—is 

nowhere explicitly set forth in the extant dialogues. 

Their author has sore suo left it to be inferred either 

from the necessary presuppositions of certain broad 

tenets, or from a few incidental passages of pregnant 

meaning. The former, among which may be men- 

tioned the doctrines of Metempsychosis and Anam- 

nesis, will be more conveniently dealt with at a later 

stage of the present argument. The latter call for 

immediate analysis, as enabling us to formulate 

simply and directly the connection which we seek 

to ascertain. 

SI. Lhe Parmenides. 

In Parm. 132 B seg. the Platonic Sokrates, wishing 

to secure the unity of the Idea against the criticism 
i I 
ww 
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of the Platonic Parmenides, suggests that perhaps 

each Idea is a thought (vonua) existent only in souls 

(év yuyais). To this suggestion Parmenides retorts : 

(i) That a vonua must have a content, an dv Tr; 

and that the content which this vonua voet will be 

the Idea as previously described and therefore as 

previously refuted. 

(ii) That if on the one hand each Idea is a vonua, 

and on the other hand particulars are related to Ideas 

by participation (wéeEis), then particulars—as agegre- 

gates of immanent Ideas—may be said to consist 

€x vonuatwy, in fact to-be themselves vonpara, objects 

of pure thought. Hence follows one of two alterna- 

tives: either (a) all particulars are voodvra, or (b) some 

particulars are not voodvra, in spite of their being 

vonmata. 

1 T understand vojuara.dvra avdnra elva: (Parm. 132 C) as*spoken 

of particulars ; for, if a thing é« vonudtrwy éorly, it is—to borrow a 

phrase of Aristotle’s—ovvOecis tis 78n vonudtwv domep ev bvtwy, and 

may justly be described as itself a vénua. Another logically correct 
interpretation of the second limb of the dilemma would be: ‘‘or there 

are some /deal vofhuara which are not contained in minds.” But this 

seems to me inadmissible on two grammatical grounds: (1) It involves 

a somewhat awkward change of subject from madvta = particulars to 

vohuata = ldeas ; (2) the word avdnros is elsewhere used in a passive 

sense only when passivity is distinctly suggested by the context (e.g. 

h. hom. Merc. 80 &ppact’ 7® avonta diémAeKe Oavuata Epya, Parm. ed. 

R. and P. v. 73 thy wey éay avdnrov, avevupov, Plat. Phaedo 808 TG 

bev... vont@ kal wovoede? kal GdiaAiT@ ... TH SE... GvonTw Kal 

moAveider Kat Siadvtg, Dionys. Areop. de div. nom. Cc. 1 bmepovoios 
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To put the dilemma in other words. If we choose 

the first horn (a), we assume that vonarta (Ze. par- 

ticulars, regarded as aggregates of Ideas) must in 

every case possess. the power of thinking; and 

thereby we contradict common sense, which affirms 

that ¢g. a palm-tree cannot think. If we choose the 

second horn (0), we hold that common sense is right 

in declaring eg. a palm-tree to be avontoy; and 

thereby we deny the assumption that would equate 

all vorjuara (2.2. particulars, regarded as aggregates of 

Ideas) with voodyta. 

Now this argument as a whole turns on the 

acceptance of the equation between vonua and voodr. 

For the wording of the first alternative—) doxetv cou 

EK von“aTav ExacTov elvat Kail TavtTa voeiv—clearly 

implies that wavta voeiv is the natural consequence of 

€k vonuatwv éxaotov eivat. And the second alterna- 

tive offers no difficulty at all, unless we are convinced 

that every vonua must be a voodv: that it does offer 

difficulty is shown by Sokrates’ answer—’AXN’ ovdé 

TovTo, pavat, Eyes Noyov. Again, it is noteworthy that 

in Parmenides’ first retort the same postulate was 

obcia Kal vods avdntos Kal Adyos Uppyros), and not always then (e.g. 

[Alex.] 2 Arist. Met. ed. Hayduck p. 670, 27 Thy yap vonthy kal Ociar 

mMoAAo) mh eivar avontws arephvavto). In view of these objections I 

have followed a simpler syntax, and given to avénros a meaning that 

Stephanus calls ‘‘frequentissimum et passim obvium” (e.g. Plat. Zim. 
30 B, where, as in Gorg. 514 C, avdnros is opposed to voy éxwv). 
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tacitly made by the words—Ovy évds twos, 6 eri Tacw 

ExelvO TO VONMa ETTOV VOEL, pilav Tia ovoay idéaD ; 

In short, both the language of the first retort and 

the fact that the second is couched in the form of 

a dilemma lead us to suppose that the Platonic 

Sokrates and his critic were alike prepared to main- 

tain that every vonua must be a voodv. 

Whether this assumption is an axiom or a paradox 

will depend upon the exact significance that we attri- 

bute to vonua. As with our own word “thought,” so in 

the case of vonua it is possible to distinguish a variety 

of allied meanings. Proklos zw Parm. ed. Cousin v. 

147 observes A€yeTat yap vonua Kal TO vontov avto Td 

vonOev Kai TO évépynua Kal TO yvywoTLKOY TOD VvoodYTOS, 

ze. the term vonua is applied (1) to the actual object 

of thought, the thing thought of; (2) to the process 

of thinking, or more strictly to that process as exem- 

plified on any definite occasion; (3) to the cognitive 

faculty of the thinker. If in the passage -with which 

we are concerned vényua bears this third sense, then 

the statement vonua voet is self-evident, and further 

enquiry is futile. But the usage of vonua to denote 
the “cognitive faculty” is poetical, as may be seen 

from the “erica”; and at this juncture, where much 

may hinge on the right selection of a single word, a 

2 ¢g. Hom. Od. 215, Hes. Of. 129, Theog. 656, Empedocl. ed. 
Karsten vv. 313, 316, 317. 
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poet’s licence would be utterly out of place. Had 

Plato meant “the thinker” or “the thinking faculty,” 

he would assuredly have used 70 voody or 6 voids. Can 

it be then that vonua here bears its second meaning, 

and denotes “a process of thinking”? Two objec- 

tions at once suggest themselves. In the first place, 

if A thinks B, it is fair to describe A or A’s mind as 

thinking ; it may also be fair to presume that / or 

4's mind has a similar faculty for thought; but is it 

fair to say that A’s thinking thinks? Has the express- 

ion vonua voe? thus interpreted any intelligible mean- 

ing? And in the second place, if we grant that by 

a laxity of phraseology such a statement might be 

made’*, it must be admitted that vonua thus becomes 

the equivalent of vonows. But it is difficult to believe 

that for a common and straightforward term Plato 

would have substituted a comparatively rare and 

ambiguous one* A glance at Ast’s Levricon will 

3 The elasticity of the English language tolerates the following sen- 

tence: ‘“‘If the passing thought be the directly verifiable existent, 
which no school has hitherto doubted it to be, then ¢hat thought is itself 

the thinker, and psychology need not look beyond” (W. James, 7%e 

Principles of Psychology, i. 401, cp. 369). The nearest approach to this 

that I know of in Greek is a clause quoted by Stephanus s.v. voepds : 

_**Mire cum vénua conjungit Niceph. Callist. H. E. vol. i. p. 83, i” 7 
wot pev Kal 6 vos . . . GOdAwTos, Bptwy voepa kal Beta vonuata.” But 

Byzantine bombast is foreign to the Parmenides. 

* It might be argued, on the strength of Arist. Psych. A. 3. 13. 

407@ 7 7 S€ vdnois Ta vohuara, that voquata is used as the plural of 

vénots. But (1) in that passage ‘‘ thought is thoughts”? means that the 
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show that, as compared with vonots, vonwa occurs but 

seldom in the Platonic writings. Discounting Jeno 

Q5E, Soph. 237A, 258D, as quotations and Symp. 197 E, 

an avowedly poetical passage in Agathon’s speech, 

we meet with it again only in Poltticus 260 D, where 

heralds as a class are said to issue commands 

adXoTpla vonwata Tapadeyopevov. The word is appos- 

ite there just because it has not a subjective but an 

objective value—the king entrusts his vonua to the 

herald, as the manufacturer hands over his wares to 

the retail dealer. It appears to me certain, therefore, 

that in the present passage also vonua is used in the 

first of the three senses enumerated by Proklos. It 

denotes “the actual object of thought, the thing 

thought of.” We may still, however, raise the ques- 

tion whether vonwa means (a) the object thought of, 

as it is independently of the thinking subject, or 

(4) the object thought of, as represented by ‘the 

thinking subject to his own mind, The former, to 

speak with all accuracy, is To vontov or To voovpevor, 

“that which can be” or ‘“‘that which actually is appre- 

mental activity of the thinking subject consists in representations of 
objects thought, not merely in repeated exhibitions of itself: where the 

process of thinking is entirely self-contained, éorw 4 vénois voncews 
vonots, not vonuwartos or vonuaTtwy vdnots; (2) the plural vofee:s was 

available. To Arist. Probl. ZH. 7. 917 a 39 (quoted by L. & S.) and 

Plut. Wor. 691 C, 1120 A (quoted by Stephanus) add Porphyr. Of. ed. ° 

Holsten p. 66 eis 5¢ éavrhy eiciotoa mpds Toy vody év Tals vonoect 

yiyverat (sc.  Wuxn) .. + Kal ai vongers obK &vev pavtacias. 
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hended by thought.’ The latter is to vonua. Thus 

Plutarch de placit. phil. iv. 11 says éote S€ vonua pav- 

Tacpua® diavoias AoyiKod Soov—a definition elsewhere 

used to elucidate the Stoic term Xextov, which also 

was the mental representation of To onpacvomevor. 

This distinction between (a) Td voovpevoy and (0) to 

vooumevoy % voovuevov would be important enough if 

we were dealing with objects sensibly perceived. But 

in the case of the Platonic Ideas it does not trouble 

us, because—as Proklos, zbzd@. 140, puts it—o Ywxparns 

év vonuact Tialv ovoimabat Tas idéas UTéNaBev.© The 

Idea and Mind’s thought of the Idea are one. The 

former has no existence apart from the latter. We 

have mounted toa level where the word ¢avtacya, 

in so far as it implies the low ground of sense- 

perception, is not applicable,—a level where less 

venturesome theorists are not likely to linger: Arist. 

Psych. I. 3. 8. 432a 12 ta 5€ mp@ta vonuata Tit 

dvoicer TOD un havtagpata eivat; 7) ovde TaAXA dav- 

Tdopata, addr ovk avev davtacuatwv. I conclude, 

5 Cp. Alex. de anim. ed. Bruns p. 85, 20 éyylverar 5 7 Toidde 

€tis TE VO THY apxhy Kata weTaBaci awd THs wepl Ta aicOnTa TuVvEXOUS 

évepyelas domep dw Twa am aitav AauBdvoytos Tov KadAou Pewpn- 

Tixhv, d Kat’ apxas wey vénua kal @vvoia Kadeirat, wAcovdcay SE Kal 

moikidov kal moAUTpoToy yivduevoy, ws SivacGat Kal xwpls THs aicOnTiKs 

broBaPpas moiety TovVTO, vous H5n. 

6 Cp. Alex. iz Arist. Met. ed. Hayduck p. 92, 19, 22, ev T@ 
voeicba idéais % brdcTacis and 7rd elva: a’Ttay ev T| voeioOa. 
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then, that the meaning of vonua as it occurs in this 

section of the Parmenides may be satisfactorily 

defined as “the object of thought” without further 

qualification. And it is of such a vénwa that the 

interlocutors assume what is by no means a truism, 

viz. that it possesses the power of thinking. 

We set out, then, impressed with the belief that 

a vonua has a capacity for vonovs, and furnished with 

Sokrates’ suggestion that each Idea is a vonwa. We 

are, however, hampered by the difficulty which 

Parmenides urged in the first horn of the dilemma, 

viz. that if the Idea is a vonwa, and ¢f particulars 

may be said Tov eidov petéxerv, particulars too consist 

€x vonuatwy—in fact, are vonwata; and therefore 

particulars ought always to be voovtvra—a result 

which is disproved by experience. This difficulty 

vanishes with the surrender of the immanence of the 

Ideas. Sokrates now declares that the péOekss is ov« 

GAA Tis 1) eixacOhvar aitois (Parm. 132). Hence 

particulars are no longer made up of vorpara in such 

a way as to be themselves the objects of pure thought ; 

rather they should be described as ouotomata or 

pyunwata of the Ideas. It follows—or would follow, 

if the conversation did not take another turn—that a 

particular as such is incapable of vonaus, and we escape 

the paradoxical conclusion that ¢g. a palm-tree has 

the faculty of thought; indeed, we confine these 

vonpata voodvta to the world of Ideas. 
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Having surmounted this obstacle, we reconnoitre 

our position. Two principles of importance have been 

deliberately admitted :— 

Firstly, in every instance of vonows the voovpevov 

must be a single real existence, an 6v Tu. 

Secondly, all vonwara have a capacity for vonors. 

The Idea, then, on this showing (i) is a really 

existent unit. Consequently it will be possessed of 

such properties and subject to such conditions as 

may hereafter be proved essential to ovcia. (ii) It is 

a thought that thinks. Now to the question, “ What 

does it think?” we can but reply, “ Thoughts.” And 

since every vonua is a voovv, our answer means 

“Thoughts that think.’ Moreover, as we have 

confined “Thoughts that think” to the world of 

Ideas, we are now asserting that any given Idea 

thinks Ideas. Thus the Ideal series, as at present 

conceived, consists in certain vonuata voodvta which 

think themselves’ and one another,3—the range of 

7 Note that, when Sokrates answers in the affirmative the question, 
Ovdx évds Tiwos, d em) waow exeivo Td vonua erdv voel, ulay Tia odcar 

idéay; (Parm. 132), it is not to the conception of the Idea thinking 

itself that Parmenides demurs, but to the reappearance of the Idea as 
previously defined with all its former disabilities. 

° In Phaedrus 247 C, D, soul is described as an ovola bvrws..- . 

advy Oeath vg. Of this intelligible entity it is said: kaOop&@ wey airhy 
dixaioovyny, Kabopa St cwppocivny, Kabopa Se éemiothuny, ovx Fh yeveois 
mpdceotw .. . GAAA Thy ev T| b eotw dy byTws emioThuny odcay Kai 

TuAAG @oalTws TA byTa dyTwWs Oeavauévyn K.T.A. Mutatis mutandis this 

passage is applicable to the Idea as it is portrayed in the Parmenides. 
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this mental activity being exclusively restricted to 

the domain of Ideal truth: 

lal / \ 

Parm. 134 A Ovxoby kal émiuctnyn, havat, avTn 
\ aed > /, a a wy ? / by] fal 

bev 0 Eotiv emLoTHUN, THS 0 Eat arnVea, ad’THs 
N > / ” > / / ¢ s \ 

av é€xelvns ein emiotHnun ; ILavu ye. ‘“Exaorn 6é 
lal cal A / 4 / nr a 

av TOV ETLOTNUOY 1) ETT, EKXATTOU TOV OVTMY, O 
»” 7 x 3 / x ” / 

€oTLV, ein av érriaTHpuy 7) ov; Nai. 

Let us here pause to enquire from what sources 

these fundamental doctrines derive. The conviction 

that every vonwa must be a vooby might prima facie 

be ranged under the general belief that “like is known 

by like,” appeal being made to Plato’s earlier utter- 

ance :—Phaedo 80 A,B. Tade nyiv EvuBaive, TO pev 

Geiw kai dBavat@ Kal voNTe ... OmoloTaTov Eivat uy Hv. 

For if the soul resembles intelligibles, intelligibles 

presumably resemble the soul. But it is one thing 

to assert that the object. of thought is incorporeal 

(even the Stoics went thus far), and another thing 

to hold that the thoughts of the thinking soul must 

be themselves capable of thinking. This latter creed 

was apparently based on the authority of the historical 

Parmenides, from whose poem two passages may be 

cited as illustrative of the point. The first of these 

(ed. R. and P. vv. 39—40) is 

oUTE yap av yvoins TO ye Ly OV, OV yap avuUCTOD, 
bd / \ \ FE al ” \ 5S 

ouTe Ppacals* TO Yap-avTo VoElV EOTLY TE Kal ElVaL. 
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The general’ sense of the last clause is ‘“ We can think 

only of what exists ;” and the argument shows that, 

if we can think of nothing but 70 év, To uu dv will be 

both unknowable and unspeakable. In fact, Par- 

menides held that every thought has a truly existent 

content, inasmuch as 70 voovmevoy must ever be TO ov. 

And this is just what the Platonic Parmenides urges 

in his first retort to Sokrates’ tentative reconstruction : 

Parm. 1328 ti odv, dava, év Exaotov é€ott TaV 

vonuaTwv, vonua dé ovdevos; "AX advvaTor, 

e(metv. “Adra Twos; Nai. “Ovtos %) ov« dvtos ; 
” 

Ovtos. 

The second passage to which I allude is (ed. R. 

and P. vv. 94—96) 
> \ 2 3» ‘ A \ e/ / > , 

T@UTOV ) E€OTL VOELV TE KAL OVVEKEV EOTL VON MA" 

> \ ” A 6 6SF b] e / b] / 

OU yap QVEU TOU EOVTOS, EV @ TEePpartia LEVvov E€OTLV, 

EUPNTELS TO VoEiD. 

The argument here may be thus paraphrased,— 

You do not find thought apart from To év, wherein 

thought finds its expression : 

[You do not find thought’s object apart from to 

ov :] 

® Literally, the words may be rendered ‘‘The same thing exists 

both for thinking and for being ” (Datival Infinitive) : or possibly, giving 

to €orw its technical meaning = “‘ /¢ is,” we should translate ‘‘ /¢ is the 

same both for thinking and for being.” 
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Ergo thought and thought’s object are co-exten- 

sive!’—both are To év. 

It will be observed that the two passages are 

complementary. The minor premiss, which is wanting 

in the second, is exactly supplied by the first. The 

argument as a whole, led to the simple corollary that, 

if thought coincides with thought’s object, that object 

may be said to think." And this, as we have seen, 

was the substantial assumption of the Platonic Par- 

menides in his second retort.- 

It is clear therefore, that, when in Parm. 132 B 

seg. Plato puts into the mouth of the Eleate the two 

weighty principles enunciated above, he is adducing 

the actual tenets of the historical Parmenides as 

10 It matters little whether we follow Simplicius (¢z Phys. A, ed. 
Diels p. 87, 17) and translate ‘‘ Thought is coincident with thoyght’s. 

object,” or adopt Mr. Burnet’s version (Zarly Gr. Philos. p. 186): ‘*It 

is the same thing that can be thought and for the sake of which the 

thought exists.” In the former case we identify the subject with the 

object of yénors, in the the latter the object with the subject. Whichever 

rendering we choose, the argument will be the same, 772. « = z, and y = z, 

therefore x = y. 

11 IT do not mean to imply that Parmenides himself expressly drew 

this inference, or spoke of 7d dv asa vows. We have no better authority 

for such an assertion than Plotinus Zz. v. i. 8, and Simplicius zz Phys. 

A, ed. Diels p. 143, 18 ff. | Moreover, there is the negative evidence 

of Plato, who, in Soph. 2448, C, states that the Eleatics called their 

principle by the two names éy and éy, but makes no mention of voids 

as a recognised appellation. My point is merely that the historical 

Parmenides’ identification of vootuevoy and vooty paved the way for the 
Platonic Parmenides’ postulate of vohuata voodrra. 
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corrective of his own unrevised Idealism. And we 

begin to appreciate the dramatic propriety which 

caused him, at the expense of an obvious anachronism, 

to choose Parmenides as his critic. 

But the full significance of that choice has not yet 

been sounded. If Parmenides held that the object 

thought was also the subject thinking, he did so only 

because he identified both alike with to ov. And 

similarly Plato, who assumes that every vonua voei, 

must base his assumption on the belief that in any 

process of vonovs the subject and the object are alike 

referable to a single underlying entity. That entity 

is described by him elsewhere in terms which corres- 

pond to the active and passive functions of the Ideal 

Minds. As they are vonpara, so It is a vontor: 

Tim. 37 A ux, TOV vonTay adel TE GVTwWY TO TOU 

apictou apictn yevouevn TaV yevvnbEerTwv. 

As they are voodvta, so It is a vous: 

Phileb. 30 C éotw, & TordaKIS EipnKamEV, ATrELPOV 

TE EV TO TaVTL TOAV Kal Trépas iKavoV Kai TIS eT 

autos aitia ov havAn Kocpovcd TE Kal cUVTAT- 

tTovoa ... aodia Kal vous Aeyouevn SiKavoTaT’ ay. 

Laws 897 C 1) Evptraca otpavod odds dua Kal dopa 

Kal TOV Ev AUTO OVT@Y ATrdVYTwWY VOU KWWHTEL Kai 

Tepipopa Kai Aoyiopois Omolav puvaw eye. 

This conception of a vonrds vods and of vonpata 

voouvta may well have been the source of Aristotle’s 

statements concerning ta avev WANs vonTa : 
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Met. A. 7. 10726 20 éavtov S€ voei 0 vods KaTa 

eTaAn Ww Tod vonTOd" vonTos yop yiyveTa Buy- 

ydvov Kal VowV, WaTE TAUVTOV VOUS Kal VONTOV. 

Ibid. A. 9. 1075 a 3 ovy éEtépou ody dvTos Tod voou- 

pévov Kal Tov vod, daa un UAnV Exel, TO AUTO 

€oTal Kal 7) voOnols TO voovpéevw pia. 

Psych. I. 4. 12. 430a@ 2 otrep cupBaiver ert Tov vo. 

Kal autos S€ vontos éoTiv MoTEp Ta VoNnTa. ~ eT 

bev yap TOV avev UANS.TO aVTO €oTL TO VOOUY Kab 

TO VOOUMEVoV. 

Porph. zz Categ. ed. Busse p. 91, 14 Aéyw Ore 

aiti@uas avtov (Aristotle) dT. Kupi@tata Kata 

avTov Kal wadLoTa Kal TPOTWS NEYOMEVOV TPOTOV 

OUTL@Y TOV VONTA@V olov TOV vonTov OEeov Kal Tov 

vod Kal, eitep eloly idéal, Kal TOY iSeOv, TapLoTas 

TavTas TpwTas ovalas épn Tas ev Tots aicOnTois 

aTOMOUS. . 

But, be that as it may, unlooked for results have 

been reached. When Sokrates threw out his sug- 

gestion that the Idea might be a vénua, he probably 

meant no more than a human thought or concept. 

By the aid of Parmenides’ questions we have now 

come to see that the Ideas are beyond the reach of 

particular cognition : 

Farm. 134 B Ovx apa tro ye nuav yuyvecKetat 

TOV Elo@v ovdév, errELdn avTHS emliaTHENS Ov ” 

MeETEKOMED. 

We must in fact conceive them to be a plurality 
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of Minds into which one supreme Mind has multiplied 

itself, reproducing in them its own essential features 

of thinking and being thought. Hence, if they are 

called vonpata, it is primarily because they are the 

thoughts of that Intelligence which is their under- 

lying cause: 

Plut. de placit. phil. i. 10 [datov ywpiotas Tis 

drAns ovcias Tas idéas brod\apBave. ev ois 

vonuact Kal év tails davtaciats tov Oeov, Tov- 

TEOTL TOU VOv, UperTwras. 

Stob. Zc/. I. x. 16a (Aetios), ed. Wachsmuth i. p. 

127, 19 IIhkdtwv “Apictwvos . . . idéa dé ovoia 

aTWUATOS Ev TOs voNMacL Kal Tais dhavTaciats 

Tov Oeod. 

Proklos zz Parm. ed. Cousin V. 148 cuvéGevetas 

apa adAnXols O Te Vovs Kal TA eld’ Kal Els THY 

ouyyévetay TavTHV, @S éwoi SoKel, aTOBAETTMOY Kal 

0 Swxpatns Ta €ldn vorata apwpicato.— 

secondarily because they mentally regard themselves 

and one another. 

A scrutiny of Parm. 132B seg. has brought us, 

then, to the following conclusion. Plato, at the time 

when he reconstituted his early theory of Ideas, held 

on the one hand that the object of any process of 

pure thought must be a single real existence, and on 

the other that such an object must itself possess the 

power of pure thinking. These two articles of belief 

he had adopted from the writings of Parmenides, a 
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philosopher for whom he entertained the deepest 

reverence.” And further, he had adopted them on 

the original ground of their validity, namely the 

recognition of one underlying entity: 

Parm. 128A Mav@dvo, eimeiy tov Ywxpatyn, @ 

i aomeries 2 coer wap €v Tols Toinpmacw 

év ys eivar TO TAY, Kal TOUT@V TEKUNPLA i 

KaX@s TE Kal ev. 

As applied to his own Idealism, their immediate 

result was to warrant him in positing a single really 

existent Mind as basis and conditioning cause of a 

series of really existent Minds called the Ideas—the 

object of thought for any given Mind being itself or 

any other Mind. The relation thus formulated may 

be denoted, at any rate provisionally, by the accom- 

panying diagram :— 
vontos vovs = The Supreme Mind. 

vonuata voovvta = The Series of Ideas. 

12 Cp. Zheaet. 183 E Mapueviins 5€ wor paiverat, Td Tod “Ouhpov, 

aidotds Té mot elvar Gua Sewds TE... Kat por epdvn Babos Tt Exew 

movTamact yevvaiov, Soph, 237 A-Toy Tod matpods Mapuevidou Adyor. 
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SII. Zhe Sophist. 

Thus far the components of the Platonic scheme 

have been characterised as évta and as vootyta— 

voovyeva. It may now be shown that these charac- 

teristics involve certain further properties, without 

which any account of real and phenomenal nature 

would be altogether inadequate. 

In Soph. 248 A the eidav diros draw a distinction 

between yéveois and ovcia: the changeable nature of 

the former we apprehend through our body by means 

of sense-perception ; the changeless nature of the latter 

we apprehend through our soul by means of reasoning. 

Again, in 248C these same adherents of vonta kai 

aowpata elon declare that yéveous lies within, true 

ovcia without, the domain of zoveiv kai maoyew. 

While passing these opinions in review, the Eleate’s 

remarks are supplementary rather than destructive. 

He points out that, if the Idealists hold, on the one 

hand that oveia yiyvooxerat, and on the other hand 

that ovcia is amays, then—to avoid inconsistency— 

they must by the process which they describe as to 

“yuyveckew 7) TO yryvooKkeoOar mean something totally 

different from a moinua 7 mafos. If, however, To 

yiyveoke is in point of fact movety to—and the 

Stranger’s words hint that such is the case—then 

they will allow that its correlative to yiyvwoKerOas 

must be waoyeuv tx, and, still holding to their doctrine 
2 
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that ovoia is yryvwoKouervn iO THs yvooews, they will 

admit that xa?” dcov yuyvooKetat, KATA TOTOUTOV KiVEtTAL 

dua TO Tacyew. 

In this paragraph the Eleate’s critique of Idealism 

brings before us two conceptions : 

(i) That ovoia is amaéys, and—if truly known— 

must be known in some sense of the word “know- 

ledge” which transcends the rroinua ) mafos properly 

attached to any process of yiyv@oxewy 4} yuyvooKer Oar. 

What this higher intellectual state may be we are 
not yet told, but bearing in mind the évra of the 

Parmenides, which were further determined as vootvta 

_ and voovpeva, we shall presume that it is vonows, pure 

thought, and our presumption will be justified by the 

immediate sequel. 

(ii) That otvcia tacyer—so far at least as it 

provides an object for yvaaus, rightly so called,— 

and that therein it departs from its own 7pepia. 

In effect the Stranger rules, and Theaetetus 

accepts his ruling, that otcia is double-faced: 
' (i) As the subject and object of vonow it is 

atraOns.}* 

(ii) As the subject and object of yvaous it macyer. 

13 Arist. Zopica Z. 10. 148 a 20 arabe?s yap Kal axivnrot SoKovow ai 

id€at Tots Aéyovow idéas elvar, frag. 184. 1510 a 4 ert Siaperal by elev ai 

id€ar Kai pepiorat, odoa amabeis, Diog. Laert. III. 12, 13 gor: 5€ Tay 

eid@v ev Exactoy aldidvy Te Kal vdnua Kal mpds TovTots amabés. Hence 

Ideal monads are said to be amafe?ts in Met. A. 9. 991 4 26 ovder yap 

avtais oldv Te bwapxew Wabos, ibid. M. 8. 1083 29. Compare Aristotle’s 
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Can we, however, reconcile these opposing con- 

ceptions? Can we predicate both aspects alike of 

the same ovcia? This is the problem to which the 

Eleate now addresses himself in a passage of unusual 

lucidity and directness. 

He contends (249 A) that 70 mavted@s Ov cannot 

be ceuvov kai aywov, vodov ov« éyov. And if vods be 

present, we shall be forced, he says, to admit also 

fw, uy, and Kivnois. At the same time we must 

be careful to retain that element of otaows, without 

which vovs could not anywhere exist. 

Ovcia then, wherever it is found, will be endowed 

with two qualities which are évavti@tata addAnXo1s, 

namely :— 

(i) with ordouws, in which case we have voids ; 

(ii) with xivynots, in which case we have 7) and 

pur). 
Soph. 249D té 8 dirocddw ... Taca avayKn 

2. KaTa THY TOV Taidwy evyny doa akivnTa 

Kal Kexiwnuéva TO Ov TE Kal TO TAY Evvaydorepal* 

Néyeuv. 

own doctrine: Psych. A. 4. 14. 408 6 29 6 5E vots tows Oeidrepdy Ti Kat 

dmrabes éoriv, thid. T. 5. 1. 430417 kal oftos 6 vois (the voids mointixds) 

xwpiords Kal duryhs Kal arabs, TH ovola dv évepyela, Met. A.7. 10734 

Ii which predicates amaGés kal avadAolwrov of the oicla .. . aldios Kal 
Gklynros Kal Kexwpicuéevn Tov aicOnrav. Hermes (quoted by Stob. 

Eci, I. \xi. 1, ed. Wachsmuth i. p. 275, 17) has 6 vots araéfs. 

14 This explains why the definition of dvrws dy given in Soph. 247 E, 

248 C was regarded as provisional and not final, ‘‘ Whatever possesses 
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Applying this all-important result to the issues 

of last section, we note that the argument from the 

Parmentdes dealt with only one side of the truth. It 

regarded ovcia as the subject and object of vonats, 

without taking into account any lower intellectual 

faculty, such as that of yvaous or Aoyspos. The 

Sophist warns us against persisting in such neglect. 

It bids us to observe that the supreme voids of the 

Philebus is not only a voids, but also a vontov Saov— 

Cp. Tim. 39E wa 708 ws opototatov 4 TO TErAE@ 

Kal vont@ Cow mpos THY THS Sialwvias pi~now 

pucews. 

Phileb. 30 D Ovxobdv &v . . . TH TOD Atos Epets Hvoet 

Bacidixny wev yruynv, BacirsKoy Sé vodv éyyiyv- 

ecOar Sia THY THS aitias Sivaypw— 

and that the ideal vojpara of the Parmenides are not 

only vonuata, but also vonra faa— 

Cp. Tim. 30C ta yap 8) vonta baa ravta éxeivo 

év EavT@ TreptraBov Eyer. 3 

Ibid. 31 A To yap Teptéyov mayta, oToca vonta 

Caa.— 

inasmuch as every vous, whether supreme or sub- 

the power of doing or suffering” would indeed aptly characterise otela 

gua subject and object of yv@a1s. But gud subject and object of vénais 
this same ovola was admitted to be amaéjs. Consequently, unless 

dvvauis can be taken to denote the power of passing from the first or 

static into the second or kinetic condition, we must substitute the 

amended definition implied in 249 D. 
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ordinate, is forced by the necessary nature of its 

own ovcia to pass out of its tranquil aa@ea into 

the coijata and mc@npata of animation.’ Thus 

by emphasising the fact that, wherever'® pure thought 

is found, there will its shadow the lower mental 

phase be found also, it enables us to extend our 

previous scheme as in the diagram. 

SII. Avistotle's Psychology. 

Having learnt in the preceding section that all 

ovoia deserving of the name must necessarily pass 

from higher to lower phase, we have yet to enquire 

15 For Plato’s conviction that vots must be attached to Wux} see the 

following passages: Phileb. 30C copia uhv kal vods &vev Wuxijs ovK by 

mote yevoicOnv, Parm. 1328 wh tTaéy eida@yv Exactoy 7 TovTwy vénua, Kal 

ovdanod aiT@ mpoonkn eyyiyverba: %AAoK FH ev Wuxais, Soph. 249 A GAAG 

TavTa pév auddrepa (vovs and (wh) evdvt’ ate A€youer, ob why ev WuxF 

Ye dhoomey avTd Exew ata; Kal tiv ay Erepov Exut Tpdmov; Tim. 308 

voov © avd xwpls Wuxis advvaroy mapayeveoOa tw, Lbid. 46D trav yap 

dvTwy @ vody udve KTac0a TpooHKe:, AexTéov Wuxnv. Compare Arist. 

Psych. I. 4. 4. 429a 27 wad ed 5% of A€yortes Thy Yuxhy elvat Témov cidarv, 

mwAhv bri obre BAN GAN 7H vonTiKh, odre évTeAexela GAAG Suvdwer Ta ef5n, 

Met. A. 3 1070a 26 H Wuxh . . . wh maoa GAX’ 6 vovs, Archytas in 

Srag. phil. Gr. ed. Mullach i, 565 atc@acis wey ev cdpati yiverat, vdos 

& év xa. 

© See Soph. 249 B tupBaive: © ody, & Oeaitynre, axwhtwv Te bvTwy 

vouv under wept undevds eiva: undauod, the counterpart of 249C Tid; 

&vev TovTwy (sc. TOD KaTa TAa’TA K.T.A.) vodv KaBopags bvTa h yevduevor 

dy nal dbmovody; “Hriora. 
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how this passage may be effected, transporting us as 

it does from the realm of serene intelligence— 

Tim. 52A To Kata tavta eldos Exov, ayévntov Kai 

avoreOpov, ote eis EavTO eicdeyouevov ado 

GdXNoOev ovTE avTO Eis GAO TOL Lov, aopaTov SE 

Kal ddXws avaicOnrov, TodTO 5 87 vonats eiAnyeV 

emiaKkoTreiy — 

to the world of complex sensitivity— 

Laws 8096E aye pev O) Wuyn wavta ta Kat’ 

ovpavoy Kal ynv Kal OddatTav Tais auTHSs KLVy- 

cea, ais ovouata éatt BovrecOat, oKxoTreicbat, 

émriuereia Bar, Bovrever Oar, doEdLew opOas, exrevo- 

LEvOS, Yaipovcar, NUTrOULEVNV, Pappodcar, hoBov- 

Mévnv, picovaav, atépyoucay, Kal Tdacals boat 

tovTwv Evyyevels 7) TpwToupyol KiwnaeLs Tas SevTEp- 

oupyovs atv TaparkauBavovaat Kivjcets TOMaTOV 

aryouot TavTa els avénow kal dbicw Kai diaKpiow 

Kal ovyKploW. 

The method of transition will, I think, be best fol- 

lowed by the aid of a vexed paragraph in Aristotle’s 

Psychology. 1 shall first state what I take to be the 

argument of that paragraph; and then offer some 

justification for the meaning which I assign to its 

several parts. 

Aristotle’s thesis is (Psych. A. 2. 6. 4046 8) that 

those thinkers, who find the main characteristic of 

wuyn in TO ywewoKxerv Kai TO aicOdverGa, identify 

wvyy with their apy or apyai. Empedokles, for 
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example, constructs the percipient soul out of the 

‘same six elements which go to form the percepts of 
his system. And that Plato acted in a similar way 

may be inferred from three considerations” :— 

(i) In the 7zmaeus Plato makes both 7 wvy7 and 
Ta Tpayuata out of the same elements (sc. tavtov and 

@arepov, combining to produce ovcia). 

(ii) In ta epi dirocodias Aeyoueva he distinguishes 

four stages in the evolution of the percipient Idea 

corresponding to four stages in the evolution of the 

percept Ideas. These four are 7 tod évdos idéa, and 

TPOTOV LHKOS, TP@Tov TAATOS, TMpa@ToV Babos. 

(iii) The percipient Idea thus evolved apprehends 

by means of four faculties (namely vods, and émrictyun, 

d0€a, aicOnois), which correlate with four eién tov 

mpaywatwv, 2.¢. with things grouped according to the 

said four stages in the evolution of the percept Ideas. 

For these reasons Aristotle concludes that Plato, 

like Empedokles, constructed the subject and the 

17 T append the exact words: Psych. A. 2. 7. 4046 16 roy airdy 

5¢ tpdmov kal MAdrwr ev Te Tiwalw thy Wuxhy ex tay aTorxelwy moet” 

ywoonerOa yap TE duolw TY Suotoy, Ta SE mpdyuara ex Tay dpyay elvai. 

duotws 5 Kal ev Tots wept Pirocodias Acyou€vois SiwpicOn, avTd uty Td 

(Gov ef ats THs Tov évds idéas Kal Tod mpdtov uhkovs Kal wAdTous Kal 

Bd@ouvs, Ta & %AAa duororpdmws. eri 5€ Kal HAAws, vody wey Td Ev, 

emorhuny 5¢ Ta SVo—povaxas yap ep’ Ev—,rdy Be rod emimédov apiOudv 

Sdtav, alcOnow St Toy Tod orepeod: of wey yap apiOuol Ta efSn a’Ta Kal 

apxal €Aéyovto—eiol F ék tay cro:xelwy—,xpivera: 5t Ta mpdyuata Ta 

bev v@, Ta 8 emiorhun, TA SE din, TA FT aicOhoer €fdn F of apiOuor 

ovToL TOY mMpayuaTwr. 
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object of cognition out of the same constituents and 

by parallel processes, thereby preserving the law yuwe- 

oxecOat TO Gpotov TH opoiw (Psych. A. 2. 20. 405 6 15). 

i. The first of the three clauses here summarised 

represents Plato as arguing to this effect :— 

(a) Like is known by like. 

(6) ta mpayyata (2.2. things in general, the_odject 

of knowledge) are formed é« tav apyav. 

(c) Therefore Wuy7 too (the sadzect*® of knowledge) 

must be made &€« tav otovyetwv. 

This conclusion, says Aristotle, is to be found in 

the Zzmaeus. And we can hardly doubt that he refers 

on the one hand to 727. 35 A, where the cosmic soul 

is composed of tavtov and @atepov, which codlesce to 

produce ovoia; and on the other hand to 77m. 41D, 

where the subordinate souls are compounded of the 

same ingredients, though in a less pure condition. It 

seems certain, therefore, that by ra otovyeia Aristotle 

here denotes the principles of Identity and of Differ- 

ence, which are represented in the 7zmaeus by the 

symbols ravtov and @atepov. 

Again, the force of the argument depends on the 

identification of these otovyeta with ai apyat. It has, 
indeed, been suggested that ta crovyeta are TavTor, 

Gatepov and ovcia considered as the elements of the 

*8 Cp. Simplic. iz Arist. Psych. ed. Hayduck p. 29, II avijyov 

Tolvuy eis TaS Gpxas TA TE YyWOTa TayTa, TovTéoTL Ta dyTA, Kal Tas 

yvwoTikas TovTwY Suvdmers. 
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material world, whereas ai apyai are the same prin- 

ciples considered as the constituents of the immaterial 

soul; but I fail to find adequate support for such a 

view in either Platonic or Aristotelian diction. If any 

distinction is to be drawn,” I should prefer to say that 

rauvtov and Oatepov regarded by themselves as ulti- 

mate principles are apyai, regarded as the elements 

of derived existences are otovyeta: cp. 

Arist. Met. N. 4. 10916 3 dua 70 To év apyny Kai 

apXnY @S cTOLYELOV Kal TOV apLOuor Ex TOD EVOS. 
Ibid. N. 4. 10916 19 TO pev dadvar THv apyny 

TolavTny elvat evAoyov adnOés Elva’ TO péVTOL 

TavTnV elvar TO EV, 7) EL uN TOUTO, oTOLYELOY TE 

Kal oToLtyetov apLOpav, advyarov. 
Ibid. N. 4. 1092a@ 6 adpynv macav cro.xetov 

ToLlouct. 

However that may be, both terms are regularly 

employed by Aristotle to describe the same two bases 

of Platonism: e.g. 

Met. N. 1. 10876 12 adda pv Kai Tas apyas as 
oTOLYELa KaXOVGLY OV KAadwS aTrodiboacLW Oi 
... TO peya Kal TO puLKpoY AéyovTES META TOU 
€vos Tpla Tav’Ta oToLyeta TeV aplOuar. 

Ibid. M. 9. 1086a 26 érret ody A€éyouai Ties ToLav- 
Tas elvat tas idéas Kal Tovs apiOmovs, Kal Ta 
TOUTWOY TTOLY ELA TOV dVTwWY Elva TTOLYELA Kal 

apyas, oKeTTTEov K.T.D. 

19 Stob. Zc/. 1. x. 164, ed. Wachsmuth i. p. 128, 14 has of pév obv 
mepl ApiororéAny kal TAdrwva diadépew nyodvra: apxiv Kal orotxeia. 
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And if the substitution of trav apyav for Tav ctovyelov 

within the bounds of a single argument seem strange, 

it is corroborated by the similar case of 

Met. M. 7. 10816 31 avayen 8, éreimep Eotat TO 

év Kal 7 aopiatos Svas oToLyeta. ef 8 advvata 

Ta ovpBaivovta, Kal Tas apyas élvat TavTas 

advvatov. 

The outcome of this first clause, therefore, is that 

ruy7j—which is an odcia inasmuch as it is composed 

of ravrov and @dtepov—has for the content of its 

cognitions objects formed of the same constituents as 

itself, in short other psychic ovaiaz. And whereas, 

when dealing with vonaws only, we concluded that the 

object of thought for any given Mind is itself or any 

other Mind, we have now extended the same con- 

clusion to the whole Wvy7 whereof voids is the static 

phase, and are prepared to affirm that the object of 

cognition for any such éuvyor is itself or any similar 

eurpuxov. 

‘Moreover in the terms tavtov and @atepov we have 

obtained a convenient notation”? for higher and lower 

psychosis, which permits us to re-edit our scheme in 

the appended form. 

ii. The precise import of the second clause is less 

20 Foreshadowed in dialogues earlier than the 77maeus, e.g. Soph. 
249B TO KaTa TavTa Kal woadTws Kal wepl TO adTd K.T-A. Farm. 158C 

Thy érépay pvow Tov efduus (= Tim. 35.A Thy Oarépou puoi). 
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easy to determine; and widely divergent views have 

been advanced, of which some account must be 

rendered before further progress is possible. 

Simplicius (272 Arist. Psych. ed. Hayduck p. 28, 

22 segg.) takes the whole clause ouoiws 5€ Kai... Ta 

& adda opovotpoTas to be descriptive of ta yrwora, 

the objects known: the next words, érv 5€ kal addXws 

...alc@now dé Tov Tov atepeod, then denote ra 

yvwotikd, the subjects knowing: and the concluding 

lines, of wév yap apiOwol .. . of apiOwot odToL TOY TRay- 

atv, point the parallelism between object and 

subject. But, apart from the fact that (a) the words 

ét, d€ Kal ddAdos clearly mark a third exposition 

coordinate with Tov avtov dé TpoTov x.T.r. and opoiws 

d€ Kal x«.T.A. rather than a mere sub-section, this 

division (4) introduces special difficulties into the 

passage with which we are immediately concerned. 

For, granted that by avto to f@ov is meant the 

intelligible world”! (0 vontos Svakocpos €v © Ta avTo- 

eon), and by ta dAda the knowable opinable and 

sensible world (ta Aowra THs TOV yrootav Siatpécews 

1 T fail to see any such justification for the term as Mr. Wallace 

(ed. Arist. Psych. p. 205) finds in 77m. 30B oftws ody 5) Kata Adyov 

Tov eikéta Set A€yew révde Toy Kdomov (Gov Eubvxov evvovy te TH 

GAnGeig Sid Tod Oeod yeveoOa: mpdvoiay. The cosmos can only be 

described as a (@oy in so far as its intelligibility implies the evolution 
of émorntd, Sotacrd, aio@mra—and this is just what Simplicius would 

exclude ; for these he finds in Ta &AAa. 
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Ta émiotynta Ta do€actTa Ta aicOnra), it can hardly be . 

said that the latter is constructed owovorpo7ws with 

regard to the former. Simplicius himself acknow- 

ledges ta GX to be ek TAY apy@v pev ... TMV ELOOD, 

GAN ovKEeTL EK THY avTOApY@Y ws ex aToLyEiwy, GAN EF 

-€KELVOV [LEV, WS copa < 5€> aitiwv Tay ExdoTots 

gvaTOLyoV. ; 

Themistius, who 66.8, ed. Spengel p. 20 seqq.) simi- 

larly finds in the words opotws d€ Kal. . . owovotpoTras 

a description of the cosmos as object thought, and in 

the succeeding clause an account of the soul as sub- 

ject thinking, is liable to the same objections, vzz. 

(2) that in the words opolws dé Kai... oovoTpoTws we 

expect to discover a comparison between yvwotiKov 

and yvworov, not between different kinds of ywora, 

and (4) that the phrase ta & a@AXa opootporws is an 

over-statement™ of the case. | 

Nor does Philoponus (C. fol. 2A) improve upon 

this by understanding ta ddda of such ill-assorted 

elements as Ta vontd, Ta dvowkd, and ra aic@ntra. As 

Trendelenburg remarks—*“ Neo-Platonica satis olent.” 

Lastly, Sophonias gives, along with much irrelev- 

ant matter, the view of his predecessors (de Anzm. 

paraph. ed, Hayduck p. 13, 6), making both members 

22 Themistius’ explanation is rd pmév oby abto(aov, Tovtéati Tov 

xécuov Tov vonTér, ek TAY TpeTwy émolovy apxav, Ta Se em) wépous ex 

TaY Sshemevwy Sowep yap Ta aicOnre éxe: mpds HAANAG, oftw Kal Tas 

idéas aitay mpds GAANAaS Exew (ed. Spengel p. 21). 
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of the clause under discussion descriptive of the object 

of cognition: tétrapa yap avT®... otovxeia.. . TOU 

vontod diaKocpuou TeTroinvtat, ev @ TO THY Wedv T2}- 

pwpua’ TO avToev, 7) aVTOOUAS, 7) AUTOTPLAS Kal 7) aUTOTET- 

pds, ad avtep Kal 6 alc OTs ovTOS KOTMOS HpTNTAL ws 

am’ aitiov Tov vontod Kai ai apyal avTov éxeiOer. 

Passing from the older commentators to more 

recent interpreters, we find Trendelenburg—though 

in several points correcting their extravagance—still 

misled by them as to the sequence of the main 

argument : 

“Ita et Plato, quemadmodum pergitur, ut similia 

similibus cognoscerentur, eosdem numeros 

avtofwovu fecit, eosdem menti indidit. Sic 

utraque loci pars artissime coniungenda, neque 

altera ab altera divellenda, quasi ab illo érs dé 

Kal a\XwS Novi quid incipiatur.””™ 

The result of this misconception is that he fails to 

explain the words ra 8 a&\Xa opowotpoTras : 

“Quae fuerint haec reliqua, non definimus, univer- 

sas tantum ideas, ne quid Platoni obtrudatur, 

intellegentes,’”* 

He is aware that the explanations propounded by 

Simplicius and Philoponus are unsatisfactory, but 

has little to offer in their stead. 

*3 Arist. de anima, ed. 1877, p. 187. 
*4 Jhid. p. 188. 

LoS) 
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Others have seen that the key to the passage lies in 

the very “divulsio” which Trendelenburg deprecates. 

Dr. Jackson, for example, proposes to translate avro 

to Saov by “the universal Subject” and ta adda by 

“the universal Odject.” This is a distinct move in 

the right direction: it is, however, open to criticism 

on the following grounds :— 

(a) An inexact and therefore unsatisfactory mean- 

ing is attached to the words which describe “the 

universal Subject :” 

auto pev TO Cwov €& avTHs THs TOD Evos iOéas Kal TOD 

TpwTov “HnKOUS Kal TAATOUS Kal Babous. 

The phrase avtihs ths Tod évos idéas would thus be 

loosely used for adtod Tod Evos. 

(8) Elsewhere in Aristotle the term avto 70 .C@ov 

signifies merely the Idea from which a particular 

animal derives its animality, the Idea of “animal,” 

eg. Met. Z. 14. 10394 9—I16 modda Ectar avTo TO 

faHov x.7.r. thid. M. 9. 1085 a 26 roétepov To Eaov 

avTo év TO Sow 7) Etepov avTod Cwov, frag. 184. 15104 

14 7 mev Kal Caov eats, weTéexot Gv Kal avTOD TOU Gwouv. 

Plato himself employs the plural of the same term to 

describe the Ideas of animals generally : 

25 That is, the supreme Nojs in its passage into cosmic existence, as 

opposed to that cosmic existence which originates from the evolution of 
the supreme Nois. 
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Rep. 532 A mpos avta on Ta CHa éemvyerpety atro- 

Brérrew Kal Tpds avTa aoTpa K.T.D. 

I conclude, therefore, that to vestrict the phrase to 

“the universal Subject” is a limitation unwarranted 

by either Aristotelian or Platonic usage. 

Mr. Wallace, who interprets atto To Gov as “the 

subject knowing” ze. the microcosm, and ta adda as 

“the objects known” z.e. the macrocosm, escapes the 

first of these objections—because the particular S@ov 

(the microcosm) is of course the given Idea (7 Tod Evos 

idéa) as it appears in three-dimensional space. But 

he too traverses the terminology of Aristotle, who by 

avTo TO mov elsewhere denotes not a particular®® but 

an Idea. 

Another suggestion takes both av’ro 7d f@ov and 

Ta axa as “subjects”—the contrast between subject 

and object being not expressed but only implied in 

the sentence. The former will then mean the supreme 

€aov ; the latter the subordinate €@a. This view, apart 

from its liability to the objections which I have brought 

-against Dr. Jackson’s version, seems to me to destroy 

the balance of Aristotle’s triple argument. We should 

have him adducing three clauses for the express pur- 

pose of pointing out the similarity between subject 

26 Plato, according to Mr. Archer-Hind’s rendering, uses aird 7d 

(Gov of the individual animal in 77m. 89 B: but the passage, as we 
shall see, may be taken differently. 
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and object, and then omitting to make any mention 

of that object in the central clause of the three.” 

It is, I think, possible to rectify all these flaws 

by understanding atto to Sov as “the absolute 

animal,” that is any given vontov €@ov—(whether it 

be the mravteXés C@ov of 72m. 31 B, or one of the év 

uépous elder SHa of Tzm. 30C),—and ta adda as “ the 

remaining absolute animals.” This somewhat obvious 

rendering of the words ta ada is suggested by Philo- 

ponus (C. 2 ta & GAXa opoltotpoTws, Ta GAXa, TOL... 

}) Ta AXNa Tapadelypata, olov TO av’TOKadov, TO avTOAY- 

O@pwmos, Kal é7l Tov AoiTav opwoiws) and strongly 

supported by the variant readings tas 6’ adXas 

Gpowotpotous (Themist. 668) and tas aAXas dpoto- 

tpomws (Philop. Cc. 2), which refer clearly to the 

remaining (déa. That the phrase is a natural-one 

may be gathered from such expressions as the fol- 

lowing :— 

Tim. 30C of éott TaN CHa Kal’ & Kal Kata yévn 

popta. 

Ibid. 90E Ta yap GdXa GHa H yéeyovev avd K.T.X. 

Phaedr. 247 E kai TaXXA @oavTtws Ta GvTa OVTAS 

Gcacapévn K.T.X. 

27 This is in a manner the converse of Trendelenburg’s error. For 

he, following the lead of the Greek commentators, held that both parts 
of the clause referred to the odjects of cognition ; and the present sugges- 
tion makes both parts refer to the sudyects of cognition. 
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Both the given f@ov as percipient and the remain- 

ing Ha as percepts are constructed opo.otpo7ras, since 

in every case an absolute animal if subjected to 

logical analysis will be found to consist of that form 

of to év which is appropriate to itself (hence the 

article THs Tov évos idéas) and the successive dimen- 

sions through which it is evolved. 

This interpretation escapes the two objections 

urged on p. 34 by admitting the claim of any and 

every intelligible animal to the title avto To Gor, 

instead of confining the term to the supreme ov. 

It preserves too the symmetry of the argument; and 

that, not only by emphasising Aristotle’s main con- 

tention—the similarity between percipient and percept 

—but also by identifying the subject of the present 

with that of the preceding sentence: for in the first 

clause we saw that any given éuWvyov—whether it 

be the whole cosmic €@ov or one of the partial Ideal 

f®a—is formed out of the same elements as the other 

éuxyvya which constitute the objects of its cognition ; 

and now in the second clause we see that any given 

avtTo S&®ov —whether it be the whole cosmic animal or 

28 As a matter of fact—excluding Zim. 89 B, at present sub judice— 
the supreme (@oyv is not elsewhere, either in Plato or Aristotle, called 

ait Td C@ov. It is however spoken of as ard (@ov in Zim. 37 C, D ws 

Be KiwwnOev adtd nal (av evdnoe... Kabdwep ody abTd Tuyxdver (Hor 

Gidiov dv «.7-A., which is perhaps the passage referred to by Proklos on 
Tim. 4C 7 vonth wdvtwyv aitia kal mapaderypatixkh Tav bd Tod Snutoup- 

yoo motovpéevwr, hy Kat avroC@ov 5a TovTo KaAdeiv 6 MAdtav jklwoer. 
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one of the partial Ideal animals—is developed through 

the same four stages as the other €#a which consti- 

tute the objects of its cognition. The argument, I 

conceive, is exactly parallel in the first two clauses, 

and raises a presumption that it will be so in the 

third also. 

But before passing to the last consideration we 

must enquire further concerning the nature of the 

four stages that have hitherto been mentioned without 

comment. Aristotle alludes to them again in Met. M. 

2. 1077 a 24 Ett ai yevécers SnrOvTW. TMpOTov pwev yap 

emi pnKos ylyvetat, eita él mAdTOS, TeAXEUTAatoy 6 Eis 

BaOos, Kat TéXos Ecyev. And his remarks both there 

and here are best elucidated by a reference to Plato’s 

Laws 894 A— 

ylyvetat 62) TavTwy yéveois, Hvik’ av Ti Tabos. 7; 

SjAov ws oTdTav apyn AaBovca avEnv eis THV 

Seutépav EXOn weTaBacwv, Kal ato TavTNS eis THY 

TANTO, Kai MEXPL TPL@V EMOovCa aicOnow yh 

Tots aisOavouévois. peTaBaddrXov pev ovv ovT@ 

Kal peTaKkivovpevov yiyveTat Ta: Eate dé OVTWS 

Ov, oToTav pévy petaBarov Sé eis aAAnV Eww 

depOaptat TravTEedras. 

From these citations I conclude that the Platonic 

Idea possesses four phases or conditions, whereof the 

jirst ts opposed to the remaining three as dvtws ovaia 

to yéveots. As dvtws dv Aristotle calls the Idea airy 

» Tov evos idéa; and Plato adds that it péver (=the 
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otacis of Soph. 2498, C). As yiyvopuevov Aristotle 

couples it with space of one, two, and three dimen- 

sions; and Plato adds that it is developed through 

these same stages petaBadXov Kal petakivovpevov 

(=the” xivnois of Soph. 249 A, B). 

Thus, on the one hand, the separation between 

Ideal ovcia and phenomenal yéveous, enquired after 

by the Platonic Parmenides— 

Parm. 130B avtos od obtw Sunpnoar ws réyeLs, 

xopis uev eidn adta atta, ywpls 5é Ta TOUTwY 

av metéyovta ;— 

and affirmed by the eidav diroc— 

Soph. 248 A yéverw, tiv Sé ovciav ywpis Tov diedo- 

pevot EyeTE ; 7) yap; Nai.— 

is still retained in Plato's mature ontology; for the 

Idea éotw dvtws dv omotav pévn? petaBarov 4€ Eis 

adrAnv Ew SvefOaptar twavter@s. While, on the other 

hand, neither the Ideal nor the phenomenal world is 

complete apart from its correlative; for ordow and 

Kinots, although évaytuétata addAnAos, are both 

essential factors of ovcia, which is in every case 

evolved from the single state of the former through 

the threefold condition of the latter. 

There are two further reflections suggested by the 

passage from the Laws, which may be briefly indi- 

29 [Alexander] iz Arist. Met. M. 2. 1077a 14 ed. Hayduck p. 731, 

16 mpdtepoyv yap ém) pijkos ylverar 7 avinots } dAws 7H Klynois, 
éreita eis mAdros, elta eis Bados. 
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cated here. (a) In the first place, without discussing 

the details of the context in which that passage is set 

I may point out that by the apyn of Laws 894 A Plato 

means yvy7. Thus much is clear from the similarity 

of the language that follows in 896 A, B— 

dpa étt ToPoduev ju7) ixavars Sedety Oar Wruynv TavToOV 

OV KAL THY TPOTHDY Yéverwy Kal KiVNCLY TOV TE OVT@V 

Kal yeyovoTwY Kai éoomévwy Kai TavTwY ad TOV 

€vavTi@v ToUvTOLS, ETTELOn ye avepavn weTaBoANs TE 

Kal KiVNGEWS aT aans aitia a&tracw ;— Or, anna 

ixavoétata Sédeunrar yuxn Tay wdvtTwv mpeo- 

Butatn, pavetod ye apxn Kivyncews. 

This identification” supports my contention that 

avto To Gov, the subject of the second clause in the 

argument from Aristotle’s Psychology, is not to be 

distinguished from yvy7, the subject of the first 

clause in the same argument; inasmuch as the 
four stages assigned by the Psychology to the avto 

ov are by the Laws attributed to yuy7. (0) 

Secondly, the full phrase apy «iwycews, which. re- 

calls the language of earlier days (Phaedrus 245 C 

Tnyn Kal apyn Kwnoews), May be taken to include 

both aspects of wuy7—the npeuia of its higher, and 

3° If it be objected that Aristotle (wd. p. 27) uses the term a&px7 to 

denote not vx but the elements of which Wux7% is constructed, I answer 

that the pupil’s usage is no voucher for the master’s. Indeed Aristotle 
himself (Psych. A. 2. 7. 4046 24), as we shall see directly, complains 

that Plato Risces sf ee apiOuol ef5y Kal 4pxal whereas they really are 
€K TOV oToxelwy.” 
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the «wnors of its lower intellectuality. The compiler 

of the Platonic dépo. was not far wrong when he 

defined vonows as apy? emiotHyns, and aic@nas as 

vou Kivnats. 

But the mention of the diverse faculties of wuy7 

reminds us that we have still to analyse the remainder 

of Aristotle’s argument, which treats of them serzatim. 

ili. The third clause is epitomized by Dr. Jackson 

as follows— | 

We reduce ¢hings to apiOuoi (2.2. Ideal Numbers), 

and therefore to the elements of these api@uoi, 

fe 10° 1, 2. 3. 4. 

Again, the processes of mind are expressed by the 

same elements, I. 2. 3. 4. 

This interpretation, though furnishing the needed 

parallelism between subject and object, labours under 

two serious drawbacks: 

(a) The otovyeia of the Ideal aps@uoi are not the 

numbers I. 2. 3.4., but the principles of Identity and 

Difference, which were technically known by this very 

name; see, forexample, — 

Met. N. 1. 10876 14 of To péya Kal TO pLKpov 

A€yovtes peTAa TOD Eévds Tpia Tav’Ta oToLxeta 

 tOv aprOpar. 

(8) Either the words eiéy & of apsOuol obto. mpay- 

patwv, or the words of wev yap apiOpoi.... Ta & 

aic@ncer, become superfluous; the argument is com- 

plete without them. Nor do we mend matters much 
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if we invert the order of these two sentences. For, 

that transposition granted, the passage will run:— 

“And these numbers (sc. 1. 2. 3. 4.) are forms of 

things; for on the one hand the Numbers were 

known as the absolute Ideas and first principles, 

and they are constructed out of their elements (sc. 

I. 2.3.4.) ; while on the other hand things are appre- 

hended—some by vots, some by émiatnun, some by 

do£a, some by aicOnais.” But that e’dy & of apiO pot 

ovToL THY Tpaywatev should be followed immediately 

by of wév yap aptOuol Ta cidn... édéyovto,—a sentence 

in which both leading words are repeated in a different 

sense,—is hardly credible. 

In the face of these difficulties I should prefer to 

retain the text unaltered, remarking that if the words 

ol pev yap apiOwot Ta eldn adta Kal apyal éhéyovTo, eict 

& é« tav otovxyelwv had stood alone, they would have 

been interpreted without fail: “The eiSntixol dpsOyot 

were spoken of as the absolute Ideas and principles, 

though in point of fact they are compounded of the 

elements.” Moreover, the expression €« Tav oTovyei@v 

would have been understood here in 4040 25 as it was 

understood a few lines higher up in 4044 17—“ of the 

elements tavtov+ @atepov=ovcia.” Again, it is natural 

to suppose that the word otra, added to of apsOuoi in 

the last sentence, is intented to connect them with the 

faculties just enumerated and to distinguish them from 

the Ideal dpiuot. Lastly, the statement that these 
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four numbers (I. 2. 3. 4.) represent eidn Tov Tpayuatov 

must balance the statement that the percipient has 

four modes of cognition symbolically denoted by the 

same numbers (I. 2. 3.4.); and since a quasi-spacial 

account of those modes has been given already (in 

the words émiotiunv Sé Ta SUo" povayas yap ep Ev" 

TOV 5€ TOD émuTédou apLOpmor SodEav, aicOnow Sé TOV 

TOU oTepeod), it is probable that these e/éy Tov 

mpayuwatwv are things in general grouped according 

to the four stages*! through which, as we learnt from 

the second clause, percept Ideas pass into the region 

of aic@nois: certainly the broad meaning thus assigned 

to the word eidos =“ class” or “group” is supported 

by the fact that the article, prefixed to the same word 

when used above in its technical sense (ta eld avra), 

is here absent. The argument, I take it, may be set 

out as follows :-— 

Muumetme one . . . . . . . «iS vous, 

fetwo .... . . . 1S émiotnpn, 

the no. of the vile (iz. three) is d0€a, 

the no. of the solid (ze. four) is aic@nous. 

Now, on the one hand (uév) the Numbers were 

called the fundamental Ideas of the Platonic system 

—though, to speak with all precision, they are con- 

3! Simplic. z# Arist. Psych. ed. Hayduck p. 29, 12 dujpouv 8& ra Te 

byTa ov KaT& wAdTOS, GAAG KaTa Bdbos, els TE TA VONTA Kal émiaTnTa Kah 

dotacra Kal aicOnrd, Kal duolws Tas yvooets eis vodv Kal émiothuny Kal 

Sdtav Kad alcOnow. 
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structed out of the otovyeza (sc. radtov + Patepov=ovaia) 

—and they apprehend things by means of the four 

faculties above mentioned. 

On the other hand (6é) these four numbers (z.e. the 

numbers f. 2. 3. 4., representing the four faculties) are 

groups of things. 

In brief, Aristotle’s point is that the percipient 

Ideas evolved as aforesaid apprehend by means of 

four faculties, and that these faculties correspond to 

four stages in the spacial evolution of the percept 

Ideas: what those stages are we already know. 

The recognition of the planes of consciousness 

symbolised by these numbers I. 2. 3. 4. throws light 

—where light is much needed—upon the use of the 

technical term dexas. Aristotle more than once affirms 

that certain Idealists continued their Ideal Numbers 

Méxpe THS Sexabos : , 

Met. A. 8. 1073 a 20 Tepi 8 tev apiOuav oTé wey 

@S Tepl ateipwv éyouaw, OTe 8 ws péeXpPL TIS 

dexados w@piopévo. 

lbid. M. 8. 1084a 12 ef Sé memepacpévos, méxpt 

Tocou; TovTo yap Set A€yecMar ov povoy OTL, 

adrAa Kal dott. Garda pv ef péxps THS Sexddos 

0 apltOuos, Batrep TwWés hacw, TP@Tov pev TAXV 

émineires Ta edn? olov ef EoTiv 1) TpLas aUTOaY- 

Opwrros, tis éatar aptOwos avToitmos ; av’To yap 

ExaoTos apibwos wéype dexdbos. 
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lbid. M. 8. 1084. 29 ért dtoTrov € 0 apiOpos péxpt 

Ths Sexados, waAXov TL dv TO Ev Kal Eidos avTHS 

THs Sexaoos. 

Ibid. N. 1. 10886 10 olov 1 Sexas todd, e& TavTNS 

fn €oTL TeEtLoP. 

Phys. I. 6. 2066 32 péype yap Sexados trovet tov 

ap.O nov. 

Now the statement that Ideal Numbers were con- 

tinued péypi Tis Sexados is open to two interpretations. 

On the one hand, it might mean that there are but 

ten Ideas in the Ideal series. It was, in fact, obviously 

so understood, or misunderstood, by certain crude 

followers of the first Academy. Arristotle’s evidence 

on the point is rendered explicit by 

[Alex.] 22 Avzst. Met. ed. Hayduck p. 700, 27 & 

yap ai idéar apiOuoi, 0 & apiOuos aype Ths 

dexados iotatat, ai idéar dpa déxa. 

But to impute such puerility to Plato himself is surely 

out of the question. Aware that his materials for a 

comparative study of nature were as yet scanty in the 

extreme, he probably refrained from delivering any 

exact dogma with regard to the number of absolute 

Ideas : 

Met. A. 8. 1073 a 16 epi rAjBovs ovdEr eipjKxacuy, 

0 TL Kal cades eltreiv. 

At most he may have vouchsafed the remark that the 

Ideas were pvpra, in order to prevent the supposition 
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that they were a@meipa. This limitation is possibly 

alluded to elsewhere by Aristotle: 

Met. N. 1. 10886 11 ofov 7 Sexas modrv, ef TavTnS 

by éoTL TElOV, 7) TA mUpLa. | 

In any case Plato cannot have ignored the palpable 

absurdity of a system comprising only ten zujfimae 

species. On the other hand, the phrase peéyps tijs 

dexados is susceptible of a different interpretation. It 

may imply that each individual Idea contains within 

itself the perfect number ten. And that this was 

Plato’s real meaning appears from an interesting 

Aristotelian fragment (ed. Rose 14774 40) preserved 

by Philoponus zz Arist. Psych. A. 2.7. 4046 18: 

Aéyes ovv (Aristotle) dacKew avtovs (Plato and the 

Pythagoreans) 671 Ta eldn apiOpoi eiow, aptOpot 

88 Sexadixol: Exactov yap Tov cidav Sexdda 

éNEyov. 

Recent exegesis has regarded the testimony of 

Philoponus either as erroneous and without founda- 

tion (see Trendelenburg de an. ed. 1877 p. 189), or as 

reliable and important (see Brandis de perd. Arist. 

libris p. 49 seqq.). Those who credit the assertion have, 

however, been put to strange shifts to support their 

view. Maguire, for example, in Zhe Platonic Idea 

p. 69 seg., obtains his decad in the following fashion : 

“The Idea as I is the result of II the combination of 

III the Indefinite and of IV Unity.... The Idea 
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is a Result of a Combination of Two Elements, of 

which the former indirectly, and the latter directly, 

rests on an absolute Basis.... That is to say, The 

IV presupposes The III; The III presupposes The 

II; The II presupposes The I; while The I is self- 

sufficing, and verges on the absolute. But, since 

IV+III+I11+1=xX, 

we may see how, in Plato’s mind, The Ten denoted 

not only the highest form, but also the living sub- 

stance of Supreme Reality.” I do not think that 

we need resort to such subtleties for a satisfactory 

explanation. If every Ideal Number possesses four 

phases of consciousness denoted respectively by the 

numbers I. 2. 3. 4., then it is evident that in a sense 

every Ideal Number is the sum of 1 +2+3 +4, or, in 

other words, is a dexas.*4* In short, the problematic 

use of the term dexds as applied to the Platonic Ideas 

finds a simple solution in this third clause of the 

argument from Aristotle’s Psychology. 

The general bearing of that clause may be thus 

illustrated. We particular men, who fancy ourselves 

3l¢ Philoponus, then, is partially right when he adds (loc. cit.) 
&piOuol wey ody 51a TodTo: Sexadinol 5& Sid THY TeAEtdTHTA TAY 
eid@v. The mavtedds dv of Soph. 248 E was found to involve the 
development of vots into émorhun, dd6ta, atcOnois, and the symbols of 

these four stages produce the decad, which the Pythagoreans named 
MayreAeta (Stob. Zc/. 1. ed. Wachsmuth i. p. 22, 5). 

32 For the ensuing description cp. Simplic. i Arist. Psych. ed. 
Hayduck p. 29, 2 dvjyov 5é eis Tas eiSnTixas apxas Kal Tas WuxiKas 
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separate entities, are but the Ideal animal Man re- 

garding itself on the plane of ala@nows: what we see 

is therefore a plurality of men moving in three- 

dimensional space. When we entertain opinions 

about things, we rise to a higher level and portray 

them to ourselves by a kind of mental delineation : 

they still shape themselves as pluralities, but pluralities 

moving in two dimensions,.a flat and it may be 

delusive picture of surrounding life. As individuals 

we are capable of a yet higher method of cognition, 

namely that of éiotjun: when a man knows a thing, 

he so to speak goes “ straight to the point” (wovaydas 

yap é év) in his intellectual presentation ; and though 

7 

TATAUS YVOOELS, THY MeV VOEpay ws Kae evwo auépiotov cvvatpoumevny 

eis Thy wovada, Thy 5é émiotnuovikhy ws avedicoouerny kal as awd Erépov 

Tov aitiou eis TO aitiatby mpoayouervny, as 5e kal 51a Td amaaves Kad ae) 

51a TaY avTay Sdevov eis Thy Sudda, Thy Se Sdéav eis Thy Tpidda Ha 7d Thy 

divau artis uy em) rd abTd Gel, GAAG ToTE pev em) TH GAnOES ToTE SE 

ém) Td Wevdos KAlvew, eis 5€ Thy TeTpAda Thy atcOnow Sia TH TwudTwv 

elvas GvTiAnnTixhy. Themist. zz Arist. Psych. ed. Spengel p. 21, 17 

Tov mev vouv exew ex THS TOD Evds id€as ad’Thy (sc. Thy Wuxhv) diwplCorTo, 

thy 5€ emiothunv ex THS mMpeTns Suddos: ad évds yap ed’ ev Kal 7 

emloThun amd yap Tay mpotdcewy em) Td cuuTépacua, Thy Sdtay 5E ex 

THs mporns Tpiados, bcos Hv Kal Tov emimedov apiOuds: THs yap Sdtns Hin 

kal To GAnbes Kal Td Wevdos ex Tav mpoTdcewy, aitcOnow SE ard Tijs 

mpatns tetpados e& hs Kal 7 Tov oTepeod cduaros idéa mepl yap Td 

TowvTov gaya 7 atoOnois. Sophonias zz Avist. Psych. ed. Hayduck 

p. 13, 37 duds yap Ta emioTnuovika Td TObEY TH Gpiopevws ExovTar Tpidas 

dé  Sd=a: pitta yap Kal Ta SokacTa Bia Td dupippewess Grd SE Tis 

tetpddos Thy alcOnow, ort wep Td cHpua, d TeTpad: ovyT berTaL. 
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Aristotle® scoffs at those who are content to regard 

the soul’s knowledge as a series of lines, yet the 

modern science of psychophysics has certainly tended 

to confirm Plato’s acute conjecture. To rise above 

émiaTHun is impossible for us— 

Laws 897D pr toivuy é& évavtias olov eis Lov 

amoBNéTrovtes, vUKTAa ev peonuBplia eTrayouevot, 

Tonowpela THY aTOKploW, @S VvOvV ToOTE 

Oyntois Oumaciy ovouevol TE Kal yvwoo- 

MEVOL LKaV@S— 

inasmuch as particular thinkers are the Ideal animal 

actively functioning in the mode of @atepov, and in the 

next stage—vonow.s—particulars codlesce into the Idea. 

It is reserved for the Idea itself to enjoy that direct 

intuition of which the neo-Platonists said** voe? ov &yrav, 

arr’ éxor. 

We are now in a position to combine the results of 

all three clauses and to indicate the advance made by 

the passage as a whole. 

_ From the critique of the Platonic Parmenides, 

fittingly supplemented by that of the Eleatic stranger, 

83 Met. M. 2. 1077a 29, Psych. A. 4. 17. 409a 5. It is, however, 
to be observed that in 407 a 29 Aristotle has himself been guilty of much 

the same conception as that which he ridicules: ai 8 amrodeléers nat 
am apxis, kal €xovol mws TéAOS, THY TUAAOYioMoY 2 Td TUUMEepacma €i DE 

Mh wepatodyTat, GAA’ ovK avakdumroudi ye maAw ex’ apxhv, tpocAauBav- 
ovoa & det wécov Kal &xpoyv evOuTopotarr. 

_ 54 Plotinus Zn, V. i. 4, cp. V. i. 10, V. v. I. 
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we had conceived the ground-plan of the universe as 

a single ovcva multiplying itself into a series of ovciat. 

Each ovcia was a vontov faov, whose nature necessarily 

comprised two functions; on the one hand a power of 

passionless thought, that might be named vonors; on 

the other hand a power of active and passive thought, 

that might be named yraors. In the case of the 

universal ovcia, vonows was represented by the supreme 

Nods ; in the case of the series of ovata, vonats was 

represented by the Ideas. 

The argument from Aristotle’s Psychology, re- 

viewed in connection with certain corroborative state- 

ments, has amplified this theory as follows :— 

(1) Ovcia is now identified with y>vy7*—the 

single all-embracing dy with the mavrerés C@ov; the 

assemblage of partial or Ideal évra with the év wépous 

eldeu fa. The higher and lower mentality, which 

together formed the ovcia of a vonrov Swov, are thus 

equated with tavrov and @atepov, which together form 

the ovata of an Ideal éuyrvyov. Further, the objects 

of cognition for any such éuwvyov are declared to be 

the remaining and similarly constructed éuuya. 

(2) Every absolute animal, whether it be the whole 

cosmic animal or one of the partial and subordinate 

animals, evolves itself through four phases or con- 

33 Cp. Simplicius zz Azist. Psych. ed. Hayduck, p. 10, 33 of wév 

obv Mv@aydpero: kal MAdtey obclay abrhy (sc. thy Wuxnv) odow. 
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ditions, vzz. (a) the immutable being of 1 Tod évos té<a, 

and (@) the mutable becoming of the same in space of 

one, two, and three dimensions. Its objects of cogni- 

tion are again the remaining and similarly developed 

animals. 

(3) Each Idea in its perceptive evolution acquires 

four planes of consciousness :— 

As endowed with vods it voe? ; 

As passing into émiotyun it éricraran, 

As passing into d0€a it d0Fater, 

As passing into alic@nouts it aicOavetac. 

Moreover, the object of its perception throughout 

these four stages is any other Idea, perceived— 

by vovs as an ap.Opos ; 

by €7rioTHuN AS a KOS, 

by do€a as an éimesdov, 

by aic@nous as a orepeor. 

Thus the passage as a whole enables us to fill up and 

complete the outlines of the Platonic scheme. 



PARDO 

HIGHER AND LOWER MENTALITY. 

At the outset of the present enquiry I proposed 

to analyse certain incidental passages of pregnant 

meaning in order to obtain some simple and yet 

adequate formula for the interrelations of Plato’s 

Idealism. This analysis has established the main 

fact that Mind is operant in two different ways 

within the limits of Platonic ontology. For, in the 

first place, Mind is a Unity self-pluralised into a 

conclave of Minds, which are odjective—ie. really 

existent—Ideas. And in the second place, on pain 

of forfeiting its claim to real existence, Mind passes 

everywhere out of its own condition of permanent 

and immutable thought into the transitory and 

mutable phases of knowledge, opinion, sensation, 

thereby producing subjective—t.e. phenomenally exist- 

ent—particulars. In the words of Proklos: taea 7 

Tav xuyav Takis els dvo TavTas avipTnTar THYAs, THY 

te Snutoupyikny Kal tiv Gwoyouirnv.*® 

So far the outlines of the theory. It remains to 

36 Proklos 7m Tim. 319A. 
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indicate the ethical colouring of the whole. But 

before attempting this further task, it will be well 

to secure due perspective by emphasising afresh the 

salient points of view. I shall, therefore, in the 

present chapter endeavour to illustrate from the 

Platonic dialogues the contrast thus formulated 

between the odjective and subjective aspects of Mind, 

in the hope that each successive illustration, while 

exhibiting Plato’s technical consistency in the use of 

non-technical terms, may bring into clearer light the 

moral significance of his design. 

Sl. Purpose and Necessity. 

Timaeus 47 discriminates (a) ta dia vod dedn- 

ptoupynuéva from (0) ra ou avayKns yiyvoueva, and 

declares that the universe is the combined product 

of both: peurypévn yap ody 7) Todde TOD KOTMoU YyéveEects 

é& avayKns Te Kal vou avaTdcews éeyevv7On. 

Now (a) the creations of voids, as we learnt from 

the Parmenides, comprise a series of subordinate 

Minds called the Ideas, which are unified in a single 

supreme Mind conceived as their basis and ground- 

work. Again, (0) ta &’ avayKns yuyvoweva are the 

results brought about by the necessary passage of 

the said Minds from the higher mode of “being” into 

the lower mode of “becoming”; and this lapse, this 
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deviation, is as such*® referred in the Z7zmaeus to 

n Travwuevyn aitia. It is clear, therefore, that Plato, 

when he contrasts ta d:a vod. dednutovpynuéva with ta 

dc’ avayxns yeyvoueva, is describing just those two 

aspects of Mind which I have termed “objective” 

and “subjective.’ And we are confronted by the 

question: on what principle of distinction is the 

latter and not the former assigned to dvayen? 

The reason of the change is not, I think, far to 

seek. It is avdéyen that the supreme Mind should 

pass from the tadvrotns of vods into the éreporns of 

eriaTnun, So€a, aicOnow. It is advaykn, too, that the 

subordinate Ideal Minds should similarly pass from 

perfect to imperfect thought. But it is ot avaykxn 

that the supreme Mind should multiply itself into 

the Ideas. That process of objective pluralisation is 

never in Plato described as dvaryxatov. It is on the 

contrary directly referred to BovAnows, the very 

opposite® of davayxn. 

In proof of this contention I may cite first 7zm. 

57 Mr. Archer-Hind seems to me ill-advised in stating (ed. Zim. 

p. 167n.) that ‘‘ Plato calls avdyxn the mAavwuévn aitia, because, 

though working strictly in obedience to a certain law, it is for the most 
part as inscrutable to us as if it acted from arbitrary caprice.” The 

term tAavwuéevn surely denotes nothing more than deviation, and is the 

equivalent of @arepov as opposed to tabrdv. 

388 For BovAnois )( avd-yen cp. Crat. 420D where 7d kata Thy 

BotAnow yryvéuevoyv is opposed to 7d dvwykatoy kal ayrirumov, mapa 

thy BovAnow sv. 
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29 E—premising that the supreme vods, which in 

Phileb. 28 A—31A is the aitia tis pi~ews, must be 

identified with the @eds to whom in the T77zmaeus 

precisely the same function is allotted :— 

(0 To wav rode Evo tas) Tavta 6Te wadioTa yevér Bat 

€BovrnOn waparAnota éavtad. tavtnv 61 yevéo- 

EWS Kal KOTMOU adLoT ay TIS apYnY KupLwTaTnV 

Tap avdpav dpovinwv atrodeyouevos dpOotata 

atodéyoit’ av. BovrnOels yap o Geos ayaba 

ev Travta, dravpov Sé pundev eivar Kata Svvapw, 

oUTw 5) Tay dcov Hv opatov TaparaBav ovy 

novyiav ayov adda KiWovmEVvoY TANMMEAMS Kal 

aTaKTws, eis Tak avTo iryayev éx THs atakias, 

nYyNTapEvos EKELVO TOUTOU TdYTwWS apeELVOV. 

(29 E—30 A). 

In this paragraph logical analysis lays before us 

the conception of a supreme Mind brought face to 

face with a visible chaos. Thus far we are concerned 

only with davayxn, which compels vods to degenerate 

into aic@nous, but does not determine under what 

forms such aig@nous shall work. At this point, how- 

ever, a new element is announced: the supreme Mind 

39 Laws 818 A Zoey 6 Tov Oedy mp@Tov Tapomacduevos (cp. zid. 
741A, Protag. 345 D) eis radta awoBAdWas eimeiy ds ovde Oeds avdyKn uN 

mote davy maxduevos, Boar Oeial ye, oluat, Tay dvayKay eiciv, K.T.A. 

Similarly the author of the Zpinomis (? Xenokrates) 982 B } Wuxis 5é 

avdykn vodv KeKTnWEevnS amacdy avayKav ToAY weylatn ylyvoit’ ay- 

&pxovoa yap GAA’ ovK apxouéevn vowobere?. 
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is said to reduce the confusion to order; and this 

codification of anarchy, this marshalling of motion, is 

distinctly ascribed to divine BovAnois. If then it can 

be shown that es ta&w ayew TO opatov é« THs atakias 

was the recognised function of the Ideal series, it will ~ 

be justly urged that the existence of this series postu- 

lates a continued exercise of volition on the part of 

the supreme Mind. ; 

Phileb. 16 C—17 A informs us that confusion is 

reduced to order by the interposition of a definite 

number of species between the one genus and the 

indefinite plurality of particulars. These species are 

the woAAa@ which connect the év with the dzrespov, and 

ipso facto distinguish Dialectic from Eristic. We 

must not be satisfied, says Sokrates, wéypimrep av TO 

KaT apxas &v yi) OTL Ev Kal ToAAAa Kal bees = €oTt 

povov idn Tis, GAA Kal OTrOGa. 

The method is exemplified by the conduct of the 

Creator both in 77m. 53 B— 

6te & émreyeipetto KoopeicPar TO Tav, TUP TPWTOV 

Kat Vowp Kai yhv Kal dépa, lyvn wev ExoVTA aVTaV 

atta, Tavrataci ye piv Svaxelweva @oTrEp €iKOS 

éxewv Atay, 6tav anh Twos eds, ovTw On TOTE 

Tepuxdta Tadta Tpatov Suecynuaticato eldeci 

Te Kal aptOpots.— 

and in 7zm. 69 B— 

TavTa ataKTws éxovta Oo Oeos ev ExdoTw TE AUTO 
XN e \ ‘ ‘ A / b] , 

TpOS AUTO KaL TPOS GAANAG oUMpMETPLAS EVETTOLN- 
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oev, Ooas TE Kai On SuvaTOV Hv avddroya Kal 

oUppeTpa elvat. TOTE yap OUTE TOUTwWY baoV LH 

TUYN TL METELYEV, OVTE TO TapUTraY OVO“aTaL THV 

vov ovowatouévwrv a&droyov Hv ovdév, oiov Tip 

Kat Vdwp Kal el TL TOV AAXAWY" AAA TaVTA TaDTA 

TpO@Tov Swexocunoev, met’ ek TOUTwWY TAY TOE 

Evverticato, Caov év faa éyov Ta TavTa év avT@ 

Ovnta adavata Te. 

But its application to Idealism will be discerned most 

clearly from the latter part of the Parmenides. The 

second hypothesis of that dialectical exercise educes, 

among others, the following results :— 

év et €otwy, 2c. If év participates in ovaia, then— 

(a) év dv is a Whole comprising Parts, whereof 

each Part is itself a év dv comprising /esser parts ; and 

by continuing this process of subdivision we may show 

that the original év dv is are:pov To TAHROos. (142 C— 

143 A). 

(8) & (not é dv, but & conceived apart from 

ovoia) is an undivided unity. The possession of ovcia, 

however, forces é& into combination with 7d érepoy, 

and occasions the production of ovfvylar, which may 

be regarded either as couplets or as triplets, according 

as we fix our attention on any two of their three factors, 

or add the third which completes the given triunity 

ovo la 

ee 
v4 év ETEpov 
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Further, the interaction of such factors produces 

every imaginable number ; and we conclude—Ei dpa 

got &v, avayxn Kai apiOuov eivar. 'Avaykn. “Adda 

pny aptOmov ye GvTos TOAN Gv ein Kal TAHOOS ATrELpOV 

Tav dvtwv. (143 A—I44 4). 

(y) Every dpi@u0s participates in odeia, and has 

fopta, vz. units, which likewise participate in ovaia. 

Thus the original év év is not an indivisible Whole, 

but a Whole that has Parts and is equal to the sum 

of its Parts. 7d év dip avTO KeEKEpm“aTLopevoy UTTO THS 

ovalus TOANG TE KaL ATELPA TO TAHOOS €oTt. (144A 

—I44E). 

(6) Lastly, to év may be called wépas and remepac- 

uévov in so far as it is a mepséyov ddov. Hence to év 

dpa ov*® év ré éoti Tov Kal TOAXAG, Kal 6rov Kal popia, 

Kal TeTepacpevovy Kal ATELPOV peg | (144 E— 

145 A). 
Again, the fourth hypothesis of the Pare 

maintains these propositions :-— 

év ei éorw (ce. If &v participates in odcia), then— 

(a) On the one hand tadna, being adXa Tod évos, 

are not év. On the other hand tarda petéyes 1 TOD 

évos in virtue of possessing popia, Which are popta tov 

6Aou TE Kal Evos. 

#0 Heindorf, Bekker, Schleiermacher, and the Zurich edd. wrongly 

bracket the word dy: it is just this possession of ovaia which renders 

possible the subdivision of 7d €v,—apart from ovdcia it would be 

indivisible. 
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Thus we posit pia tis id€a Kal év TL, 6 Kadodpmev 

Orov, €& amuvtwy ev TédELov yeyovos (157 D, E), and 

affirm that it is composed of zroAXa popia which serve 

to link ra\Xa with the év 6dXov téXevov. (157 B—I57 E). 

(8) Both the 6dAov and each poptov may be said 

peTexeLv Tov eves, and therefore to be érepa Tov éEvos. 

And 7 érépa gvots tod eldous will ever be dzreipov 

mrAnbe, (157 E—158C). 

(y) Lastly, ra a\Xa 70d Evos, When combined with 

To év, give rise to a third class of existences, viz. Ta 

poopia, which wépas mdpecye pos adAnda, thereby 

limiting the azvevpia inherent in ra adda and establish- 

ing certain fixed relations with to ddov. (158C— 

158 D). 

The argumentation of these two hypotheses re- 

iterates the lesson of the PAzlebus. Between év dv and 

TAHGos anevpov Tav dvTwv must be ranged a series of 

moa ovra related to the former as apiOuoi to é&v or as 

popia to ddrov, to the latter as wépas tapéyovta to 

atevpa. These conditions being granted, knowledge 

becomes a possibility (Parm. 155 D). We may well 

follow Dr. Jackson when in this class of intermediates 

he recognises the Ideas of Plato’s own ontology.*! 

It appears, then, that both in the PAzlebus and in 

the Parmenides the Ideas are regarded as a bond 

between the single objective Mind and the indefinity 

- 4) The Fournal of Philology, xi, 318. 
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of subjective phenomena, their prerogative being to 

introduce the zépas of the former into the dzeipia 

of the latter. The words of Aetios® are strictly 

accurate: 
> Ul b] \ > , > , eee 4 “ v4 > \ > \ 

idéa éotiv ovcla AgwpaTos, aiTia THY ola éoTiv avTn 

kal twapaderypa THs TOV KaTa hiow éxovTaV 
] lal e / > \ \ e lal 

aicO@nta@av vToctacews, avTn mev Udectaca Kad 

éavtny [év], etxovifovca d€ tas awopphous Drags Kal. 

aitia yLyvoméevn THs ToUTwY StaTdékews. 

And since this very introduction of order into disorder 

is stated in the 7zmaeus to be the outcome of the 

divine intent, it results that the objective pluralisation 

of vods which produces the Ideal vojpyata is due to 

Geia BovAnows, and is rightly opposed* to the sub- 

jective action of avayxn or 7) TAuvwpévn aitia. As 

Tim. 68 E puts it: , 

xpi) 8v’ aitias ibn Siopifec Oar, To pév avarycaiov, To 

be Petov. 

And here—lest we should misconstrue Plato’s 

deliberate recognition of BovAnots intoan acknowledge- 

ment of despotic caprice on the part of the Creator— 

42 Stob. Zc/. I. xii. 1a, ed. Wachsmuth i. p. 134, 9 ff. 

43 Unless, indeed, we hold that Plato like Aristotle recognised a 
hypothetical avayxn. The latter author sometimes (ag. Psych. B. 8. 10. 

4204 19 seq.) distinguishes avaykatoy from évexa Tod eb, but elsewhere 

(e.g. de part. an, A, 1. 642a 32 4 8 avdyen 6Te pev onuaiver Sri ci 

éxeivo tora: Td ov Eveka, TadTa avayKn éeoTly Exew, STE 5 K.7.A.) admits 

a necessity of a conditional or hypothetical sort. In the second sense 
Plato’s Ideal series would be itself avayxatov. 
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let us recall the tenor of 7zm. 41 B. In that passage 

0 TOde TO TAY yevynoas addressing the Oeoi edv assures 

them of endless life : 

ov TL wev 67) AVOnTETOE ye Ovde TEeVEecOe Bavartou 

poipas, THS éuns BovrAnagews peifovos et dec- 

ov Kal KupiwTépov AayOovTes EKElvwr, ols 67’ 

éeylyverOe EvvedeiaGe. 

Now the bonds wherewith the @eol Gedv had been 

bound at birth were those of wuy7 and fw: cp. 

Tim. 38 E Seopois éuryvyors copata Sebévta CHa 

éryevv7On. 

Tbid. 40B aa Oeta dvta Kai aidia Kal Kata TavTa 

€v TAUT@ oTpepomeva. 

And it has been shown that €w7 and wWvy7 are the 

predicates of ovcia when it is in a state of motion. I 

infer that the peif&wv Seopuos will be that which is 

predicable of ovcia when it is in a state of rest, namely 

vonots. The inference is supported by 7Jzm. 48 A, 

which denies the demotic creed ovdels avayxns peifov 

ioxver vowos,* affirming that vods is lord even over 

avaykn. 

Thus 77. 41 B corroborates the coextension of 

BovaAnots with vonows,—inasmuch as it attributes to 

44 Frag. Trag. adesp. 421 N. cp. Eur. Al/k. 965— 
Kpelocoy ovdey avaryKas 

nipov. 
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the former* a supremacy which is elsewhere ascribed 

to nothing less than the latter,—and by the same 

means provides the needed assurance that we are 

dealing with no arbitrary display of divine volition, 

but with the unvarying purpose of a Being whose 

eternal aim is the multiplication of his own inherent 

qualities. Plotinus has read Plato aright: 

n d€ OérXnals ovK AroYos Hv, OVSE TOD ELKH, OVS wS 

emnrOev avT@, GAN ws EdEL, Ws ovdEVvOS dYTOS 

éxel eKy.*© 

These conclusions aécord with the wording of 

41 A, where the supreme @eos speaks of the handiwork 

of the Geol Gedy, sc. the rpia Ovnta yévn— 

a bv éuovd yevomeva dduTa émod ye wn EOEXOVTOS* TO 

pev ovv on SeOév Tay AUTOV, TO YE MAY KAOS 

appocbev Kai éyov eb ew €OérXELY KaKod. 

That is, the Creator—were he xaxos, not dya0os— 

could, by ceasing to will the existence of the Ideas, 

at a single blow abolish their dependent yevdpueva.*? 

The security that he will not do so lies in the ethical 

character of his fundamental attributes. 

45 The correspondence in point of diction with Cratylus 403 is 

remarkable: Aeouds (dw sbtwodv, bore péveww drovotv, mérepos 

ioxupdérepds eotiw, avaykn h emiOupula; Mord diapéper, & Sdupares, 

nH émOuuia. . 

46 Eun. VI. viii. 18. 

47 Cp. Zim. 32.C &Avtov bwéd Tov BAAov mAHY bmd Tov ~vvdqoayTos 
yevéoOat 
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The moral issues of the doctrine thus elicited are 

of no trivial order. To follow them out to any length 

would at this stage of my argument be premature. 

I shall have occasion to revert to them in the sequel. 

Here it must suffice to say that the equation 

BovrAnows = vonois confines all true volition to the 

Ideal world. For if neither knowledge nor opinion 

nor sensation, but pure thought alone, be designated 

as the seat of will, it follows that the unit of voluntary 

action is no longer the particular but the vontov aor, 

since nothing short of the vontov f#ov possesses the 

prerequisite vonots. 

Turning next from ta da vod dednutovpynuéva to 

Ta Ot avayKns yiyvoueva (Tim. 47), we find that 

Plato regards the degradation whereby Mind lapses 

from the mode of Identity into that of Diversity as 

a necessary transition, taking place perforce. The 

Creator in 77m. 35 A combines the psychic ingre- 

dients—riv Oarépov diow Svopixtov oveav eis TavTtov 

Evvappottwy Bia. The substantive avayen and the 

adjective dvayxaios are applied, przmarily to the 

appearance of Mind in the three lower planes, or in 

popular parlance to the incarnation of Wuy7, ¢.g.— 

Tim. 42A omrote 8) copacw eudutevOciev éF 

avayKns (at Woyai) x.T.r. 

Ibid. 68 E tadta 6) Tavta Tote TavTH TeduKoTa €F 

avayKNS 0 TOU KaAXioTOU TE Kal apioTov Snu- 

oupyos év Tois yuyvouévors TrapeAduBavev K.T.A.— 

5 
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and secondarily to the states consequent upon that 

incarnation, whether they be physical laws, eg— 

Tim. 79B Kata TavTnv THY avaykKnv Tav TeEpt- 

ENAUVOMEVOV K.T.X. 

[bid. 68B av wnte Twa avadyKny pire Tov eiKoTa 

NOYov K.T.A.— 

bodily dispositions, ¢g.— 

Tim. 75A » yap €& dvayens yuyvoueryn Kai Euv- 

tpehouevn vows ovdayn tpoadéyetas ‘muKvOV 

OOTOUY K.T.A. 

Tbid. 77A thy S& Conv ev mupi Kat mvevpate 

EvvéBawey €& avayKns éyew avto.— 

sensory impulses, ¢.g.— | 

Tim. 42A tTp@tov pev aicO@now avayKaioy én 

piav Tacw é€k Biaiwvy Ttabnudtav Evpdpurov 

yiyveo Oar. 

Ibid. 89 B tTév €& avayKns Tabnpatov.— 

emotional concomitants, ¢.g.— 

Tim. 69C—D ddXo Te eidos ev avT@ >Wuyis mpoc- 

w@Kodomour TO Ovo, Sewa kat dvayKkata ev éavT@ 

Tabnpata éyov, TP@ToV wev HOovAY .. . EmelTa 

AUTas ... Ett 8 avd Odppos Kal PoBov.. . 

aicOnce Sé Gdoyw Kal ervyelpNnTH TavTos Epwrt 

Evyxepacdyevot Tadta avayKkaiws To Ovntov 

yévos Evvébecav. Kal Sia tadta 5 oceRopevos 

piaivery TO Oeiov, 6 Te pn Tasca HY avayKnH 

K.T.A.— 
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or the broader conditions of morality in general, e,g¢.— 

_ Theaet. 176 A aXW ov7’ arrordécOat Ta Kaka Suvaror, 

® Ocodwpe brevavtiov yap Tt TO ayaO@ del eivar 

avaykn. ovr év Oeois adta idptcba, tiv 8é 

Ovntnv diow Kal Tovde Tov TOTrov TrepitroNel €E 

avayKkns. 

This usage of the word and its derivatives is peculiar 

to Plato, though it was seemingly prefigured by 

Empedokles, who held that the essence of ’Avayxn 

lay in the combination of Netxos and Siria— 

Simplic. zz Arist. Phys. ed. Diels p. 197, 10 

"EprredoxAs . . cuvexopvdwoe tiv tod velKous 

Kal THS pidrtas (€vavtiwow) . . els wovada THv 

THS avayKns. 

Hippolyt. Ref. vii. 29 "Avayknv xadr@v thy é& évds 

eis 7oAXa Kata To Neixos kal é« modd@v eis Ev 

Kata THv Piriav wetaBornv.— 

and spoke of the punitive incarnation of the heavenly 

beings as “Avayens yphua. 

To sum up. Plato recognises both an objective 

and a subjective aspect of Mind. In the former he dis- 

cerns the purposive pluralisation of unitary thought ; 

in the latter the decadence mecessarily attached to 

the movement of every real intelligence. As to the 

relative importance of these two there can be no 

question: tov d€ vod Kal émiotHiuns epactiy avayKn 

Tas THs Eugpovos Pvaews aitias mpwtas petadixery, 

Scat 88 i? ddAAwy pev Kwoupévar, Erepa S8 €E dvayens 
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KwovvtTwv yiyvovtat, Sevtépas*® (Tim. 46E). Hermes 

puts the matter in a nutshell when he says*—povova 

Ocia Takis, avaryKn Tpovola UTnpETis. 

S Il. Ldentity and Difference. 

An alternative method of notation for the same 

two aspects of Mind may be found in the quasi- 

technical terms tavrov and @atepov. Hitherto I have 

used these symbols to betoken respectively the one 

higher and the three lower planes of psychic existence, 

whether conceived as actively cognising or as passively 

cognised ; and I have secured provisional consistency 

by adhering strictly to the statement that every avro 

{@ov unites in itself tadrov the mode of pure thought 
with @arepov the mode of knowledge, opinion, sensa- 

tion. _ It seems, however, desirable to justify this 

procedure by probing the matter somewhat more 

deeply, in view of a certain not unnatural tendency 

to confuse the issues of this terminology with the 

implications of the antithesis €y naib moAnd. 

To begin with, it must be kept steadily in mind 

that we are employing zezther pair of opposites in 

48 Cp. Chalcidius in Plat. Tim. 41E ed. Wrobel p. 203 ‘‘iuxta 
Platonem praecedit providentia, sequitur fatum,” p. 204 “‘et divina 

quidem atque intellegibilia quaeque his proxima sunt secundum provid- 

entiam solam (fiunt), naturalia vero et corporea iuxta fatum.” 

49 Stob. Zcé, 1. xli. I. ed. Wachsmuth i. p. 277, 15. 
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its widest acceptation. For the Sophzst, raising the 

question Ti rot’ad viv oTws eipnkayev TO TE TAVTOV 

kai Oatepov; (254E), makes answer that these signs 

denote general relations applicable to all things in 

heaven and earth. And in like manner the Piz/ebus, 

declaring the conjunction of unity and multiplicity 

to be trav Aoywv al’tay aBavatov Tt Kal aynpwv TaBos 

(15 D), states that 

év Kal Toda UO OYwY yryvoMEva TrEpLTpEeyELY 

mavtn Kal’ Exactov THY Neyomevwny dei Kal TAadrAL 

Kal vov. 

Our business then is not with the broad logical sense 

of these words, but rather with their narrower meta- 

physical meaning. And the restriction thus imported 

assumes the following specific form :— 

(A) In the Platonic Wuyoyovia the term tavtov is 

taken to denote that which does not, @atepov that 

which does, depart from zts own identity. It is true 

that Parmenidean precision might have desiderated 

the full phrase tavtov éavt® as opposed to €érepov 

éavTod ; compare 2g. 

Parm. 146 A kai piv tavrov ye Set eivat avto éavTo 

Kal €Tepov EavTOL K.T.A. 

Ibid. 146C 16 étépwht dv atto éavTod ev TO avT@ 

OVTOS EAUT@ OVK avayKN avTO EavTOD ETEpon Eivat, 

elmep Kal éTépwbs Etat ; "Epovye doxel. 

But for technical purposes it was obviously convenient 

to adopt a shortened symbolism, all ambiguity being 
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avoided by the explicit reference of tadrov and @atepor 

to a single ovcia. Thus the metaphysical limits the 

logical usage in the following respect. Whereas the 

logician—appraising words at their current price— 

predicates both radtov and Oatepov of any thing or 

aggregate of things, whether real or phenomenal, on 

the ground that it is the same as itself and different 

from all else, the metaphysician—fixing the intrinsic 

value of the terms by a reference to the unvarying 

standard of ovcia—assigns taitov to dvtws évra and 

@atepov to yeyvopeva as inalienable characteristics, in- 

asmuch as every 6vtas év abides in eternal self-same- 

ness, while every yryvouevor is the fleeting projection of 

some permanent being*°—zrpos Tarn Oivdov dpapotapevay 

€tepov Tovovtov (Soph. 240 A). 

Now if all that lapses not from the identity of 

évtTws ovaia be fitly termed tavrov, the domain of 

abrétns will comprise on the one hand (a) the supreme 

Mind; for the ordering of the chaotic universe could 

not impair the moveless calm of intelligence: 

Tim. 42 E o pev 67 (Oeds, 2.2. vods) &tavta tadra 

duatdkas Ewevev Ev TO EavToOD Kata TpoTrov 7Oex 

bévovtos 6€ vonoavtes ol Taides K.T.A.— 

and on the other hand (8) the series of Ideal Minds ; 

for they are as stable as the goodness that gave them 

birth : 

a Vid. 2g: Zit, 320, 
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Tim. 52 A oporoynréov év pev elvar TO KaTa TaUTa 

eldos Exov, ayévntov Kal avwreOpov, ovTE Els EaUTO 

eta deyouevov ado ArAXobev ovTE aUTO «Eis AAO 

Tot iov, ddpatov S€ Kai adAXws avaicOnTov, TovTO 

OO) vonous eiAnxev ericKorreiv. 

The latter as comprehended by the former constitute 

the mapadeiypuatos cidos, vontov Kal del Kata TavTa dv 

(Zim. 48 E). 

Again, if all that lapses from the identity of ovtws 

ovoia be fitly termed érepov, the domain of éreporns 

will comprise on the one hand (a) the visible mani- 

festation of the supreme Mind, and on the other hand 

(8) the visible manifestations of the Ideal Minds. The 

latter as comprehended by the former constitute the 

Minwa Trapadelyyatos, yéveow exov Kal opatov (Tim. 

49 A). 
In short, the terms tavrtov and @arepoy in their 

primary ontological significance serve to discriminate 

the avtictorya of Tim. 27 D—29 D :— 

ovaia, the province of | yéeveois the province of 

arynGeva. 29C. | miatts. 29C. 

TO ov del, yéveow Sé ovK | TO yuyvopmevov pév aeéi, dv dé 

€xov (27 D) ovdétrote (27 D) 

TO KaTa TavTa éyov (28 A) | 7d yeyovds (28 B) 

TO KATA TAUTA Kal @Ga’TWS | TO yeyoVds (29 A) 

éyov (29 A) 
\ > 

TO aidiov (29 A) | TO yeyovos (29 A) 
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\ , \ / : \ ’ ’ > , 
TO voncEL “ETA NOyou Trept- | TO So—n peT aicOncews 

Ld pa \ > \ J Ud / AnTTOV, del KaTa TavTA aroyou dSo€actov, yuyv- 

Gv (28 A) OMEVOY Kal ATTOAAUMEVOY, 
yy \ > / ” | Ovtws 6€ ovdéroTe Or 

(8a) 
TO ACYw Kal dpovnce: Tepi- | SoEn TepiknTTa eT aic- 

AnTTOV Kal KaTa TavTa OnoEews yiryvoueva Kat 

€yov (29 A) 
\ , \ / = a 

TO wovipov Kat BéBatov Kai 

‘yevvyta (28 B) 

TO TOS [EV EKELVO ATFELKAT- 

MeTavovKatadavés(2QB) | ev, dv Sé eik@v (29 C) 

There are, moreover, certain secondary applications 

of the same terms, of which brief mention may here 

be made. For since ravrov and @atepov correspond 

to ovoia and yéveows, each to each, they may by a 

slight extension of usage designate also the essential 

properties of ovcia and yéveous. | 

Thus (a) tavrov connotes rest, Oatepov motion : 

Tim. 57 E otadow pev év oparorntt, Kkivnaocy o€ eis 

avoparoTnta ae TLOGpev: aitia S€ dvicoTns av 

THs avoudrov dvaews. (That avootrns here=7 

Gatépov dvors is clear from its employment in 

Arist. Met. B. 4. 10016 23, NM. 1. 10876 4ff., 

1088 a 15, 2. 10884 32, 10894 Off., 5. 1092@ 

29). 

Arist. Phys. I’. 2. 2016 19 é9A0v 6€ cKotrovaw ws 
, 2 \ 4 e / \ ? U4 

TUéacw avTny éviot, ETEPOTNTA Kal avicOTnTA 
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Kal TO py Ov hadoKovTes Elva THY KivnoLY (Cp. 

Met. K. 9. 1066 a 10).°* 

So in the disputed passage 77m. 74.A TH Oatépov 

Tpooypwwevos €v avTois ws péon evicTapEevy 

Suvdmet, KLvnoews Kal Kdprews Evexa it is not 

the “number of parts” that is insisted on, but 

rather their mobility and flexibility—roé apyas 

éxelv KiVioEwWS ATO Tivos év Tals KapTrals aS. 

Aristotle has it (Zet. Z. 16. 10406 12).” 

The rationale of this usage may be found in Cratylus 

439 E (et d€ del waavTws Eyer Kal TO avTO éoTL, TAS av 
a“ / / aA A“ \ ’ , nA 

TOUTO ye weTAaBdrXoL 1 KLVOiTO, undev eELoTamEVOY THS 

avtov idéas ; Ovdapues) as contrasted with Arist. Psych. 

A. 3. 8. 4060 12 (maoa Kivnois Exotacis éott TOU 

xiwoupévou 7 Kuweltat), or in Parmt. 145 E—146A: 
“ , ” > ees, e nS / > \ Eortnke pév Tov, eimep avto év Eavt@ €aTtiv. €v yap 

[mae \ ae / \ val b A ’ a xn 

évi Ov Kal €k TOUTOU m1 wETABaivoy év TO av’T@ av 
c L 

»” >? e al ” / \ / ’ “ > lad 

ein, ev €avt@. “Eoti yap. To dé ye év T@ auto 
_ a ee e \ , > / >» s ‘ 

adel Ov éEotos Sytrov avayKn det elvar. TIavu ye. 

Ti 5é; 7d év érépw det dv ov 70 évavtioy avayKn 
, - 2 Aa bd A % / \ A ? ~ undémor é€v TO avT@ elvat, undérote Oé dv év TS 

auT@ de e / wre \ de a Q . Ov 

@ Node EcTAaval, Nn ExTOS S€ Kiveto Oa; OdTws. 

Again (@) tadrov connotes good, Oatepov evil. 

5! These passages probably refer to Plato notwithstanding Philop. 

in Arist. Phys. ed. Vitelli p. 352, 20 deyov 5 of Mu@aydperor thy 

klynow elvas érepdtynta Kal aviadtnta Kal Td wh Sv. 

-® Arist. Psych. T. 10. 8. 433 4 24 is parallel only in appearance. 
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For this we have Aristotle’s express testimony— 

Met. A. 6. 988 a 14 Ere 8€ THY TOD ed Kal TOD KaKaS © 

aitiav Tols oTotyelo.s (sc. to Tavtov and Odrepor) 
> / e , e / 

amréOwKev Exatépols ExaTtépar. 

Ibid. A. 10. 1075 a 34 aravta tod dav’dov pebeter 

€€w Tov évos' TO yap Kakov avTo OaTepov TaV 

OTOLYELWDY. 

lbid. M. 8. 1084a@ 34 Ta wev yap Tals apyais ato- 

d1d0actv, oiov Kivnow otdow ayabov KaKov, Ta O 

adXa Tois aptOpots. 

Phys. A. 9. 192a 14 8 étépa poipa THs evavTi@cews 

TodrAdKs av havtacbein TO Tpos TO KaKOTTOLOV 

autns atevifovts tHv Sidvotay ovd eivar TO 

TapaTay. 

Plato, then, would by no means have shrunk from the 

conclusions of the reductio ad absurdum in Met. N. 4. — 

I10QI 6 25—10924 5. | 

It was partly, no doubt, the facility afforded by the 

terms tavtov and @artepov for the expression of such 

secondary meanings (eg. the common euphemism of 

€Tepos = kaxos), which recommended their adoption as 

symbols for the primary aspects of Idealism. 

(B) With regard to the antithesis év cai moda it 

may be shown that the limitations imposed by philo- 

sophic usage differed at different stages of Plato’s 

development. 
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i. During the period to which the Republic and 

the Phaedo belong, the words are sometimes found in 

a broadly physical sense to denote— 

. (a) the one particular with its many attributes: ' 

Phileb. 14C brav tis ue $7 IIpwrtapyov, eva yeyov- 

OTa hvcer, TOAAOVS Elval TAaALY TOUS Ewe Kal 

évavtious adda, wéeyav Kal cutkpov TLOéneEvos 

Kal Bapvv kai Koddov tov avTov, Kal aAXa pupia. 

Cp. the drift of Rep. 523 A—524D, Phaed. 102 B— 

103 A, though the phrase does not actually occur in 

either passage— 

(8B) the one particular with its many parts: 

Parm. 129C e& & éué €v tis arrodeiEer Ovta Kal 

TOANAG, Ti Oavpactorv, A€ywrv, GTav wéev BovrANTaL 

ToAAa aTropaivery, ws ETepa ev Ta éml Sekva 
pov éoti, Etepa Sé Ta em’ apioTepa K.T.X. 

Cp. Rep. 524 D—526B, eg. 525A dua yap tavTov 
@s Ev Te Op@pmev Kal ws ATrELPA TO TANOOS, 525 E 

€av ov Kepuatitns avto (sc. the visible unit), 

€xeivol ToAAaTTAaCWicly, EVNaBovmEVOL (LN TTOTE 

davyn To Ev py Ev AAAA TOAAG popta. 

But even at this date they were normally confined 

to a narrower and more directly metaphysical scope, 

being the ordinary®™® equivalents for— 

(y) the informing Idea and its informed particulars. 

58 An exceptional usage is that of Parm. 129 B GAN’ ei 6 oTw Ev, 
aUTd TODTO TOAAG amodel—er Kal ad TA WOAAG SH Ev, ToDTO Hdn Cavuaco- 

pas (cp. 129 D ob Td Ev TeAAG OVSE TA WOAAG Ev), where €v and woAAa 

represent the /deas of Unity and Multiplicity. 
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So, for example, in the two cardinal rubrics of 

immature Platonism we read— 

Rep. 596A eidos yap tov te év Exaotov eimOaper 

TiWecOar mepi Exacta Ta Tod, ols TavToY 
» b] , 

ovona emripeoouev. 

lbid. 476A adto pév év Exactov eivar, TH S€ TOV 
/ \ / \ BJ / / 

mpagewv Kal owW"LAaTwWY Kal GAANAWY KOLVwOVIA 

Tavtayov davrafoweva Tora haiverbar Exac- 

TOV. 

il. The Phzlebus marks a transition. All these 

denotations are passed in review (Phzleb. 14C—15 C), 

the first two being summarily dismissed, the last 

alone retained as suggesting problems worthy of 

serious discussion. Subsequently, however, an’ im- 

portant change of nomenclature is observable. For 

whereas I5 B drew our attention to the cruces of é cal 

moAXd, the dvaipecis of 16C—E is pefovws Sunpnuevn 

and embraces the three terms &, woAXd, and amecpa. 

Again, the év xai 7oAAa of 15 B were expressly stated 

to be the one Idea and its many particulars: but 

in 16C-—E,—though the application is primarily dia- 

lectical, and the terms signify Genus, Species, and 

Specimens,—it is evident from the sequel that Plato 

is also thinking of its metaphysical bearings; and to 

the metaphysician év denotes henceforward the single 

supreme Mind, worra the subordinate Ideal series, 

amve.pa the indefinite range of particular existence. 
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iii. In Plato’s later writings the revised termin- 

ology has become firmly established. It will be 

remembered, for instance, that the év, 7vroAAa, and 

ateipa, educed by Parmenides’ 7Aavyn from Platonic 

data, stood for Mind, the Ideas, and Particulars. 

And the same phraseology obtains throughout all 

the works posterior to the Philebus as distinct from 

those of the preceding period. I do not mean to 

imply that the doctrine underlying the earlier dia- 

logues ignores the unity of the supreme Idea and 

the indefinity of particulars; nor do I hold that 

the teaching of the later dialogues fails to attain a 

higher conception of the singleness and indivisibility 

of each several Idea: I merely contend that to the 

reader of Plato’s less mature discourse the terms év 

kal ToAXa naturally suggest the one Idea and the 

many particulars, while to the student of his axpi8- 

€oTepo. Aoryou they represent the supreme Mind and 

the Ideal Minds—a new term dzreipa being added as 

a truer description of particulars. 

iv. It may be objected that this contention is to 

some extent invalidated by Aristotelian evidence, 

which shows that the phrase év émi woAXA@y continued 

54 In point of fact I cannot find a satisfactory example of &reipa = 

particulars, nor even of €v = the supreme Idea, in the earlier dialogues. 
‘The nearest approach to the former seems to be Rep. 445 C Ev wey elvax 

<ldos Tis apeThs, &meipa 5& tHs Kalas. The latter is of course deducible 

from the use of the singular number. 
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to be used in the Platonic school as denoting any 

given Idea. Closer inspection proves that the passages. 

in which that collocation occurs, viz.— 

Met. A. 9. 99006 7, 13, 991 a 2 (= M. 4. 10794 2, 9, 

32) and Z. 16. 10408 20,” : 

are directed against certain Idealists—probably 

followers of Xenokrates 6 vwpds**—who despite the 

explicit criticism of the Parmenzdes adhered to the 

ontology of the Republic. Further examples of ronda 

in the sense of “particulars” (eg. Met. A. 6. 9876 10, 

988 a 2, etc.) may be due to the same inaccuracy 

which caused the retention of the term péOe£ss in the 

place of the more exact piunows (Met. A. 6. 9876 10, 

M. 4. 1079 a 25, Phys. A. 2. 2096 35). 

On the other hand Aristotle commonly idGnisaa 

the Platonic decpov with the material cause, and 

habitually speaks of the Ideas as dps@uoi,—a word 

which we have elsewhere seen applied by Plato him- 

self to their multeity (Parm. lc. page 61): so that the 

regular Aristotelian terminology may be said to agree 

with that of the later rather than with that of the 

earlier dialogues. 

If the foregoing exposition be accepted as sub- 

stantially correct, it will be seen that, in strict meta- 

physical parlance, trav tov embraces the év kai ToXNG, 

55 The list in the Zudex Arist. 618 a 25 is incomplete. 

6 Diog. Laert. iv. 2. 6. 
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Odtepov the atetpa of later Platonism. The supreme 

Mind and the Ideal Minds, so far as they do not 

transgress the limits of their own noetic existence, are 

termed tavrov; so far as they pass beyond those 

limits into gnostic phase, they are termed @atepov. And 

since the objective and subjective aspects of Idealism 

were distinguished by the same criterion, it is evident 

that tavtov and @atepov may be regarded as apt sym- 

bols for the double operation of Mind. 

I would end by anticipating two misconceptions. 

In the first place the étepotns of the év does not find 

expression in the tavtotns of the worrd. For 

étepoTns always connotes the motion and imperfection 

of yuyvoueva, whereas the tavtotns of the moAXAd—z.e. 

the Ideal series—is endowed with the permanence 

and perfection of é6vtws évta. When, therefore, the 

Greek commentators on Aristotle speak of the Ideas 

as €tepa,”’ it follows that they are using the term in 

its logical rather than its metaphysical acceptation, 

and are referring to the fact that the Ideas are a series 

of different and differently constituted®® entities. But 

7 Z£.g. Simplic. iw Arist. Phys. ed. Diels p. 143, 26 ff., 147, 21 ff. 
Plotinus, though right in saying odx érdépa tod vot éxdorn idéa, GAA’ 
éxdorTn vous. kal SAos wey 6 voids Ta mdvta ef5n, Exactov Se elSos vovs 

exaotos (Znn. V. ix. 8), commits a fatal blunder when he severs 6 voids 

from 7d év by means of 4 mpdérn Erepdtns (Enn. V. i. 1). 

58 Ideal Numbers are composed of monads which are ai uéy év AA@ 
didgopor, ai F ev TE abtG apiOug adiapopor GAAHAas pdvar (Arist. Det. 
M. 7. 1081 6 35 fie) 
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such differences do not entitle them to be described 

as Platonic étepa (2.¢. €repa ata éavta@y); at most they 

warrant the use of the word dAXa: cp. 

Tim. 52. C, where of the particular phenomenon it 

is said—érépou 6€ twos dei hépetar pavtacpa, 

dia Tavta év ETEPW TpoaKEL TWh yiryver PaL,— 

but of the Ideal kingdom— 3 

&ws av TL TO bev AXXO 7H, TO bE AAXO, OvVSETEpOV ev 

ovdeTépw ToTE yevouevoy Ev Awa TavTov -Kal dvo 

ryevnoea Gov, 

In the second place the érepotns of To év ts not to 

be confused with the érepotns of ta morrad. This is 

at first sight less obvious. It might have been thought 

that the demands of Necessity would be satisfied and 

her law fulfilled, if the Ideas alone passed into the 

sphere of @arepov, and left the supreme Mind to 

that vonows vor}oews which it enjoys in Aristotle’s 

conception (Met. A. 9.10746 33). But that such is 

not the case appears to me certain from the following 

considerations :— 

(1) Plato teaches that ovcia is necessarily an 

alliance of ra’tov with Odtepov. If, therefore, 7d é& 

acquires the latter element only through the evolution 

of ta mroAAd, then Unity owes its existence to the 

Ideas, not the Ideas to Unity. But we have already 

concluded that the permanence of the Ideal series 

depends upon the volition of the supreme Mind. 

Hence, though prepared to allow that Unity does 

datum pee bende 
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not as a matter of fact exist without the Ideas, we 

must deny that its existence is contingent upon theirs. 

Rather, the Ideas owe their ovoia —its érepotns as well 

as its tavtorns—to a self-subsisting Unity. 

(2) Again, the Ideas are dvta, 2.2. they possess 

both travrorys and érepotns. Their tavtotrns they 

admittedly derive from Unity. Their éreporns either 

is or is not derived from the same source. If it is, 

we are justified in discriminating between the éteporns 

of ro év and the éreporns of ta moddd. If it is not, 

whence comes it? Certainly not from the mere fact 

that the Ideas are a plurality: that, as we have seen, 

makes them adda but not érepa. 

(3) The Ideal Minds stand to the supreme Mind 

in the relation of woAAa to &. It would seem then 

that they are to be considered multiples of an original 

Unit. As such, their rattorns presupposes its tavTorns, 

their éreporns its éreporns. Otherwise they would be 

neither fractional nor integral powers, but utterly 

incommensurate quantities. 

(4) Plato’s own words suggest a érepoiwous of the 

cosmic €@ov as distinct from that of the subordinate 

Soa. In drawing a comparison between the in- 

telligible and sensible universe he declares that the 

partial Animals embraced by the entire Animal 

answer to the particular specimens contained in a 

visible cosmos: 72m. 30C ta yap 8) vonta faa tavta 

6 
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Exeive €v éavTt@ TreptkaBov éyer, KaOarTrep O5€ 0 KOTMOS 

nas boa Te adda Opéupata Evvéotnkev opata.” Parm. 

158A makes the same point: Meréyew 6€ ye Tod évos 

avaykn T® TE Ow Kal TO pwopim... OvTws. Ovxodr 

étepa Ovta Tov éevos pebeEa Ta peTéyovta avTo ; 

IIas 8 ob; That is to say that To ddXov (=70 trap- 

teres Coov of Tim. 31 8B) as well as ta popia (=Ta ev 

Lépous elder Ca of Tim. 30C) passes into the sphere of 
Oatepov. | 

Agreeably to this Phzleb. 30D represents the 

Creator as having not only voids but also yoy7j— 

Ovxodv ev pev TH TOV Avos epets Hvac. Baciixny pev 

wuxnv, Bacirsxov Sé voov éyyiyvec Oa Sia Thy THs aitias 

dvvauw x.T.rA. And Phileb. 304 clearly distinguishes 

this cosmic soul from the souls of its particular crea- 

tions—32. Td rap’ jyiv cpa ap’ od ~rvyny dyoopev 

éyew ; IIPQ. Afrov dt pjoopev. YM. [lobev, & dire 

IIpwtapye, A\aBov, eimep wn TO ye TOU TavTds cua 

Euapuyov ov éTUyyave, Ta’Ta ye Exov ToUT@ Kal éTL 

mavtn Kadrlova ; IIPN2. Anrov ws oddauobev arrobev, 

@ YoxKpares. 

Finally, we have the problematic assignment of 

two circles to the mundane soul. Now the circle of 

the Other (77m. 36, 38 C) cannot represent the part- 

icular souls of men, horses, etc., since they have 

59 To the same effect Arius Didymus in Stob, Zc/. 1. xii. 2a. ed. 

Wachsmuth i. p. 136, 10. 
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special repiodoe (77m. 42C, 43D, 85A, 874, 88B, QIE), 

which are expressly distinguished from those of the 

universe (72. 47B, 90D). Nor can it denote the 

Ideal guxpuya: for, so far as these possess vonais they 

do not belong to the realm of @artepoy at all, and so 

far as they lapse into yv@ous they are represented by 

particulars. It must, therefore, stand for the lower 

phase of the cosmic soul as distinguished on the one 

hand from the Ideas, and on the other from their 

particulars. 

(5) If there be no perception of matter “by the 

cosmic soul apart from the perceptions of finite 

souls,” we are of course driven to say No to the 

question of the Platonic Parmenides— 

"Ap ody olos Te ad Eotar o Oeds Ta Trap’ Hyiv yuyve- 

oKew avTny emiotnunv éxov; (Parm. 134C) 

Sokrates’ awe-struck comment— 

"AdAG mH Riav, Edy, Pavpacrtos Oo AOyxos, el TIS TOV 

Gedv atrootepjcese Tov eidévat. (Lbid. 134 E)— 

prepares us, however, to find that in Plato’s maturest 

judgment this decision is reversed, or at any rate 

evaded. And Laws 905 D— 

6te pev yap Oeoi 7 cici Kal avOpworTwv éripenr- 

odvTal, éywye ov TavtdTract davrAws av dhainv 

npiv amrodedety Oar.— 

repeats the assurance of Phaedo 62 D— 
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evAOyas Exel TO Gedy TE Elvar TOV ETLMENOUMEVOY™ 

HuUav Kal Huds éexeWwou KTHmaTa Elvat. 

The moral bearings of this question call for further 

consideration: for the present I proceed, noting merely 

that if the supreme f@ov can pay separate attention 

to the individual souls of men, it must—unless the 

argumentation of Parmenides be entirely groundless 

—pass from the tavtotns of pure thought into the 

érepotns of knowledge, opinion, and even sensation. 

To challenge that passage is indeed to obscure the 

connection between Plato’s ethical speculations and 

their ontological basis. 

(6) Mr. Archer-Hind commenting on 72m. 86E 

writes :—“ Absolute being, absolute ‘thought, .and 

absolute goodness are one and the same.- Therefore 

from the absolute or universal sou/ can come no evil.” 

Had he in lieu of “soul” repeated the word “thought,” 

no exception could have been taken to the dictum. 

As it stands, the second clause seems to me a specific 

denial of the evil world-soul described in the tenth 

book of the Laws. The description there given 

cannot be ignored ;— 

Wux7 ... vodv wev TpochaBovca aei Oeov Beds ova, 

opba Kai evdaiwova ratdaywyel Tavta, avoia Se 

Evyyevouévn Tavta av Tavaytia TovTOLS aTreEpy- 

avetat. (897 B)— 

8° Cp. Phaedr. 246E Zebs d:taxocuev mdyta kal ewmimeAovmevos. 

“an 
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and it forces upon us the conclusion that the cosmic 

soul gua cosmic functions not only in the mode of 

TavtTov as perfect thought, but also in the mode of 

@atepov as imperfect thought. 

These are the main arguments which tend to show 

that the érepotns of the One must not be confused 

either with the ravtotns or with the érepotns of 

the Many. Its more precise determination will be 

attempted in the succeeding section. 

S III. Theology. 

In discussing the evolution of vods we have more 

than once had occasion to use the words @eds and 

@ctos. We are not, however, entitled to adapt theo- 

logical terms to the purposes of philosophy unless we 

can return an affirmative answer to the vexed ques- 

tion—Did Plato, or did he not, bring his religious 

convictions into any intimate connection with his 

metaphysical views? Dr. Zeller, who here as else- 

where represents modern orthodoxy at its best, holds 

that theology does not rank with Dialectics, Physics, 

and Ethics, as a definite part of the Platonic doctrine ; 

that it cannot even be classified under any of these 

sciences“; that, in short, “the particular notions 

which bring Plato in contact with positive religion are 

8 Plato and The Older Academy, p. 494- 
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for the most part mere outworks of his system, or else 

an inconsistent relapse into the language of ordinary 

opinion.”® And yet there are certain a priorz con- 

siderations which militate strongly against the ortho- 

dox position. It is difficult to believe that a speculator 

so thorough-going and fearless as Plato would have 

shrunk from the attempt to base his own religion on 

a sound intellectual foundation. And that foundation 
lay ready to hand. For it must be observed that, if 

by a personal being is meant one conscious of uniting 

in itself a diversity of its own states, then the supreme 

Mind and the Ideal Minds have substantial claims to 

personality ; and further, that in the said Minds is 

vested the directorate of the universe. We shall not 

then be sinning against antecedent likelihood, if we 

enquire how far Plato provides material for the 

expression of the Idealist creed in terms of divinity. 

(A) Broadly speaking we may say that, in the 

Platonic scheme, the objective realm of tavrov is 

characterised as divine, and its denizens as deities: 

Polit. 269D To Kata tavTa Kal M@oav’Tws Exe aél 

kal TavTov elvat Tois Tavtwv OevoTaToLs Tpo- 

ONKEL [LOVOLs. 

In fact, vonowts and Gevorns are everywhere mutual . 

implicates : | 

62 Plato and The Older Academy, p. 505. 
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Laws 897 B Wuyn vodv ev mpocdaBovca aei Oeov 

Oeds ovoa K.T.X. 

Phaedr. 247D OQe0d Sidvoia v@ Te Kal émicT HY 

aknpat@ Tpepouévn. 

And this applies on the one hand (a) to the 

supreme Mind, and on the other (4) to the Ideal 

Minds. 

(a) With regard to the supreme Mind, we have 

already seen that the functions which the Phzlebus 

assigns to it are in the 7zmaeus given to 0 eos. The 

phrase tov adAnOwov dua Kai Ociov vodv (Phileb, 22 C) 

and the attribution of this vods Baoirtxos to Zeus 

(Phileb, 30D) serve to link the two titles together. 

There is, therefore, no room for doubt that in Plato’s 

teaching—as in that of his immediate successors— 

absolute Mind and absolute Godhead coincide. 

Stobaeus, following Aetios, registers the Platonic 

view correctly in the words o d€ beds vods éote TOU 

xoopov.© 

(6) With regard to the Ideas we have the evidence 

of Zim. 37 C— 

as 5€ xivnBev avto Kal Cav évonoe TAV ALdiwv Beav 

ryeyovos ayadua o yevvncas TaTHp, HyacOn,— 

63 Stob. Ze/. 1. x. 16a ed. Wachsmuth i. p. 127, 20. Ze/. 1. i. 296 

(Aetios) zd. p. 37, 4 MlAdrwy 5€ 7d &v, Td povogves, Td povadindy, Td 

bvtws bv, Tayabdv. Mdyta dé Ta To.wwdTa THY dvoudTwy eis Thy vody¥ 

omevder. Nots ody 6 eds. Cp. Eel. 1. vi. 1a (Menander) zézd. p. 83, 

20, I. i. 24, ibid. p. 31, 5 rh wor’ éor) Beds; vos. 
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where they are termed @eol as being the first plural- 

isation™ of @eds, and aidio. Oeoi as being the first 

pluralisation of that which is an diécov foov (77m. 37D). 

Mr. Archer-Hind well urges® that Plato “used this 

strange phrase with some deliberate purpose in view.” 

I cannot however agree with him that “the signific- 

ance of so calling them is very hard to see.” It 

appears to me a direct indication that the Ideas are 

the partial Minds into which the universal Mind 

multiplies itself. 

The Politicus perhaps allegorizes the same Unity 

and Plurality of gods, when it states (271 D seg.) that 

in the golden age the universe as a whole was managed 

by a Oe0s apywr, its separate portions by Oeol adpyovtes.© 

These departmental gods are spoken of in terms that 

certainly suggest Plato’s deification of the natural 

kinds : 7 
ra Ga Katad.yévn Kai ayédas olov vowets Oetor Svet- 

Andecav Saiwoves, avtapkns eis TavtTa ExacTos 

EXaCTOLS GV ols avTos éveuev. (271 D) 

(B) But tadrov must of necessity pass into @atepov. 

There. is need, therefore, to examine the subjective © 

manifestation of these objective deities. And since 

64 mrp@ra Siaxexpimeva THS aueplotou évdcews, as Simplicius zz Arist. 
Psych. ed. Hayduck p. 28, 22 calls them. 

65 Ed. Zimaeus p. 118 2. 

66 Cp. Polit, 272 E of kata Tovs Témous ouvdpxovTEes TH pmeyloTy 
Saiuovr Geol. 

Ua 
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we have distinguished the érepoiwois of the cosmic 

Geos from that of the partial eo, our enquiry sub- 

divides itself into two questions: (a) What is the 

minor mode of the supreme eos? and (4) What is 

the minor mode of the Ideal @eoi : 

(2) It was shown in the course of the last section 

that the éreporns of 7d év is bodied forth as a trepréywv 
koopos, Which embraces all particular animals, taking 

cognisance of their individual conduct, and being in 

some sort responsible for their special deficiencies. 

Now the said xozpos, considered as the visible entire 

of to év, is of course a unity. Whether we hail from 

the Academy or the Lyceum, we are bound to recog- | 

nise éva ovpavov™, because—apart from all question 

of Idealism—any physical totality may be logically 

regarded as a single phenomenon.® But to infer 

that “in this case we have an idea with only one 

particular corresponding” seems to me premature. 

When Plato mentions the externality of the supreme 

- Ges in the singular number, it behoves us to ask first 

whether it is not this collective unity that is intended. 

In 72m. 34 A—B, for example,— 

ovUTos 67 Tas dvTos del Noytomos Yeod Tepl TOV TOTE 

écdmevov Oedv Royiobels .. . TéXCOV eK TEAéEwV 

CWOLATWV CHa eTOinTe.— 

87 Tim. 31 A, cp. Bonitz Jud. Arist. p. 542 8. 

88 Cp. Parm. 164D bya: ~ tcovrat, eis Exacros pavduevos, dv 5é od. 
Soph. 237 D avaynn Tév Tt A€youta Ev ye Tt Aeyeuv. 
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I take it that 0 @y dei Oeds is contrasted with o morté 

€couevos Oeds, 2.2. God gua eternal with God gua 

temporal. Again, in 772m. 92 C— 

fa@ov opatov Ta opata Teptéyov, EiK@Y TOD TroLNTOD, 

Oeos aicO@nros... ets ovpavos 66€ povoyerns 

OV. — 

and in 77m. 68 E— 

tavdta 67...0 TOU KaNALOTOU TE Kal dpiaTov SnuLoupy- 

Os €v Tols yuyvouévots TapeNapuBavev, hvika TOV 

aUTapKn TE Kal Tov TeAEWTAaTOV OEeoV eyévVAa.— 

God gua Creator is opposed to God gua created. But 

we must not on the strength of such passages argue 

that the supreme being appears to sense-perception 

asa unitary god. And this for the excellent reason 

that such an appearance would impugn the very nature 

of particular existence. To explain. By.a particular 

is meant a localisation of any given vontov fHov by 

itself or any other vontov faov. The percipient Animal 

and the percept Animal, both functioning in the fourth 

plane of consciousness, provide what the T7heaetetus 

calls xevjcews Svo eidn, TANOEL pev ATELpOV EKaTEpOD, 

Suvauw 5€ TO ev Troveiv Eyov, TO b€ Tagyew, (156A). 

This being so, a unique particular is a contradiction 

in terms ; inasmuch as the predicate “ unique” implies 

that the object is perceived not in its shifting phase of 

Kivnots but in its permanent condition of otacts, that 

is, not as a particular but as an Idea. Hence in every 

case particularity connotes numerical indefinity. The 
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denial of a solitary specimen is confirmed alike by 

the wording of Parmenides’ fourth hypothesis— 

Parm. 158 8B Ta & érepa Tod évos ToAKG Tov Gy Ein... 

"Emel S€ ye mrElw Evos EoTL Ta TE TOU EVOS 

fopiov Kal Ta TOD Evos GrOV mETEXOVTA, OK 

avaykn ndn wANOEL arreipa elvar avTa ye exelva TA 

pmeTarauBavovta Tov évos ;— 

and by the testimony of Aristotle: 

Met. Z.15. 1040 a 25 éotas yap idéa tis Hv addvatov 

€ml TAELOVWY KaTNYopHaat 7) Evds. OV SoxKel Sé, 

aXXa Taca idéa eivat weGEeKTy. 

It would seem, therefore, that the minor mode of the 

supreme @eos may indeed be regarded as a unity, 

inasmuch as it is a physical totality® containing 

within itself all the visible manifestations of the Ideal 

Ge0i,— 

Tim. 30 D f@ov &v opatov, mavO bca avtov KaTa 

gvow Evyyevh Soa évt0s éyov Eavtod.— 

but that nevertheless this wepvéywv xoocwos must in 
some sense be an indefinite plurality, if it represents 

the éreporns of 76 év. 

And here we should avoid the error of supposing 

that the particular specimens of the natural kinds 

*? Compare Cicero’s description of Xenokrates’ theology: ‘‘ Deos 
enim octo esse dicit ; quinque eos qui in stellis vagis nominantur, “num 
qui ex omnibus sideribus quae infixa caelo sunt ex dispersis quasi membris 

simplex sit putandus Deus, septimum solem adiungit, octavamque lunam.” 

(De Nat. Deor. i. 13. 34). 
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supply the needed plurality. That would be to mis- 

take the éreporns of ta modXa for the Ereporns of To &. 

The whole visible universe is the full concourse of 

objective Oeot as viewed subjectively by any one of 

their company localised on the plane of aic@nous. But 

what we are seeking is the single sovereign @eds as 

viewed by the same spectator on the same plane. 

If, then, the @eds Man functioning on the fourth 

level apprehends the @eos Palm as a multiplicity of 

palm-trees, there is no reason why he should not 

similarly apprehend the supreme eds as a multiplicity 

of supreme Oeoi. Only, whereas particulars are desig- 

nated by the plural form of the name affixed to their 

corresponding Idea, and whereas each of the Ideal 

Geot has some distinguishing name—Man, Horse, or 

Palm-—from which such a plural may be derived, the 

supreme @eos has no appellation of the sort. He 

might, however, as a Oeds supreme over the Ideal 

Geoi, be fittingly titled Oeos Gedy, the God of gods. 

Indeed he is so named by Proklos in his account of 

Platonic Theology : 

The. Plat. ii. 11. p. 110 (6 mp@tos Beds) as Oeos 
éote Oew@v™ amdvtwr, Kai ws Evas EvadwV,...@y ios 

€v wyiots, Tots vonTois évaTroKexpuppéevos Oeots. 

70 Cp. the fragment from Porphyry ep) ayaAudrwy cited by Stob. 
Ecl. 1. i. 25 ed. Wachsmuth i. p. 31, 8—Zeds civ 6 was kéopos, (Gov ex 

(dwv Kal Beds ex Oedv. Zeis SE nal <6 Beds >, Kabd voids ad’ ob 

mpopéperat mavta, 8T1 Snustoupye? Tots vohuacww. 

— a . 
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When, therefore, we meet the phrase @eot Oea@v we 

are tempted to find in it the plural (representing the 

subjective indefinity) of him who is the Geos Gedv. So 

far as the phrase itself is concerned, this would be a 

perfectly simple and straightforward solution. But it 

remains to be seen whether the nature and functions 

of the @eol Gedy, as described in the 77zmaeus, tally 

with those of the supreme vontov f#ov conceived as 

the percept of particular percipients. 

And first as to their nature. 72. 34 .B segq. nar- 

rates how the original blend of wuyx7) was compounded 

of the three primal elements. It was used for the 

cosmic soul, being divided into the circles of the Same 

and the Other. 77. 41 D tells how the second blend 

of yruxn was compounded of the same elements, though 

in a less pure condition. It went to form the subord- 

inate souls, each of which possessed a similar pair of 

circles. Now in between these two brews we have 

the planets described as Secpots eurypvyous copata 

—- bebévta SHa (38 E), and the fixed stars called f@a Oeia 

Kai aidta (40B). Whence—it may be asked—came 

the animation of these fa? It could not be fur- 

nished by the second mixture of Wvyy, since that 

had not yet been compounded. Moreover, the first 

mixture had been entirely used up (36B) in the 

making of the cosmic soul. It is obvious, therefore, 

that the starry {oa are the externalisation of the cosmic 

soul as distinguished from the subordinate souls. 
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It was natural that their bodies should be placed 

not only in the circle of the Other to perform the — 

planetary functions, but also in the circle of the Same 

‘to be a veritable xocwos. For they are the exponents 

of the Godhead in the sight of men; and by setting 

forth the twofold aspect of “their great original” act 

as an everlasting witness to an eternal truth. It was 

no mere access of astronomical ardour which led Piato 

to write: 

TOV VOY NOYaV TEpL TOU TaVTOS NEYopMEévMY OvdEls AV 

ToTe EppnOn MITE AoTPA UTE TALOV [HTE OUPAVOV 

iSovrwy (77m. 47 A). 

There can, then, be little doubt that the @eot Gear, 

whom 77m. 41 A identifies with these stars, are stmply 

a subjective pluralisation of the supreme Mind. Were 
we capable of pure vonais, we should apprehend them 

as a single eds Geav. 

The same lesson may be learnt from the Laws 

along with sundry practical corollaries. For it is 

more than probable that the gods, whose care over 

men is there vindicated by the Athenian, are identical 

with the @eoi Gea of the Zzmaeus. This becomes 

evident, 6ray Texunpia Aéywpev ws eici Geol, TadTa avTa 

mpodépovTes, HALOY TE Kal TEAHVNY Kai GoTpA Kal Yyhv ws 

Geovs™ nai Ocia dvta (Laws 886 D). 

71 Cp, Laws 950D HAtov...kal rovs &AAous Beovs, 828C trav xGoviev 

Kal dcous ad Geovs ovpaviovs érovonarréov, Crat. 397C palvovral wo of 
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And in the conclusion drawn by 899B I discern a 

hint that this synod of Aaumpol duvactar is but the 

embodiment of a single Mind: 

astpev Se 82) Tépt TavtTwy Kai cEeAnVNS EvLaVT@V TE 

Kal pnvav Kal Tac@v wpav Tépt Tiva aAXov 

AOyov €povmev 1) TOV avTOoY TovTOV, ws émrELd) 

wrux) méev ) Wuyal wavtov Tovtav altar épav- 

noav, ayaGai 5& twacav apetnv, Oeovs avtas 

eivat djcouer, cite Ev C@paciv évovcat, Coa 

OvTa, KoTmovGL TaYTa OUpavor ElTE OTN TE 

Kal OTs; 

It is interesting to note that, as in this passage 

wuy7) and yvyai are used alternatively, so in those 

parts of the Zzmaeus which deal with the doings of 

the Oeoi Gedy there is a constant oscillation between 

the use of the singular and the plural number. Thus 

we have Oeoi (44 D)...Qcod (44 E)...0eo0t (45 A)...A€0s (46 C) 

...Oeds (47 A)...0e0v (47B)...0€00 (47 C)...0e@v (47 C). 

The alternation may be seen on an extended scale 

from 772. 69C to almost the end of the dialogue. In 

92 A the grammatical change is not even marked, the 

subject of éyévvnoav viz. Oevi being supplied from the 

previous 0e0d Racers brrotiévtos. A still more striking 

_case occurs in 71 A where an actual anacoluthon is 

mpG@rot Tay avOpinwv Tov wep) Thy ‘EAAdSa TovTovs pdvous Tovs Gods 
hycic@a, otocmep viv woAAol tay BapBdpwr, HhAiov Kal ceAhyny Kal viv 

kal &orpa Kal ovpavdy. 
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produced: eldotes 6é avto...0eds...Euvéotnce™. In 

much the same way o dnp.oupyos of Tzm. 28 A, 29 A, 

etc. is pluralised into of Snutoupryol of 75 B, o Evrartas of 

29 E into ot Evaotnoavtes of 71 D. | 

Again, Plato’s later writings consistently denote 

the possession of tavtotns by the term a@dvatov, that 

of érepotns by the term Ovnrov. If, then, the Oeci Gedy 

were objectively existent as a plurality, they. would 

doubtless be endowed with d@avacia. But in 77m, 

41 B we read: 

abavato wéev ovK éaté™ ovd’ GAuTOL TO TapTrAaY, Ov 

Tt pev 82 AvVOncedBé ye ovdée TevEecVe Oavarov 

Loipas, THS euns BovrAnoews peifovos ets Seapov 

Kal KupiwTépou AaYovTes Exeivwn, ols OT eyiryver Oe 

Evvedeta Oe.— 

and this agrees with the tenor of Politicus 270A, 

where the visible cosmos is spoken of as AXapBavovta 

72 The converse change from singular to plural occurs in Farm, 

134 D Ovxody ei mapa T@ O€G aitn eotly H akpiBeotaTn emioTHun, oT’ 

ky 7 Seomorela 7 Cxelvwy Hua mote by Seaondceier, ovd7’ by H emiorhun 

hmas yvoin...odre yryvéokovet Ta avOpdéme:a mpdypata Geol byTes. 

73 It follows that in 7im. 69C may 1Téde kvveothoato, (Gov ey (oa 

éxov Ta wWavTa ev abte OvnTa Gbdvara Te, andin Zim. 92C Ovnra yap Kat 

a0dvatra (Ga AaBwy kal tvyutAnpwOels be 6 Kdopuos k.7.A. the “immortal 

animals” are not—as has commonly been supposed—the stars. Rather, _ 

abdvara (Ga = the supreme Mind and the Ideal Minds so far as they are 

tavtév, Ovnta (aa = the supreme Mind and the Ideal Minds so far as 

they become Odrepov. Cp. Arist. Zos. Z. 10. 148@ 15 ws MAdrov 

bpiCera: 7d Ovntdy mpocdmtwy év Tots Tav (aw Spicpois* 7H yap idéa ovK 

érrat OvnTth, oiov avTodvOpwmos. 
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a0avaciav émickevactny™ Tapa tod Snmoupyod. 

These passages confirm us in the belief that the 

existence of the starry gods as a plurality is merely 

subjective and phenomenal. 

In brief, the Oeot Gedy are related to the supreme 

eds as particulars to their corresponding Idea. Aetios’ 

account of that relation in Ac/. I. xii. 1@ ed. Wachs- 

muth i. p. 134, 9— 

"Tdéa éotiv ovcia dowpatos ... TaTpos éméXouvca 

tots aia@ntois tTaEw— 

is apparently founded on, and certainly justified by, 

Tim. 50D where the Idea is compared to a rartnp, 

the particular to an éxyovov. Now in 42E the @eoi 

Oemv with reference to the supreme @eos are called oi 

maises tov tatpos. Similarly in 37C the latter is 

0 yevynoas watyp,”° and in 69C the former are ta 

éavTov yevvyata.’® This coincidence of nomenclature, 

by establishing the proportion—As particulars : their 

Ideas:: the @eot Oe@v:the supreme Oeds—certainly 

favours the view I have put forward, that the @eoi 

Gea are not an objective but a subjective pluralisation 

of their Creator.” 

4 Cp. Polit. 273E Oebs 5 Koounoas....a0dvatov aitoy Kal 

ayhpev arepya erat 

7 Cp. Polit. 273 B. 

76 Soph. 2668 has 60d yevyfuara of particular men etc. 

™ Chalcidius tz Zim. 41 A ed. Wrobel p. 200 well remarks: ‘‘ Illi 
enim optimates, id est stellae, non sunt intellegibiles sed sensiles ; at 
vero fabricator eorum intellegibilis adprime.” 

7 
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To deal next with their functions. (1) In 77m. 

41—42 the Ged; addresses himself to the Oeot Oea@v and 

says: “Three mortal tribes have still to be created 

that the universe may be complete. So far as their 

souls are imperishable and divine, they are mine to 

make: yours be it to fashion their bodies and thereby 

cause such part of their souls’ activity as is necessarily 

perishable.” 

Here Plato distinguishes the direct creations of 

the Jeds from the indirect creations of the Oeol Gear. 

To the former belongs the task of providing the 

immortal and passionless self : 

Tim. 41C xa®? Goov... advtav aBavatos ouevupov 

elvar TpoonKel, Oetov eyowevoy Hryewovodvy Te... 

otrelpas Kal brapEduevos. 

Ibid. 42 E aBavatov apynv Ovyntod Kou = 69 C apxXnv 

— buyijs abavatov— 

to the latter that of adding the mortal body and its 

attendant passions : 

Tim. 42D TO 6€ eta TOV oTOpoOY Tots véoLs TapédwKE 

Geois copata tAAaTTEW"® OvnTa, TO TE érrinouTO)?, 

cov ére Hy Wuxis avOpwrivns Séov mpocyevéc Oar, 

tovUTo Kal tav@’ dca aKodov0a éxeivols atrepya- 
Tapévovs apKew. } | 

78 It may be remarked that the office which Rep. 415 A (@AA’ 6 Beds 

TAaGTTwY, Boot mev buay ikavol pxew, xpucby ev TH yeveoe Evveusitev, 

cp. Arist. Pol. B. 5. 12644 12 6 mapa trod Oe0d xpucds) assigns to the 

Geds is in the 7imaeus assigned to the @eol beay. 
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_Lbid. 69C Tb peta TodTo Ovntov cHua avTh Tept- 

eTOpvevaav ....GAXo TE Eldos Ev a’TO Wuyiis 

TpocwKodopovv TO Ovntov, Sewa Kal dvayKaia 

év éavT@ TaOjpata Exov. 

This, as I understand it, means: men’s very selves 

are due to the evolution of the absolute Mind on the 

first or noetic plane, being brought about by objective 

pluralisation ; men’s bodies and bodily affections are 

due to the evolution of the absolute Mind on the 

remaining or gnostic planes, being brought about by 

subjective pluralisation. 

This statement of the case involves one issue of 

peculiar importance. If the ultimate consciousness 

of every individual is a direct creation of the Artificer, 

or—to drop metaphor—an objective multiple of Mind, 

and if the objective multiples of Mind are none other 

than the Ideal series, it follows that the souls of par- 

ticular men, so far as they may be called truly 

existent, are not to be distinguished from the Idea 

of Man. The realisation of this truth throws light 

upon several details of the present passage. We can 

now see why the a@avatos apy Ovntod fwou was called 

Petov nyepovodv te (Zim. 41 C): plainly because it is 

the Idea, and as dwelling within the pale of tadrotns 

is entitled not only to a@avacia but also to Gevdrns. 

Again, when the Creator urges that, were he to make 

the perishable part of his creatures, their mortal would 

put on immortality and take rank with the gods,— 
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Tim. 41C 6&0 é€uod b€ TavTa yevoweva Kal Biov 

wetacyovta Geots iaaforr’ av— 

he virtually declares that the distinction between 

Qatepov and tavtov would be abolished; transient 

particulars would invade the dominion of Ideal 

Beoi.” 7 3 
But if it be conceded that the immortal part of us 

all is identical with the Idea of Man, which Idea as it 

appears in the cosmos becomes subjectively attached 

to bodies and split into a seeming multitude of souls 

—Tept Ta GopaTta yiyvouevn peptaotn (Tim. 35 A),— 

there are yet two possible errors which should be 

signalised. 

On the one hand, it must be observed that: this 

procedure in no wise imperils the unity of the Idea; 
since the multiplicity of particular souls belongs only 

potentially to the realm of Ideal ovcta. As voids, 

the Idea is a single eternal Mind. As émiotypn or 

d0£a or alc 9nous, it passes into the manifold activities 

of human thought. But the latter phase is dynamic- 

ally latent in the former; the former is the implicit 

verity of the latter: 

Soph. 247 D éyoo 57) TO Kal oTrolavody KeKTNMEVOV 

Suvapev elt’ eis TO ToLEY . . . ElT’ Eis TO TaGYELV 
... 7a TODTO GvT@S eival' TIHEWaL yap Spov opitew 
Ta OVTA, WS EoTLY OVK AdXO TL TANY SUVALLS. 

79 This passage then furnishes a parallel to the use of Geof = *‘Ideas” 
in Zim. 37 C: cp. also the terminology of the neo-Platonists (p. 112 7). 
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On the other hand, the ancient landmark between 

the soul and the body of any given individual remains 

unmoved. Sokrates is a special localisation of the 

Idea of Man functioning in the mode of lower ment- 

ality. As such he is a double being, comprising both 

soul and body. His soul is the Ideal Animal con- 

ceived as actively cognisant on the planes of yéveots: 

his body—or, to speak strictly, his bodily shape—is 

the same Animal conceived as passively cognised on 

the same planes.®° The one, inasmuch as its activity 

is the procession of an Ideal Mind, Plato regards as 

the handiwork of God gud Being, viz. the supreme 

Geos. The other, inasmuch as its passivity is the 

result of imperfect apprehension, he refers to the 

workmanship of God gua becoming, vzz. the Peot Pear. 

It may here be objected—and the objection is a 

valid one—that, allowing the body and its accom- 

panying emotions to be the outcome of imperfect 

apprehension, we have as yet shown no reason why 

the @eoi Pedy rather than the lower phase of any other 

vontov Sov should be named as the cause of their 

appearance. The reason, I think, lies in the fact that 

the Ideai {a are multiples of the supreme Gov, whose 

8° This doctrine was a refinement upon the teaching of the earlier 

dialogues, eg. Phaedrus 245 E wav yap cGua @ piv whey 7d KiveioOa, 

dypuxov, & 5& EvdoGev aitg ef adtod, Zupvxov, ds traits ovens picews 

Wuxis. 

8! Cp. Zim. 69C trav pty Oelwy aitds yiyvera: Snusoupyéds. 
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subjectivity therefore takes logical precedence of theirs. 

Plato in fact goes more to the root of the matter by 

assigning the causation of the @vnrov yévos to the 

lower aspect of the supreme 6@eos. Elsewhere he 

penetrates beyond their ulterior to their ultimate 

source : 

Tim. 41 A Ocoi Oedv, Ov éy@ Snutoupyos TaTHp TE 

Epyev. , | 
Soph. 265C fda 8) Tavta Ovnta Kal huta...uov 

GAdov Twos 7 Oeovd Snutoupyodvtos dycopev 

voTtepov yiyvecOat tpoTepoy ovK ovTa ; 

(2) A second office attributed to the Oeot Gedy in Tz. 

41 D—42E may be thus expressed. The Artificer 

begins his task of providing the @eiov iyeuovodv Te 

portion of individuals by dividing the whole mass of 

soul at his disposal into Wuyas toapiOpuous Tots dotposs. 

Bearing in mind what was said concerning wuy7 

peptot? we shall expect Dr. Zeller’s view * to prove 

correct, vzz. that these yuyai are the souls of particular 

men. But the point may be certified by a considera- 

tion of the word tcdpiOu0, whose significance has, I 

believe, been unduly neglected. 

The employment of the terms oAov and popia to 

denote the supreme {dov and the Ideal f@a shows that, 

in Plato’s view, the sum total of the latter represents 

the content of the former. Now this equivalence was 

82 Plato and The Older Academy p. 390, n. 8. 

a 
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not confined to the higher phase of Ideal tadrorns: it 

applied also to the lower order of particular éreporns. 

Hence the Platonic Parmenides, after stating (Parm. 

144 C) that ovcia is split into 7wAeiota pépn, corrects 

himself and observes : 

Ovk dp’ adnO7 apti édéyowev, NéyovTEes ws TAELTTA 

Hépn 1) ovoia vevéunrat, adr’ ica, ws EoLKE, TO 

évi. (144 D—E) 

Kai pv ta ye wavta wépn Ta avtod TO & éott, Kal 

OUTE TL TAEOV OUTE EXaTTOV 4) TaVTa. (145 C) 

From these passages I gather that what Aristotle * 

calls ta ToANa TOV GUYwvdmwr Tots eideoLv Correspond 

numerically to the similar phase of ro éy, that is, to 

the Geoi Oedv. The meaning of the expression in 77m. 

41D will then be as follows. The yuyai todpiOywor 

Tots dorpows are the souls of men which the Creator 

divides and distributes to the number of the starry 

gods, that they may severally learn the laws of the 

universe. Thus the Wvyat todpiOmor are particular 

souls, but particular souls considered as not yet embodied 

and therefore as still the direct handiwork of the 

Creator. Their state of dynamic multiplicity is of 

course merely an analytical abstraction; for, if the 

body be but the soul passively apprehended by lower 

psychosis, actual multiplicity must synchronise with 

incarnation. The state of potential plurality is, 
——— 

83 Mead. A. 6. 987 6 10. 
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however, recognised and described in Parm. 156D as 

to €Eaidvns **—a condition intermediate between ovcia 

and yéveous : 

Kara $n tov avtov Aoyov Kai é& Evds él todda tov 

kal éx moAdav éd’ ev obte &v eatw ovTE TONAG, 

oute Ovaxpivetas ote ouyKpivetas (157 A). 

It may be added that the sojourn in the Evvvopos 

oixnats aoTpov rationalises the influence over a man’s 

character which ancient astrology universally attri- 

buted to his birth-star. For the rest, having heard 

their destiny, these potential particulars are sown into 

the planets where they are clothed upon with bodies 

by the subjective action of the late-born gods. 

In fine, this examination of the nature and func- 

tions of the Oeoit Gedv enables us to determine their 

metaphysical value with some assurance: They are 

not co-ordinate with the tpia Ovnta yévn, except in so 

far as they constitute the érepoiwaus of a vontov feor, 

but are related to them as the supreme Noids is to the 

Ideal vonuata. If the term vrapdaderypa be understood 

to denote the cognitions of yruy7 functioning in the 

84 Compare the use of éfaipyns in Symp. 210E ekalpyns nardperal 

Tt Oavuacrdy Thy mua KaAdy K.T.A., Gorg. 523 E alth TH Wuxn avThv 

Thy Vuxhv Oewpovyta ekalpyns amobavévrTos Exdorov. The former passage 

conceives the individual mind confronting that which is a’td ka abrd 

ue avrod wovoedés del dv, the latter represents the disembodied soul of 

the particular man after death. Both depict a juxtaposition of the 

properties of odaia and yéveois, which except in a moment of transition 

is impossible. 

4 
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mode of tavrov, and the term e/kav to denote the 

cognitions of yvyx7 functioning in the mode of @arepor, 

then I conceive that the position assigned by Plato to 

the Geol Oedv may be fairly represented by the follow- 

ing diagram : 
3 ¢ 

Tapdadery ua elK@V 
Oeos Ocoi Ocwv 

aidtoe Oeor tpta Ovnta yevn 

(4) Lastly, we approach the question, What of the 

subjective aspect of the Ideal gods? There is but 

one fitting term for a minor order of aiécor Beoi, namely 

Saiuoves. And this Plato has used to describe the 

reasoning powers of particular men: 

Tim. Q90A 76 S€ Tept Tod KUpiwTatov Tap’ nyt 

wWuxijs eidous Suavocicbar Sei tHde, ws Apa avTo 

Saimova Beds Exdoto dédwxe. 
Ibid. 90C Gre 5é aei Ocpatrevovta TO Oeiov EyovTa 

TE aUTOV Ev KeKooUNLEVvoY TOV Saiwova EvvoLKOV 

év auT@ Siadepovtws evdaimova eivat. 

By daiuwv then Plato means the intelligence *— 

85 With the Platonic derivation from dSahuwv in Crat. 398 B L. and S. 
compare Archil. 3, 4 TavTns yap Ketvor Saiuoves eiol udxns. 
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that part of us which is the nearest approximation to 

Ideal Oevorns. It is indeed sometimes® called to’ 

Getov on grounds which we have already examined. 

_ But for the most part individuals are relegated to the 

region of éreporns, and their highest faculty described 

as— 

TO Oevotatoy Tév Tap Hyiv (Tim. 73 A) 

TO Oevotatov Tav év hiv (bid. 88 B) 

5 Oedtatév t éote kal tHv év hyiv wdvtwv SeoToT- 

ovv (Lbid. 44 D) 

TO Eavtov Oeoratov (Rep. 589 E). 

He who follows its precepts deserves the name of 

Geios (Rep. 500 D, Epist. ['. 340C), and the resultant 

life is mavtwyv tév Biwv Oevdtatos (Phileb. 33.B, cp. 

Laws 766A). : 

Enough has now been said to prove that a theo- 

logical designation of Plato’s Idealism is not chimerical. 

The objective aspect of Mind is represented on the one 

hand by the supreme Oe0s, and on the other by the Ideal 

Jeoi. The subjective aspect of the former finds expres- 

sion in the Yeot Oedv ; that of the latter in the Saipoves 

of individuals. 

If it be asked—In what relation does this hierarchy 

stand to the evil World-soul of the Laws ?—I should 

reply that, since voids is del Jeds (Laws 897 B), Necessity 

or the force which produces the degeneration of vods 

86 Jim. 41C, 69D, 72D. 
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may be justly described not only as avova but also 

as TO aGeov*’, whether in the case of the supreme 

Mind,— 

Laws 8978 wuyi...avoia Evyyevouévn mavta ad 

Tavavtia TovUToK aTrepyaleTaL. 

Theaet. 176E trapadevrypatwv, @ pire, €v TO OVTL 

éEoT@TMV, TOU wev Oelov EevdaisoverTtaTou, TOD é 

aQéov abXtwratov— 

or in that of the subordinate minds,— 

Tim. 86B vocov peéev 8) Wuyijs dvotav Evyywpntéov. 

Rep. 589 E «i S€ To Eavtod Oevotatov to TH ADew- 
TaT@ TE Kal puapwratw SovA0DTaL...ovK apa 
aOrL0s eoTe ; 

Thus the @eoi Oedv, so far as they represent the 

Geos, are ayabol macay apetnv (Laws 8998), so far as 

they deviate from his perfection, are evil and respon- 

sible for the defects of their dependent creations. 

Similarly with particular specimens of the natural 

kinds: so far as they approximate to their Idea, they 

are Ocia and evdaiuova; so far as they recede therefrom, 

they are a@ea and xaxodaipova. 

A word or two may be added with regard to 

subsequent terminologies. Of Speusippos’ usage 

next to nothing is known; but his severance of vows 

from év and taya@ov must have produced theological 

complications of a serious sort. 

& Cp. Zim. 53 B étay amp tivds Beds. 
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With regard to Xenokrates our information is 

less scanty. <Aetios*® affirms of this philosopher's 

religious theories that ta mpétepa mapa tov IIdatwvos 

petatrédpaxev. And—if we allow for Xenokrates’ 

identification of the Ideas with Mathematical num- 

bers—the statement may be accepted as in the main 

correct. Atleast all the gods of the Platonic theocracy 

play their part in the comprehensive system of Xeno- 

krates. Corresponding to the objective deities we find : 

(a) A supreme and unitary Nods called Zevds or 

0 patos Geos. 

(8) Certain @edv Suvdpers or Oeiar Suvdpers inherent 

in elemental forms. 

The place of the subjective deities is filled by— 

(y) The stars or ’Odvprriot Geo’, which combine to 

make a collective odpavds also known as a Oe6s. 

These stars are the result of a union between 

the One and the indeterminate Dyad or, in 

allegorical phrase, between Zevs mratnp and the 

Entnp Oedv. 

(6) The souls of individual men are called dai- 

poves *°; and even the beasts have some instinct 

of the Divine.” 

88 Stob. #c/. 1. i. 29 6 ed. Wachsmuth i. p. 37, 2. 

89 Arist. Top. B. 6. 112 a 37. 

9° Clemens Strom. V. xiii. 87 xaOdAou yotv Thy wep) rod Belov Evvorav 
Eevoxparns.. ovk ameAmiCe: kal ex tots &Adyous Céors (quoted by Zeller 
op. cit. p. 592 7.). 
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Plato’s opposition between the power that makes 

for good and the power that makes for evil reappears 

perhaps in Xenokrates’ broad contrast *' between Zevs 

Umatos and Zevs véatos. But the further recognition 

of vrocéXnvor Saiwoves dopatos seems a Mere concession 

to popular superstition. On the whole, Xenokrates’ 

theology follows the Platonic outlines, though their 

author’s design is marred and obscured by the attempt- 

ed innovations of his successor. 

Aristotle likewise held the truth of the maxim *— 

tTavta pioe éyer Tt Ociov. But a modified system of 

metaphysics caused certain changes in his theological 

vocabulary. The conception of a creative vods he 

appears to have borrowed from Plato’s account of the 

supreme Mind, and, like his master, he describes it by 

the term Geos: 

Met. A. 7. 1072 6 18—30. Cp. frag. 46, 1483 a 27 

0 Ges %) vovs éativ 1) éréxewa TL TOV vod, Top. E. 

6. 1305 7 Seov vontov=o Beds, Pol. I. 16. 1287a 

28 0 pév ody TOV vodv KeXevav apyewv SoKel KEXEVELY 

apyew tov Oeov, Eth. Lud. H. 12. 1245 6 16 ov 

yap oUTws 0 Geds ed Evel, GAA BEédTLOV 7) BaTE 

@AXo Tt voety Tap avTos avTor. 

Since, however, Aristotle’s ontology recognises no 

1 Ciemens Strom. V. xiv. 116, Plut. Plat. Qu. ix. I, 2. p. 1007 

(quoted by R. and P. Hist. Phil. Gr. p. 287). 

% Arist. Ath. Nic. H. 14. 11536 32. 
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ywpiotai idéat, he is free to transfer the title @eot from. 

the Ideas to the starry spheres, without the encum- 

brance of a neologism such as Plato’s Oeoi Gedy, or the 

confusion of equivocal names such as those of Xeno- 

krates’ gods: 

Met. A. 8. 10746 8—14 Oeovs... Tas mpwtas 

ovalas eivat, de mund. 2. 3910 14—I19 Jedy 

oixntypiov ovpavds @vouactat: Kt. Cp. Ta 

Geta Psych, A. 2. 17. 405 a 32, de part. an. A. 5. 

645 a 4, avOpwtrou Tord Oeotepa Eth. Nic. Z. 7. 

1141 @ 34, Ta havepa tov Oeiwv Met. E. 1. 10264 

18, ta Oeworata tov davepov Phys. B. 4. 1964 

33, Ta Ocia capata Met. A. 8. 1074a 30, de 

caelo B. 12. 2926 32, and the more definite 

expressions of [Alex.] 22 Met. ed. Hayduck p. 

709, 28ff. Geol... rocovTor doar ai odaipat, 

éEnptnuevor THS Oeoratns Kal apiotns ovaias, 

ibid. p. 709, 33 elalv odv Geol Kai Oeiov ARVs 

Tepléyov THY GAnVY hvow Kal TOV ATavTa KocpoP, 

bid. p. 721, 31 els Geos eat. Ta yap TOV TAAVW- 

pévav aitia Geol pév, adra pebéEa Kal TO 

BovAnpate Tov TpwTOV Kal pwaKkapiwTaTou éEnjp- 

THVTAL VOOS. 

Again, Aristotle—who is similarly impressed with 

the divine nature of thought (Psych. A. 4. 14. 408 6 29, 

Met. A. 8. 10746 16, de part. an. A. 10. 686 a.28, de an. 

gen. B. 3. 7366 27)—speaks of particular minds in 

ee ee eC hr rh er rl eee. 
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terms that repeat the language of the Platonic dia- 

logues : 

Eth. Eud. H. 14. 1248a 27 opposes 70 év myiv 

Geiov to ev TH OAW Oeds. 

Eth. Nic. K. 7. 1177 a 16 trav év nyiv To Gevotarov. 

Probl. AI. 7. 962a 22 (cp. 9. 962a@ 35) uses To 

Gevoratov TaY Tepi Huds of the human head. 

It is, therefore, highly probable that Plato’s teach- 

ing was the source of the saying attributed to his 

pupil: 
Clemens Strom. VI. vi. 53 ’ApiototréAns Saipoce 

Keypnobat twavtas avOpwtrous Neyer TUVOMapTOU- 

ow avTois Tapa TOV yYpoVvOY TIS EvTWpMATwTEWS, 

Tpopntikov TovTO udOnua AaBov Kai Kataepevos 

eis Ta EavToD BiBrLa, 2) Omoroynoas dOev KeEtr- 

€TO TOV AO'YOY TOUTOY. 

Cic. de fin. ii. 12. 40 “hominem ad duas res, ut ait 

Aristoteles, ad intellegendum et agendum esse 

natum quasi mortalem deum.” 

Arist. frag. 187, 1511 @ 43 Tov... AoyiKov Gwov TO 

pév €ott eds, TO Sé AvOpwrros, TO S€ ofov IIvGa- 

yopas. 

It might be shown that the theology of the neo- 

Platonists in some measure revived the usage of the 

Academy. Plotinus, for example, mentions— 

(a) 0 tatHp Oeds *, 2.2. the supreme Triad of 76 év + 

0 voos + 7) ~ruy7. 

9% Enn. V.1. 1. 
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(8) The voepai duvdapes, z.e. the Platonic Ideas, 

which consist in the supreme Nods and, as 

sharing its animation, are termed @eoi™*. 

(y) The opwpevor Ooi, z.c. the stars. 

(8) The daiwoves and the Geol * of particular men. 

But to pursue the subject would carry us too far 

afield. It is of more immediate importance to pass 

from the theological: aspect of Plato’s philosophy to 

the moral deductions which he expressly drew there- 

from, bearing in mind that his ontology was from first 

to last intended to serve as a sound basis for ethical 

reflection. 

% Enn, V. i. 4, cp. ibid. 11. ix. 8 mds od« ty Tis KyaAdua evapyes Ka 

Kadby T&v vontay Ocay ena; ibid. V. i. 7 wav wey Td Tay ideay 

KadAos, mdvtas B& Geovs vontovs. Iamblichus too calls the Ideas 

voepol (v. 2. vontol) Geot ap. Prokl. in Tim. 94C. 

_ * Enn. V. i. 4, cp. ibid. V. i. 2 are BE Kad HAtos Peds, Ste Euvxos, 

kal Ta %AAa hotpa. 

% Enn. V.i. 2,4. Plotinus was himself guided by a 6eés, according 

to Porphyry, others by their respective daiuoves,—Maxdpios ef Gedy Exwv 

toy daipova Kal od Tod dpemmévou yévous Tov auvdvra (Vit. Plot. § 10). 

EEE a Ee Tee 
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Peirce” Esk. 

METAPHYSICAL DESCENT AND MORAL ASCENT. 

In the foregoing chapter I have emphasised the 

distinction between the objective and the subjective 

aspects of Plato’s ontology. The former was found 

to be the purposive pluralisation of a supreme Mind, 

abiding in eternal self-sameness, and invested with all 

the credentials of divinity. The latter was the necessary 

éxotacis of every such Mind, whereby it passed out 

of the sphere of identical being into that of diverse 

becoming, and stooped from the sovereignty of an 

Ideal Oeds to the subservience of individual daipoves. 

This declension is, however, counterbalanced by certain 

compensatory tendencies which must not be over- 

looked. Metaphysics indeed compels a 6d05 xdtw, 

but Morality with equal insistence demands a 6ééos 

avw ; and it remains to present the dictates of the one 

in such a manner as will satisfy the claims of the 

other. 

Now it will be remembered that we have repeatedly 

described the objective world as a pattern, the sub- 

jective world as its copy. And this language 

applies not only to particulars themselves which, 

8 
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whether they be the @eoi Oeav or the tpia Ovnta yévn, 

are in any case semblances of higher verities,— 

Tim. 39 E tovto 87 TO KaTaXovTrov atreipyateTo avToOU 

T pos THY TOD TapadelywaTos aTroTUTTOUpEVOS HUCLV. 

Hep ovv vods évovcas ideas TO 6 EaTL GHov, olai 

Te Everot Kal Goat, KaOopa, ToLavTas Kal ToTaUTAasS 

SuevonOn deiv Kat Tobe oyelv. eiaol by TéTTapes, 

pia wev ovpaviov Oewv yévos, dAXn Sé TrHvov Kat 

aepoTopov, Tpitn S€ Evudpov eidos, mefov Sé Kal 

Yepoatoy TETAPTOV— 

but also to the conditions of particular existence. For 

Time, according to Plato, is an image of Eternity, and 

Space a simulacrum of Ideal Otherness. 

The former fact is stated in so many words? 

Tim. 37 D etka 8 érrwoet xwntov Tia aiavos Tovqeat, 

Kal duakoo Lav Gua ovpavoy TroLel pévOvTOS ai@VvosS 

év évi Kat apiOuov lodcay ai@vioy eikova, TOUTOY 

Ov 6 KpoVOY WVoMaKapeED. 

The latter is a legitimate inference from 77m. 52 C, 

where the thesis that we wrongly import spacial con- 

ceptions into the world of Ideas is supported by the 

following argument :— 

“ A particular has not an absolute but a relative 

existence ; it is in fact the mere phantasm of 

another object : hence it demands a something 

in which it may appear, unless indeed it is 

to be reduced to an utter nonentity. [This 

something is Space.] But in the region of real 
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existence for one thing (sc. Idea) to be formed 

in another thing (sc. Idea®’) would be to make 

that other thing both one and two, which is 

impossible. [Therefore between the Ideas there 

is no Space, but only Otherness.]” 

This amounts to saying that Space, the medium 

of subjective pluralisation, corresponds to numerical 

Otherness, the medium of objective pluralisation. 

Thus the question raised by Aristotle in Phys. A. 2. 

209 6 33— 
[Tatwvi pévtot Nextéov... Sia Ti ovK ev TOTM TA 

€16n Kal of aptOwol, elimep TO peOEKTLKOV O TOTS, 

eiTe TOU peyddov Kal TOU pLKpOod dYTOS TOU 

peVextixod eite THS VANS, WoTTEep ev TO Tipmaio 

yeypahev— 
will be met by the answer that the term tozros is not 

rightly used till Ideal alterity has passed into indi- 

vidual extension. 

It was this doctrine—that particulars and the 

modes of particular existence bear to ideas and the 

modes of Ideal existence the relation of an etxav to 

% Mr, Archer-Hind (ed. Zi. p. 171) paraphrases :—‘‘ For true 

reason declares that, while the type is one, and the image another, they 

must be apart ; for they cannot exist one in the other and so be one and 

two at once.” But surely 7d wév and 7d 5é are both dvrws dvra, ie. 

Ideas: this is shown by the whole form of construction eixéu py 

K.T-A. «+. 7 Se dvTws dvTi. It is no question of ‘‘ the old doctrine of 

mapovala,” but a clear statement of the reason why particulars are 
extended, Ideas unextended. 
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its tapadevryua—which determined the whole alle- . 

gorical form of the 72maeus, and so popularised the 

belief that “ This visible World is but a Picture of the 

invisible, wherein, as in a Pourtraict, things are not 

truely, but in equivocal shapes, and as they counter- 

feit some more real substance in that invisible fabrick.” 

The peculiar value of this imagery is that it links the 

world of relative to the world of absolute being, and 

thereby expresses just that aspect of Idealism which 

might best serve as a basis for the structure of 

morality. In other words, the artistic setting of the 

Timaeus has a special significance of its own, inasmuch 

as the razson d’étre of Plato’s ethics may be said to lie 

in the simple reflection that, if the world as we know 

it is a portrait, it ought to be as exact a portrait as 

possible. | 

Starting from this point of contact between Meta- 

physics and Morals, I shall attempt to show how the 

larger lines of matured Platonism mark out the rational 

end of individual conduct. In so doing we should 

remember that the true unit of voluntary action is 

not the particular but the vontov f#ov. Nevertheless 

avOpwrrois StadeyoueBa, GAN’ ov Geois, and therefore— 

‘““We must translate our motives, like our speech, 
Into the lower phrase that suits the sense 

O’ the limitedly apprehensive. Let 

Each level have its language !” 

It will be convenient to begin by resuming the 

‘ 

ibis Ee 
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constitution of the moral agent. Every vontov aor 

possesses four faculties, namely vods, émiotypyn, do€a, 

aic@no.s,—the three last being moments in the sub- 

jective evolution of the first, and opposed to it as 

yéveots to dvtws ovaia. Particulars which, as such, 

belong to the region of yuyvoueva are consequently 

debarred from vonois: they are, however, endowed 

with éictyun, Sofa, and aic@nois *, though in the 

lower forms of life even these are to a greater or less 

extent in abeyance. 

This catalogue of the cognitive powers accords 

well with the usage of the more advanced Platonic 

writings. In the earlier dialogues pure thought is not 

unfrequently ascribed to individual thinkers (2g. Rep. 

511 C,D, 524, Phaed.83 B.alzb.). The Phzlebus adopts 

a half-way position ; for it expressly distinguishes the 

human vods of 21 D, 22C, 58D, from the adrnOuvds Kat 

Getos vods of 22C, 28C, 30D. But the Zzmaeus no- 

where” speaks of the particular man as possessing 

vous: it describes him as being at most a vod xai 

emia TH UNS EpactHy (46D), and his finest faculty as tov 

% Cp. Stob. Zc/. 1. Ixi. 1 (Hermes) ed. Wachsmuth i. p. 275, 16 

6 vows ev TE Oe@, 6 Aoyituds ev TE GvOpdrq. Aristotle after describing 

(Met. A. 9. 1074 6 35 segg.) the védnats vonoews of the supreme Being 
continues dalvera: 8 aiel %AAov H emioTHuN Kal 7 alcOnots Kal 7 

dda kal 7 Sidvoia, éuvtijs 3° ev wapépyy. 

89 It does indeed use the phrase votv éxew (68 B), voty xwv (89 B)= 

**sensible, reasonable,” and the compounds évvoeiv (87D), Karavoeiv 

(90D) ec. But to avoid them would have been mere pedantry. 
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Svavonuarewv 1) €x TOU vod hepopévn Svvayis *” (71 B). To 

females and the lower animals it alludes in 91 D— 

92 B, arranging them in a descending scale according 

as they approximate to or recede from that higher 

mentality—vod Kat dvoias atoBoXn Kal KTHoEL (92 B) ; 

while 77B brings even vegetable life into the same 

register,—@ do&ns wev Kai Noytopod (= emrLoTr MNS) 

TE Kal VOU peTeaTL TO pndev, alc Onaews) dé. In like 

manner the second hypothesis of the Parmentdes 

enumerates the powers of the human intellect: 

Parm. 155D «at émictnun 87 ein av avtov Kat 

Sofa cai aicOnots, eltep Kai viv nets rept 

avUTOU TavTa TavTa TpaTTOMEV— 

but, as we have seen sometime since, this dialogue 

confines the range of pure thought to the Ideal world. 

Here, however, we encounter a difficulty which 

has beset the student of the Platonic system ever 

since Parm. 134 B was penned. If the realm of true 

existence is wovw Oeatn ve (Phaedr. 247 C), and if vods 

00 This strange expression seems chosen to escape the direct attri- 

bution of vods to a particular. Similarly in 51 D, where Plato calls the 

Ideas avaic@nta id’ judy ef5n, voovueva udvov, the position of the 

pronoun is instructive. 

101 Simplicius (¢# Arist. Psych. ed. Hayduck p. 317, 11) states that 
plants éxew wév tiva alcOnow, auvdporépay Sé } Kata Ta HAAwS (GvTa, 

xal @s pn TlAdtwy oiov nabevSovcay atc@now. Similarly Empedokles 

{according to Sextus Math. viii. 286) rdvta jktov AoyiKa Tuyxdvev, Kal 

ov (Ga udvoy GAAG Kal outa, pnTas ypddwy: wavTa yap toh ppdvnow 

éxew Kal vouatos aicay. 

—~— ar = = a a a _ 
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is not allowed to the individual as such, how is it that 

Plato himself feels so secure about his ground-plan of 

a supreme Mind existent both as a unity and as a 

plurality ? The confidence which he displays eg. in— 

Tim. 29 B Tod ev odv poviwou Kai BeBaiov Kal weTa 

vod KaTadavovs povious Kal aueTaTTWTOUS, 

Kal’ cov [olov] Te avedéyxToLs TpoanKe AoryoLs 

eivat Kal aKWWHTOLS, TOUTOU Sel pundev €AXELTrELY— 

could only be justified by the actual intuition of an 

Ideal eds : 

Tim. 72D ta peév odv Trepi vuyis ... TO wey adn 

Oés . . . Oeot 1 Evppgprycavtos, TOT av odTw Moves 

SucxyupilolueOa* TO ye wavy ElKOS K.T.X., | 

and that intuition is beyond the reach of the indi- 

vidual, however great his genius and however unceasing 

his efforts. As Chalcidius?® puts it, “sine divinitatis 

adminiculo ipsa per se anima nihil valeat spectare 

atque intellegere divinum.” 

The difficulty was a real one, and such as to bring 

a consistent thinker within sight of scepticism: 

Parm. 135 C ti obv rrowmoes didocodias tépt; Tot 

Tpévres aryvooupévwv TOVTWY ; 

Plato meets it by two considerations. (1) The highest 

102 Cp. Zim. 68D Oeds wey TA WOAAG Eis Ev Evykepavyvivar Kal mdéAww 

€f Evds eis TOAAG SiaAvew ikava@s ewmrotdmevos Gua kal Suvards, avOpe- 

mov 5é oddels ovdérepa TtovTwy ikavds ore ~ots viv ott’ cicadOis mor’ 

€or. 

103 Tn Plat. Tim, 41 E, ed. Wrobel p. 202. 
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human émiotnyn, though it can never attain to divine. 

vonots, may yet be reckoned an approximation 

thereto: 

Tim. 51E kai Tov pév (sc. S0Ens adnOods) mavra 
avopa meTéyvew patéov, vod 5é Geovs, avOpoTav 
dé yévos Bpayu Tt. : 

The yévos in question is no doubt to trav dirosogovr- 

Tov opbds ye Kat arnOas yévos (Epist. €. 3264). 

Philosophers may in a sense be said vod peréeyew 

inasmuch as their intelligence leads them to desiderate 

certain transcendent fixities in nature as a basis for 

the ézriatnun which they do possess. They apprehend 

Tav ev id€av vow KaT’ eTWLaTAapaV...Ta Oo aTroyerva- 
pata aicOjot Kai Sofa (Tim. Locr.94B). And it is to 

this aya0av avépav opodpddpor vonos*® that Plato 

appeals when he wishes to establish any: fundamental 

truth. See, for example, the tenor of— 

Phileb. 28 C mwavres yap cupdwvodaw oi codol... 

@s vous éoti Bacireds Huiv ovpavod Te Kal hs. 

Nevertheless the wisdom of men is at best only 

earth-born. It cannot by itself provide the needed 

“divinitatis adminiculum.” Hence Plato, half in jest, 

half seriously, delights to invest his authorities with a 

supernatural halo, and to speak of their contributions 

to knowledge as of a divine revelation. In Soph. 2168 

10 See the admirable remarks of Mr. Archer-Hind ed. Zimaeus pp. 

48—49. 
105 Plat. Zpist. de 310A. 
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the critic of immature Idealism is eds tus érey- 

KtTikos; and in Phileb. 16C the revised ontology is 

called in so many words “a gift of the gods to man- 

_kind ”— 

Gedy pév eis avOpwrous Sdcts, @s ye KatadaiveTat 

€uol, wolev ex Gedy éppidn dia Tivos IIpounbéws 

aa havotdtw Tiwi wupi Kal ol péev Tradatol, 

KpeitToves nudv Kal éyyutépw Gedy oixodrTes, 

TauTnv dyunv Tapédocav, ws €& Evos meéev Kal eK 

ToAAw@Y OVTWY TMV del Eyouevwn Elvat, Trépas SE 

Kai arreipiav év avTtois Evudutov éyovtTwv. 

The last phrase of this passage aptly expresses just 

that scheme which one particular man could not by 

his unaided reason have descried; it gives us the 

appended diagram, in which éy denotes the supreme 

Mind, and zroAXa the Ideal series. 

_ (2) But if any one turns a deaf ear to this theory 

of inspiration, or quotes by way of retort Rep. 381 E— 

nS ad id Todtwv dvareOdpevar ai pntépes Ta 

Tawia éxdewatovvTwV, Aéyoucat Tovs pUOoUS 

KaK@S, @S apa Geoi Ties TEplepyovTaL VUKTwWP 

ToAXois Eévois Kal travtodaTrois ivdadropevot, iva 

un dua pev eis Geos Bracdynyacw, aya Sé Tors 

matoas atepyatwytar SetdoTé povs— 

Plato can fall back on a less pregnable position. 

He holds that the souls of individuals have before 

their incarnation stood face to face with the Creator, 
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and learnt from his lips tiv tod mravtos dvaow (Tim. 

A41E). This they were enabled to do, because the 

souls of men conceived as not yet associated with 

their bodies do not differ from the Idea of Man, under 

whose intuition all noetic existence would naturally 

fall.°° The doctrine of Anamnesis is in fact the safe- 

guard of Idealism. It may be denied: but it can 

hardly be disproved, and—as has before been hinted— 

it presupposes some such relation of the ideas to Mind 

as was elicited from the assumptions of the Parmenides. 

The confinement of pure thought to the world of 

Ideas cannot, then, invalidate the foundations of the 

Idealist system, because the individual philosopher 

not only builds upon the experience of previous 

thinkers but also possesses an innate criterion of his 

own structure: ) 

Phaedrus 2498, C Set yap avOpwrrov Evyvévat Kat’ 

eldos Neyouevov, €x TroAA@Y lov aicOncewy Eis EV 

Aoyioneo Evvatpovpevov. TodTO Oé oTW avayynats 

exelv@v, & ToT Eldev Hua@v 7 Yruyn TUpTropEvOEioa 

Gee Kal vrepidotca & viv ecivai dapev Kai ava- 

Kiiyaca és To Ov OvTws. 610 87 SiKaiws morn 

mrEpodTar ) TOD dirocddou Sidvora+ mpds yap 

éxeivols del €oTL pYNUN KaTA SUVapL, pos olaTrEp 

Oeds dv Oeios éore. 

106 Diog. Laert. iii. 38 iSairata wey codiay jyeirat (sc. Plato) elvas 
Thy Tv vonTay kal byTws bvTwY emiaTHuny, hy pyar wep) Gedy Kal YuxHv 

ThuaTos KeXwpiomerny. 
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The removal of this difficulty in epistemology also 

clears the way for ethical advance. It might have 

been argued that to make the world as we know it 

conform to an Ideal pattern is a futile task for those 

who have no acquaintance with that pattern. But if . 

it be conceded that we can not only approach to such 

knowledge but also appraise our own progress, the 

reduction of individual conduct to directive rules 
demands immediate attention. 

The foremost of these rules, as laid down by Plato, 

is the general obligation of owolwors bed. This was 

indeed a duty inculcated at all stages of his philo- 

sophic development, with the constant qualification of 

approximate success : 

Rep. 500C Oeiw 8 Kai coopiw 6 ye pirocogos owirav 

Koomios Te Kal Oeios eis TO dSuvaTov .avOpeTrw 

yiryveTat. 

Ibid. 613B émutndevwy apetny eis doov Suvatov 

avOpat@ opotodcbat Oe. 

Phaedrus 253A evtropovet da TO cuvTovws jvay- 

KacOat tpos Tov Oedv Brérrew, Kai épartopevor 

avTov TH pvnun, evOovarm@vrTes, €E éxeivov NapyB- 

dvovot Ta €0n Kal Ta émitndedpata, Kal door 

duvatov Geod avOpwrw petacyetv (cp. 249 C). 

Theaet. 176 A, B 800 Kal mretpacbar ypn évOévde exeice 

gevye 6 TL TaXxLoTa. Huyn Sé opoiwois bed 

Kata TO Suvarov. 
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Tim. 29 E tavta 6 Tt paricta yevécOar éBovrnOn 
TApAaTANTLA AUTO. . 

Laws 716C tov ovv TH ToLovT@ (sc. Oecd) mporgpirH 
yevnoomevov eis SUvapiv 6 TL wadLoTa Kal avTOV 
TOLOUTOY avaryKatiov yiryved Oat. 

But with the modification of the earlier metaphysic it 

became possible to employ more precise definition. 

I have said that in Plato’s maturer view the individual 

man consists of soul and body—soul being the active, 

body the passive function of the same entity. One 

result of this is that the later dialogues, while deter- 

mining the human téAos in a twofold application, 

emphasise the complementary nature of both its 

aspects. The 7Zzmaeus, for example, affirms that 

ovdceuia Evppetpia Kat apetpia pelSov  Wruyhs avras 

Tpos o@pma avro (87 D), and insists on parallel develop- 

ment as a mutual security. And the Laws, adopting 

the customary division of mraidevors into Music and 

Gymnastic, interpret the former to mean ta THs favs 

Méexpe THs WuxHs mpos apeths traelav, the latter ta 

Mex pl THS TOD TWmaTos aoeThs (673 A). 

(A) To speak first of uy. The rational end for 

individual souls is not—as we might have supposed— 

the minimising of the difference between their own 

éruotiun and the vonous of their corresponding Idea. 

For the Ideas themselves are—as Aristotle says 

(Met. M. 6. 10806 12, a&b.)\—Numbers involving to 

mpotepov Kal Uorepor, that is, a definite succession of 
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Minds, each of which exhibits some part of the entire 

Mind and takes rank according to its noetic trogov. 

Hence Plato finds the swmmum bonum in conformity 

to the supreme @eos rather than in resemblance to any 

of the Ideal @eoi. 

But how is this opoiwars Ged to be effected? Par- 

ticulars, as such, are debarred from rising to the 

spaceless and timeless condition of pure thought. 

Happily for us, the supreme @eds no less than the 

Ideal @eoi passes into space and time as a plurality 

possessed of émuotnun, d0£a, aicOnow. The aim and 

object of particular morality ts approximation to the 

supreme Oedos as revealed to us in the Ocoi Oe@v. Our 

értotnun, our Sofa, our ala@nous, must be made like 

to theirs. Otherwise we shall have failed of life’s true 

purpose : 

Ti tm. OD To © ev Hutv Oeiw Suyyevels etal Kunjoets 
ai TOU TaVvTOS Ravoroes Kal hea cacecup * TavTals 

61 Evverrouevov Exactov Sei tas mepl THY yéveorw 

év TH Kepary SiepOappévas udv TeEpLddous €£op- 
Godvta Sia TO KatapyavOdavey tas Tod TavTos 

appovias Te Kal Tepipopas TH KaTavooupEevw TO 
katavoovv éEouoimoat Kata THY apyaiav dvow, 

omorwmoavTa Sé TéNos Exetv TOV TrpoTEbEVTOS avOpe- 
mows uTo Oe@v apiotov Biov mpos Te TOV TapovTa 
Kai Tov Errerta’” ypoovov. 

107 These last words are noteworthy. Had the dozum been defined 
as approximation to any single Idea, it might have been inapplicable to 
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This statement supersedes all previous and partial 

determinations. It is introduced by words which 

epitomise the teaching of the Republic, the clause— 

Ocparreia dé 67 Tavti (se. THs wWuxis elbet) TAVTWS 
pia, Tas olKelas EKATTO Tpopas Kab cee 

atrodtoovat (QO C)— 

recognising just that apportioned activity which is 

the mark of genuine justice. Nor do we lose sight 

of the puxtos Bios advocated in the Phzlebus, for with 

this conception of the rational object is closely linked 

a oxétris avOpwrivns evdarpmovias Kai dOALoTHTOs (Theaet. 

175 C). Asin the Republic eddatpovia was proportioned 

to attainment of d:xcavoctvn (Rep. 580B, C), so in the 

later dialogues true pleasure depends upee the reali- 

sation of the human end :1% 

Theaet. 176E twapabderyuatov... €v TO OvTL ETGTOTOY, 
Tov pev Oeiov evdatmovertatov, Tov dé abéov 
aOALwTaTov. 

Laws 664B tov avtrov Hdvotov Te Kat apiorov wd 
Geav Biov RéyecOar dacKovtes adrnOéotata 

Epoupen. 

the particulars of that Idea zz their future life, because such particulars 
may by metempsychosis change their status in the Ideal order. 

c 

108 Cp. 22. Rep. 433E 1 Tov oixelov te Kal Eavtod tis Te Kal 
mpagis Sikasocvyvn bv duodroyotto, 441 D Mynyuovevtéoy &pa juiv, dre 

Kal quay exactos, drov ky ta abtrod Exacroy Tay év a’T@ mpaTTn lied Y P af? 

outos Slkaids Te fora Kal Ta avdTOU mpdTTwYr. 

109 Diog. Laert. iii. 42 wep) 5€ ayabdy 4 Kaxav Towra Zreve 0g P Y Y 
(sc. Plato): réAos weév elvar thy ekopolwow TE Veg: Thy F aperhy aitdpey 
bey elvar mpds evdamoviay K.7T.A. 
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Tbid. 732 E Set 8) tov KarAXd¢_OTOV Biov érrawvetiy f2) 

povov OTL TO oXNwaTL KpaTel Tpos Evookiav, adrAa 

Kal @... Kpatel Kal ToUT@ 0 TavTes EnTovper, 

TO Yaipew TrEiw, EXUuTTW SE AvTrEtcPar Tapa 

tov Biov amavta. 

The external manifestation of the supreme Mind 

is called collectively a evdaiuwv Geos (77m. 348). The 

philosopher who studies truth xrjcews Evexa evdaipovos 

Biov, ka? dcov huav 7 pvats évdéyetat (Tim. 68 E) may 

win much felicity in the present life— 

Tim. Q9OC are 6€ aei Oeparrevovta TO Oeiov EyovTa TE 

avtov eD Kexoounuevov Tov Saipova Edvouxov év 

avT@ Svadepovtws evdaipova eivar— 

and in the future— 

Ibid. 42B wddw eis tHv Tod Evvvduov TopevOeis 

110 Gaotpov, Biov evdaimova Kat avvyOn olKno LY 

&€ou. 

For in truth the cuvayuppos dpovijcews, the conversion 

of opinion into knowledge, is wupiw mpos evdatpoviay 

duagépwy (Politic. 272C). Even on the perceptive 

plane conformity to nature’s design is attended by 

pleasure. Thus of sensation in general we read: 

Tim, 64C To pev mapa dvow... addryewov, TO 8 

els Pow .. . 70U. 

__ 1° The number of the feo) 6eav must balance that of the rpla @ynra 

evn (see p. 103). Hence the philosopher is said to travel to the 

otxnois of the star, not to become an actual star himself. 

9 
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Tim. 81D—E kata dvow pel Hdovns é&értato. | 
A \ \ \ =. s > / 1, 3 @ 

Tav yap TO mev Tapa vow aryeworv, TO 8 7 
/ / e / 

TéepuKe yuyvomevov dv. 

Ibid. 83 A takw tav Kata Migs OUKET’ lee 

Tepiodwv, €yOpa péev avta avTtois dia TO pnde- 

piav amroXavow éavT@v eyetw— 

and of the single senses: 

Taste.— 77m. 66B o7rotav } Evotacis .. . oikeia TH 

THS yA@Trns é€er wepucvia... Ov Kai Tpocdires 

TavTl TAY TO TOLOUTOV. 

Smell.—J/bid. 67 A to @ bv Kai TO AUTNpOY . . . TO 

pev... Bralowevoy... 70 d€... Tadw 7 TWépuKev 

ayaTnT@s aTrod.oov. 

Hearing. —Jdid. 80 B %Soviy wev Tots dppoow, err 

civnu 8é tots Eudpoot Sia thy THs Oelas &ppo- 

vias pipnotv év Ovntais yevouévnv dopais 

Tapeoyov. 

In the last extract 750v7 is the emotion normally 

accompanying that which conforms to nature ; evdpo- 

avvn is the higher feeling due to consciousness of that 

conformity. 

(B) Secondly, we have to consider the character 

and conditions of c@wa. Here a distinction must be 

made between matter and shape. The material out 

of which our limbs are apparently constructed is but 

a portion of the whole trodexy7 yevécews, borrowed 

therefrom (Phileb. 29C) and to be returned thereto 
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(Tim. 43 A). By a law of orderly development, akin 

to that which fixes the quadruple classification of the 

natural kinds, this drodoyn is figured throughout with 

the forms of the four elements—forms which repre- 

sent not indeed any avta xa’ avrta, self-existent 

Ideas, but still certain atta éf’ éavtov,™ logically 

distinct types. In this substrate the transient shapes 

of particulars, the eiovvta Kai éEvovta of Tim. 50C, 

are momentarily expressed. They are declared to 

be Tov évtwy del pipnuata; for bodily shape is—as 

already stated—the individual soul as viewed by our 

imperfect faculties, and the individual soul is but the 

Idea as it passes into the triple phase of genetic 

thought. This holds good, whether percipient and 

percept belong to different species or to the same, or 

again coincide in a single personality. So far as 

method is concerned it matters not whether Sokrates 

beholds a star, or a friend, or himself. In any case a 

vontov f@ov is cognised by a vontov Sov on the plane 

of sensation, and the result must be a localisation of 

the former by the latter in the tzrodoy7. 

Now it is clear enough that the material content 

of this localisation is a fractional part of the whole 

cosmic ovotacis. What is not at once clear is the 

determination of specific contour and its connection 

with the shape of the universe. Why, for example, 

ee Tee SE A. 
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is Sokrates’ body unlike that of a star, and by no- 

means hard to distinguish from that of his friend ? 

_ And how are all three related to the mundane sphere ? 

The answer to these questions, though implicit 

rather than explicit in Plato’s writings, seems in- 

evitable. If a particular shape zs a particular soul 

as it appears to particular cognition, it follows that 

difference of embodiment presupposes difference of 

soul, In fact we formulate the law: As zs the tmtta- 

tion of the active ~ruyn, so will be the tmitation of the 

passive cua. Individual souls were grouped under 

certain definite types, vzz. the vonta S@a, according to 

their degree of approximation to the cosmic soul. 

Therefore individual bodies will be similarly grouped 

under certain fixed forms, vzz. the natural kinds, 

according to their degree of approximation to the 

cosmic body. A being endowed with superhuman— 

say, stellar—thought will be apprehended not as a man 

but asa star. Again, within the limits of each several 

species differences of personal shape will be referred 

to differences of personal attainment, allowance being 

made for certain retarding tendencies soon to be 

noticed. 

That in Plato’s view physical was thus dependent 

upon psychical development may be gathered from 

Aristotle’s criticism in Psych. A. 3. 22-23, 407 6 15-24: 

cuvaTtovat yap Kat TWWéaclv eis cHpa THY Wynr, 

ovdéev mpocdtopicavtes Sia tiv’ aitiav Kal Tas 
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EyovTos Tov cw@patos. Kaito. dokevey dy TovT’ 

avaykaiov eivar* dua yap THY Kolv@Vviay TO MEV 

Tovet TO O€ MaayYeEL Kal TO pev KivElTaL TO BE 

Kiel, TovTwv & ovbev brrdapyet Tpds AAA TOs 

Tuyovow. of Sé pwovov éemLxEtpodat NéyELY 

Totov Te Wuyn, wept 5é tov SeEopévov cwparos 

ovdev étt tpocdiopifovew, wotep évdexomeEvov 

kata tovs IIvOayopixovs pvOous tHv TuxXovcay 

Wuxyny eis TO Tuxov évdverOar cawa* SoKei yap 

éxaotov idtov éxewv Eidos Kal poppyp. 

The objection here brought against the Tzmaeus, 

which admits the xowwvia of an active soul with a 

passive body, is that adherents of this theory are 

satisfied when they have determined the nature of 

the former and do not trouble themselves about the 

fitness of the latter. The objection is a typical one. 

It amounts to a complaint that the theory is incon- 

sistent, not with Plato’s presuppositions, but with 

Aristotle’s rejection of them: as is said elsewhere of 

those who posit Ideal Numbers,— 

TMpos mev THY UToOecww, OpOGs Aéyouvacw, 6Aws S ovK 

opas* moArka yap avaipotow (Met. M. 7. 

1082 6 32). 

From the Platonic standpoint to determine the 

mooTns of a given soul was also to determine the 

movoTns of its body, inasmuch as that body zs the 

visualisation of that soul. This account of the rela- 

tion subsisting between the two is confirmed by 
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Tim. 91 D—92 B, a passage which implies throughout . 

that the nature of the body depends upon the nature 

of the soul. It agrees, too, with the priority always 

assigned by Plato to Wvy as analytically contrasted 

with capa, ¢.g. 

Tim. 34.B, C thy 5€ bn Wuynv ody ws viv batépav 

ETLYELPOUMEV NEYELV, OUTWS EuNYaVI}TAaTO Kal O 

Beds vewtépav* ov yap av apyecOat pes BuTEpov 

tire vewtépou EvvépEas elacev. 

Laws 896B op0as> dpa Kal Kupiws adybéotata TE 

Kai TéewTaTA EipNnKoTes Av elwev uynv pmev | 

TpoTépav yeyovévat gouatos Hyiv, cdma Oé Sev- 

TEpov TE Kai VaTEpoy Yruyhs apyovaons apyopevov 

Kata pvow. : 

Moreover, it justifies certain materialistic descriptions 

of soul which occur for the most part in the 77zmaeus 

and are sometimes almost obtrusively unspiritual. 

In 874, for example, it is said of bodily humours 

that, when ry af’ avtav atuida tH THs ~ruyhs Popa 

Evppitavtes avaxepacbaat, TavtodaTra voojpata wuyns 

éutrotovat. And in 43D sensations are described as 

opodpas celoveas Tas THS Wuyis meptodous. So too the 

bonds that bind soul to body are mentioned in a 

strangely tangible and visible connection : 

TovTols Evuracw apy? pev 7) TOD pvEdod yéveots* of 

yap tov Biov dSecuoi THs wWuyns TO copmaTe 

Evvdoupévns ev TovtT@ Siadovpevor Kateppifouv TO 

Ovntov yévos (73 B). 
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These and similar examples of verbal license 

Aristotle is never weary of attacking; his motive—if 

we may trust his followers—being the elimination of 

all metaphor and inexactitude from the domain of 

rigid science: 

Simplic. 72 Arist. Psych. ed. Hayduck p. 28, II 

"Apiototérns ... del elwO@s... OUK... avaLpElv 

QUTHV THY GAnGELaV, ANAA MOVOY THY TOV OVOMAT WV 

KaTaypnow. 

Still, when in Psych. A. 3. 11, 4066 25—23, 4076 26 

he refutes at length the manner in which o Tipauos 

guawroyel THY Wuynv Kiev TO cHua, it is hard to 

acquit him of ignoring the real justification for such 

language, namely Plato’s belief that matter is only 

another aspect of mind—a belief which warranted the 

extension of physical terminology to psychical pheno- 

mena, and even palliated the chiasmus of the cosmic 

soul. 

There is, however, one difficulty besetting this 

view of the relation between mind and matter which 
has not yet been examined. If the body is the soul 

as apprehended by particular cognition, how can there 

be any such disproportion between soul and body as 

is contemplated in 777. 87 D ?— 

\ > ‘ 

Wuxny ioxupav Kal TavtTn weyadnv aobevéotepov Kal 
: 5 ‘ ~ 

éXattov eldos Otay dyn, Kal Stay ad TovvayTiov 

Evutrayhtov TovTw, ov Kadov drov TO Caov pray , dAov TO Saov. 
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At first sight this passage certainly appears to gainsay | 

the rule enunciated above: “ As is the imitation of the 

active wvy7, so will be the imitation of the passive 

copa.” But a little reflection will show that the 

two statements are quite compatible. If @ and p 

denote the active and passive aspects of the individual 

Sokrates on the plane of évricrnpn, a’ and fp’ the same 

aspects on the plane of d0£a, a” and f” on the plane of 

aic@nots, then the law concerning the parallel develop- 

ment of yuy7 and odua may be represented by a 

series of equations :— 

a! 

a=7 

fe 

P honk 

Suppose now that Sokrates, though intellectually 

superior to the average man, suffers from some 

physical defect, say To €€w Taév oupatwv. By the law 

of correspondence this peculiar conformation of the 

eyes must accurately express a limitation of the power 

of sight. But such limitation may well coexist with, 

or even be brought on by, unusual mental develop- 

ment. Indeed it is just this sacrifice of one set of 

faculties to another that Plato here deprecates. Let 

us, he says, have no ill-conditioned disparity between 

higher and lower functions. If @ be fully developed 

and a” starved, or if a be starved and a” fully developed, 
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in either case there is a lack of symmetry about To 

Evvaudorepor, Sdov 0 KaXovpev. 

Tim. 88B pia 8) cwrnpia tpds audo, pte THY 

yuynv dvev cematos Kwelv pte TOua avev 

Wuxis, va apvvopévwm yiyvno0ov icoppoTw kal 

vyen. 
As a practical precept, both pedrgér7 diavoia, the 

exercise of active thought, and cwpacxia, the cultiva- 

tion of a healthy frame, are alike enjoined upon one 

who would imitate the example set by the Universe— 

the result being a mode of life more harmonious than 

the high-souled but somewhat ascetic aspirations of 

the Phaedo : 

Phaed.. 67D TO peréTnwa avTo TovTO éoTL TOV 

giro codwv, AVoIS Kai ywpiouos Wuyis aro 

oMpaTos. 

Soul and body are indeed distinct, but the distinction 

is no longer to be an antagonism. Rather it is the 

contrast between inseparable complements. Active 

and passive functions are to the particular what voety 

and voetc@a are to the Idea. 

Granting, then, that physical condition is deter- 

mined by psychical development, we return to consider 

the effect produced upon the one by the graduated 

attainment of the other. — 

The nearest approach to the vonats of the supreme 
Geos is, we hold, to be found in the sublime intelligence 
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of the @eot Oewv"”. Consequently the best imitation 

of that circularity which symbolises"* pure thought 

will be the spherical shapes and revolving orbits of 

the ovparvior Oeoi : ‘ 

Tim. 40 A 7T®@ S€ tavti mpocerkdfwv evKUKAOV 
> / , \ y a ee \ 
emroleu . . . KWHoELS OE OVO TpoT ev ExdoTw, THV 

bev év TAVT@ KaTA TaUTA Tepl TOV avTaY aél TA 
> \ € a : / A \ =) \ , 

avTa éavT@ Siavoovpéva, THY S€ eis TO TpOTOeD. 

Aristophanes’ myth turns to similar account the 

ovrogveis TU7ros of the Empedoklean cosmogony. He 

makes the children of the sun, the earth, and the 

moon, still bear the impress of their divine origin: 

Symp. 189 E, 1I90B 6Xov hv éExdotov tod avOpwrrov 
\ 4 , A \ oe , 

TO €l00s oTpoyyUAov, veTOV Kai TAEUPAS KUKAD 

éyov ... mepupeph Sé Hv Kal avTa Kai ) Tropela 

avTav Oa TO Tols yovedow Gmota Eivat. 

As regards the present human frame, the @eot Oedv 

have confined the revolutions of immortal soul in a 

terrestrial body, whereof the cranium is a copy of the 

cosmos : 

Tim. 44D tas pev 817 Oeias trepsodous dv0 ovcas TO 
TOU TavTOs CYXHUA aTrouLnoapevor Tepipepes Ov 

eis ohatpoeides cadua évédnoav, TodTO 0 voOV 
\ > / aA / / ? 3 \ \ Keparny émrovoudlouev, 0 OevotaTov T éoTL Kal 

TOV év Huy TaVTwY SeaTrOTOUY: 

112 They are repeatedly said to follow the example of the supreme 
Oeds, e.g. Tim. 41 C, 42E, 69 C. 

3 Tim. 34.4, Laws 898 A. 
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- Tim. 73C tiv... 70 Ociov oépua olov dpoupay méd- 

Aoveay E€ew ev abtn Tepipeph Tavtayyn TraGas. 

The rest of the body is a mere brnpecia avt@ (Tim. 

44D); yet, inasmuch as it contains 7d Aourov Kal OvnTov 

THS Wux7s, it was fashioned of the next best shape : 

dua otpoyyvra cal tpounKn' dunpetto cxnmata (73D). 

This difference in dignity is marked by two curious 

expressions. The head is held in position by sinews 

which the Creator wepiotncas KUKA@ TEpL TOV TPaYNAOV 

EXOAAHTEV OmoLOTHTL (Zim. 75 D): whereas in making 

the vertebral column he acted tj Oatépou tpocxpo- 

pevos ... Ouvdper (tb7d. 744). Apart from one 

another these expressions are barely intelligible. 

Viewed together, they recall 77m. 57 E otdow pev ev 

Omarotnt., Kivnow Sé eis AvwpadroTnta dei TLO@pev* 

aitia 5é avicoTns av THs adveudrou dicews, where—as I 

showed from Aristotle—amoortns is equivalent to 7 

@atépov Svvayis. In short, Plato means that the 

backbone is flexible, while the head is not. 

So strong is his faith in the microcosmic structure 

of the human body that in Zzm. 81A he does not 

scruple to apply the word ovpavos to it: 

Ta O€ évaima . . . TEpLELAnmpeva WoTrEp UT’ OVpavoD 

Evveot@t0s éExadotov tov wou, THY TOU TavTOS 
avayKateTar pipetoOar hopav. 

14 For mpdéunkes as a deterioration of odapoe:dts cp. Zim. Q1E 
Tpounkets Te kal maytolas érxov Tas Kopudds, bmn ouvebAlPOnoay brd 
apylas éxdotwy ai mepipopai. ; 
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The significance of this phrase will become clearer 

if we consider that, not only does the vibration of 

the wrodoy7 correspond to the due motions of the 

body,— 

Tim. 88C Kai ta wipn Ocpatrevtéov, TO TOD TavTOS 
> / bg ATFO[LLLOU{LEVOV €LO0S. 

Lbid.88D éav S€ Hv Te Tpodov Kal TLOnYnY Tod TaVTOS 
, lol / \ ‘X nw 4 

TPOTELTOMEV PLLLNTAL TLS, Kal TO CHa padtoTa 

Mev pnd€etroTe Novyiav ayew ed, KWH Oé Kal TELT- 

MOUS GEL TLVaS E“TTOLOV AUTO .. . KATAKOOMT,.. « 
ee ’ e cal \ 

Kata tov tmpocbev AOyov, Ov TEpt TOU TaVTOS 
/ e / , 

eXeyouev,.. . uylevay Tapefer— 

but even the concentric spheres of air and fire, which 

form the mantle of the universe, find their counterpart 

in the fiery and airy envelopes of the human frame. 

This, I believe, is the purport of the Platonic theory 

of respiration, the main points of which may here be 

summarised. 

The passage in which that theory is set forth (77m. 

78 A—79E, cp. Zim. Locr. 101 D) has a reputation for 

difficulty, which it would not, I think, have gained 

had two facts been borne in mind. To begin with, 

the whole apparatus of breathing is independent of 

the animal organism" ; the ov was already mracOev 

‘5 This is not so puerile a notion as it seems at first sight to be. 
**'We can as yet hardly say what are even the local boundaries that. 
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when the contrivance was added to it (Tzm. 78C). 

And secondly, the preliminary remarks in 78 A show 

that mavta 6ca é& éXatTOvev Evvistatar oTéyes TA 

peilw, Ta 8 ex wevovwr Ta cuLxpoTepa ov Svvatat: hence 

the structure of the human body is pervious to both 

air and fire, but fire which is rdvtwv yevav optxpopep- 

éotatov excludes air. 

According to Plato, the Creator constructed a 

network or bag (wAéyua... olov of kuptot!®), which 

was apparently formed of two layers—the outer one 

(to KUptos) of air, the inner one of fire. This wAéyya or 

«vptos was subdivided into a couple of smaller bags 

(eyxuptia) also made of air. The whole, by alternate 

impletion and depletion, swings to and fro through the 

divide the organism from its environment. When does the air in our 
lungs begin to belong to us, and when does it cease to be a constituent 
of the body?” (Lotze Microcosmus i. 136). 

"6 By a xvpros is meant a basket of wicker work with a wide mouth 
but a comparatively narrow neck, used for catching fish: see the illus- 
trations in Rich Dict. Ant. s.v. ‘nassa,’ Daremberg & Saglio Dict. Ant. 
s.v. ‘colum.’ Prof. Cook Wilson in his polemic on the Zimaeus 
p. 78 seg. adopts M. Th. H. Martin’s view that the mouth of the trap 
must have the ends of the reeds pointing inwards. But he himself 
admits that ‘‘ there is nothing about such a hindrance in Plato,” and it 

seems more probable that xvpros here denotes that form of fish-trap 
which was closed by a lid; for we should thus obtain a parallel between 
the lid and the closing of mouth and nostrils. Oppian Had. iii. 341—370 
gives a full account of this xdpros with a lid: when the trap is full, the 
fisherman claps to the lid and lifts the whole out of the water—jvika 
yap ToAAol Te Kal evAi@ées TEACOWC1, | 5) TdT’ avhp KUpToio weph oTdua 
m@ua kadvmre: | ed apapds: Tos § evdov év Epxei wemrTna@ras | bordriov 
Kve@oocovtas avelpucev. 
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body els rnv é« THs KoiNlas él Tas PrAELas Vdpetav. The 

process may readily be followed by the help of the 

appended illustration. It comprises two movements, 

(a) éxmvoy and (4) dvarvon. (a) Expiration. We 

start with our éyxvptia full of air (fig. i). This air, 

heated by the fiery envelope, escapes upwards by the 

nearest way els THv avTod yopav Ew mpods TO Evyyeves. 

The nearest way is kata TO oToua Kai Tas pivas. AS 

it issues thence, it would leave a vacuum behind it, 

did not the principle of trepiwats come into operation. 

By this principle the whole «vptos is compressed, so 

that the air at A, which was just outside the body, 

enters 61a wavov TOV capKoy and occupies the position 

B described as 16 trav otnOdv Kal Tov Trevpovos. (4) 

Inspiration. The air at B (fig. ii) is now in its turn 

heated by the fiery envelope, and rushing out the 

nearest way—6ued pavav TOV capKav-—sets up TeEplwats 

again. The mrepiwows forces fresh air kata To cToma 

Kat Tas pivas into the éyxv’ptia, and we reach our 

original position once more. 

This arrangement of air and fire in concentric 

layers recalls the elemental AnEeus of T7m. 53 A, 03 B 

seqg., and the oscillation of the whole is described in 

terms which tally with the aiapa of Phaed. 111 E:— 

Tim. 78E Statwpotvpevov... Sia THs KolNas. 

Ibid. 80D tod Tupos, aiwpoupév@... evTOS TO 

mvevpat. Evvetromévov, tas PréBas TE ex THS 

KotNMlas TH EvvatwpHnoet TANpodVTOS. 
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Indeed, Plato himself draws out the comparison : 

Phaed. 112B kai dotrep THY avaTrvEedVTM@Y GEL ExTrVEL 

Te Kal avarvel péov TO TrEedUA, OUTW Kal Exel 

Evvaiwpovpevov TO Uyp@ TO TrvEedua Sewvovs TLVaS 

dvéwous Kal aunydvous Tapéyetat Kal elolov Kal 

eE.ov. 

So far the human form. The shapes of the lower 

animals are similarly proportioned to their degree of 

intellectual activity. Flighty conceits beget wings. 

Indulgence of emotion and appetite distorts the 

spherical cranium and increases the number of earthly 

props. Lower passions trail the body in the dust, 

or—dixny apalias éoydtns eoyatas oiKnoels eiknxo- 

twv—plunge it into the impurities of subaqueous 

life. 

Moreover, just as the differing grades of soul’s 

intelligence were accompanied by differing grades of 

evoatmovia, so the approximation to cosmic sphericity 

entails an approximation to perfect beauty. The 

eUKuKAoV cpa Of a star is Naurpotatoy idely TE KADA- 

NtoTOV ... Koapmos adnOivos (Tim. 40 A). Other 

particulars reach a positive or comparative degree, 

according to the rank of their corresponding Idea 

and their own conformity to it. In fact, all natural 

products are more or less beautiful since they are 

more or less accurate copies of Ideal types: 

Tim. 28A ébrov pev ody dv o Snpsoupyds mpéds 
\ \ : pam. 4 / a! 4 \ 

TO KaTa TavTa éyov BrETT@V dé, TOLOUT@ TiVL 
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TporxXpapevos Tapadelypati, THY idéav Kai Svva- 

ply avTov atepydtntar, Kadov €& avayKns oUTwS 

atroteneta bar Tav. 

Tim. 30A Royodpuevos ody eUpioKey EK TOV KATA 

dicw dpatdv ovdéy avéntrov tod vody éyovros 

OAXov GXov KaALOV EcecOai TOTE Epyov. 

In a word, Plato looks upon beauty as the visible 

manifestation of that goodness which is the. essential 

attribute of mental activity: 

Tim. 87 C wav 8) 76 ayaOov Kadov. 

Herein he outstrips contemporary art, which, while 

carrying to completion the principle of unity in variety, 

omitted that other necessary feature of beauty, vzz. 

expressiveness. We may surely regard Plato’s fusion 

of the two, a fusion ultimately derived from his identi- 

fication of 7d év with raya@or, as a distinct anticipation 

of the modern aesthetic judgment. 

- Our examination of the human 7éXos in its twofold 

application—to soul and to body—has brought before 

us in clear relief the conception of the individual as a 

microcosm, of the universe as a macrocosm. In using 

these terms I do not necessarily imply that the former 

resembles the latter in the important respect of being | 

an animal comprising other animals, but merely that 

the individual is a miniature—a better or worse copy 

of Mind as it passes into cosmic existence. At the 

same time I may point out that, just as the opening 

sections of the Z7zmaeus reassert the valid parts of the 
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Republic, so the triple division of the soul in 77. 69 C 

seq. recalls the threefold simile of Rep. 588 B seg. and 

suggests the image of a man containing diverse animal 

natures!’ within himself :— 

The Timaeus. The Republic. 

TO Oeiov = (déa avOpwrrov (588 D). 

apewvov = id€a €ovTos (588 D, cp. 

590B avtt RéovTos 

mlOnkov yiyvec@at) 

xelpov = idéa Onpiov TrocKinov Kal 

O@ynrov eldos Wvyijs 

| moruKedharovu (588 C). 

This may help to explain the “curious quasi-personi- 

fication of sexual impulse” in 72m. 91 A seg. For if 

the various mental states of the individual stand to 

him in somewhat the same relation as the Ideal fa 

to the cosmic Q@ov, it is legitimate to use the phrase 

fa@ov éurrvyov of such a definite state as that indicated 

by the passage in question. The expression ov 

émiOuuntixor évov tis mavdorrotias (Tim. 91 C) is to my 

mind a distinct reminiscence of the modAuvxédadov 

O@péupa which in the Republic symbolises 16 émbv- 

mntiKxov: cp. eg. the drift of Rep. 590 A— 

“M7 Cp, also the tuugdros Sivauis Smomrépov Cevyous Te Kal nvidxou 
of Phaedrus 246 A. 

Io 
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> lal \ \ > Ul bf \ lal / 

Ovx«odv kal TO akoNacTaivew ole. Sia TOLadTAa TadaL. 
/ is4 , / ’ Lal / \ \ 

wWeéyer@at, Ott avietar ev TO TOLoVT@ TO SELVOV 
\ / ’ A \ \ / / a 

TO meya €xelvo Kal TroAvEdés Opéupa Tépa Tov 

d€ovTOS ; 

with 72m. 91 B— 

ameiBés Te Kal avToKpaTés yeyovos, olov CHov avuTry- 

Koov TOD AOyou, TavTwy bv’ EmLOvplas oiaTpwdELS 

ETTLYELPEL KPATELD. 

It remains to investigate one further result trace- 

able to the law of correspondence between yuy7 and 

c@ywa—namely, the belief in Metempsychosts. 1 do 

not hold with Mr. Archer-Hind™’ that such a belief 

“has no essential connexion with the Platonit onto- 

logy.” For if the localised activity of a given vonrov 

taov attains that degree of excellence which is the 

external manifestation of the next higher @@ov, or 

sinks to that degree which marks the next lower fev, 

the particular shape under which the said activity 

was seen must of necessity undergo a corresponding 

change. To take an example. The Ideal being Man 

on the plane of sensation perceives himself as a diverse 

multiplicity of men. One member of this multiplicity 

—say, Orpheus—is apprehended as possessing poetic 

genius. When his particular form perishes, a com- 

pensating form is bound to appear somewhere within 

118 Ed. Zim. pe 344 % 
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the limits of the cosmic ov. And since transmigra- 

tion is ever towards To 6u010v— 

Laws Q04E xakiw pév yryvopevov pos Tas Kakious 

Wuyds, aueivw Sé€ Tpos Tas apeElvous TropEvO- 

pevov 19 — 

the new form will appear in the presentations of that 

Idea which is the paradeigm of the acquired qualities, — 

say, the Idea of Swan. What has happened is this. 

The Idea of Man has not become the Idea of Swan ; 

for every Idea is an eternal being ovte eis EavTo eiodey- 

Omevov AAO AANobev ovTE avTO eis GAXO Troe lov (Tim. 

52A). But one é&ov of Man has vanished and one 

etotov of Swan appeared zz virtue of the fact that the 

Ideal series is the unitary Mind existent as a plurality. 

But, it will be asked, if the body is such an 

infallible index of the soul, why do not acquired 

characteristics gradually display themselves in form 

and features? How comes it that Horace’s fancy is 

not a commonplace fact ?— 

“Tam iam residunt cruribus asperae 

pelles, et album mutor in alitem 

superne, nascunturque leves 

per digitos humerosque plumae.” 

9 Stobaeus Zc/. 1. xlix. 60 (Porphurios) ed. Wachsmuth i. p. 445, 

23 observes that, according to Plato, the soul év tats Aceyouevais POopais 
kal TeAeuTais meTaBoAry Yoxet Kal weTaKdcunow els ETEpa TwudTwy edn, 

Kad?’ ndoviv Sidxovca Td mpdapopov Kal oiketoy SuoidtyTt Kal cuvnbela 

Blov Siaitns. 
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It is not a satisfactory answer to this question to reply: 

that the natural kinds are permanent types between 

_ which no hybrid means may be inserted, and that the 

species of the individual is determined by the prepon- 

derance of his characteristics. For, once allow that 

the soul as passively apprehended on the level of 

sense-perception zs the body, and it follows that all 

traits whether they preponderate or not must, so far 

as they are apprehended, take shape as corporeal 

deviations. The truer reason is, I take it, that during 

a man’s life-time certain restrictions are laid upon 

him by the society and influence of his fellowmen, 

which prevent him from rising or sinking to any very 

marked extent.” But in 7d éEaidvns, the moment 

of transition which we call death, the individual 

soul is not distinguished from the ideal2!: BotrAnaus 

therefore comes into play; and, the limitations of 

humanity being removed, that particular fraction of 

the entire Mind leaps into sudden realisation of 

faculties towards which it had previously felt but 

an incipient tendency. 

20 In Zim. 76 he has the rudiments of a bird’s talons, not the 

feathers and beak.: 

121 Cp. Stob. Zc/. 1. xlix. 6 (Hermes) ed. Wachsmuth i. p. 324, 5 

Wuxh tolvuy éorly aldios vontiky ovcia... amadAaryeioa 5t Tod puotkod 

coparos, avTh Kal adThy péver, ath EavTis odoa ev TE vonTe Kéopw-.. 

kal } Kat’ ovoiay (Kivnots) éorly ab’tetovotos. 
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Other questions relative to this transition suggest 

themselves. It is brought about, according to the 

Timaeus, by a failure of bodily conditions, a relaxation 

of the bonds by which we are bound to a certain 

portion of the vzrodoyy. Accident or disease or mere 

old age may so disorder or dislocate the complex of 

elemental triangles, which make up the material of a 

man’s members, that it becomes no longer a fit tene- 

ment for him. It has sometimes been held that, in 

Plato’s theory, the molecular angles are dulled and 

blunted by the wear and tear of life till they can no 

longer retain the soul. This, I think, is an inexact 

statement of the case. For (1) if triangulation is the 

expression of a law, we should not expect the triangles 

ever to be “warped” or malformed. When pressure 

is applied, no distortion or “shearing” takes place ; 

they simply crystallise into double the number of 

sides. The octahedron does not become two /our- 

sided pyramids, as it would if a model were cut with 

a knife, but two ¢hree-sided pyramids or tetrahedra 

(Tim. 56D). Again, (2) Plato himself explains cava 

Tpiyeva to mean loyvpav thy EvyKrELoLY avTaV 

mpos aA\AnAa KexTnuéva (Tim. 81 8B), that is, triangles 

whose hamation is as yet unimpaired. Hence in 81C 

the wadaotepa Kai aoOevéotepa must be those which 

are no longer so securely interlocked; and in 73B 

aotpaBy will denote the opposite of otpaBos, “ dis- 

located.” Agreeably to this in 81C we have the 
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phrase 7) pifa tov Tpuyover yaXd, a double metaphor: 

intended to recail the wording of 73 B: 

TovTols EiuTracw apy ev 7) TOD puedo Yeverts* Ob 

yap tov Biov Secpoi Ths uyns TO copate Evv- 

dovpévns év ToUT@ Stadovpevor KaTEppifovv™ 

To Ovntov yévos. 

Thus 81C declares that, when the triangles of the 

spinal chord are loosed, d@we wav fHov: and 81D 

adds that, when the same triangles give way alto- 

gether, then death follows. 

But if death ushers in the sudden transpeciation 

that I have described, what enables the dead body to 

retain the lineaments of humanity? How is the capa 

tapiyevbev (Phaedo 80C) explicable on the Idealist 

hypothesis? Again I would refer to the distinction 

already drawn between the matter and the shape of 

our bodies. At the moment of death the soul’s 

activity ceases to impress with its appropriate shape 

that portion of the wzodoy7 to which it has hitherto 

been confined, and begins to imprint another portion 

of the same susceptible medium with new-born out- 

lines. Nevertheless the previous portion is left with 

a certain definite arrangement of triangles, which 

naturally subsists till it is dissipated by other forces : 

this arrangement of inanimate matter—the corpse—is 

neither soul nor body (though it may popularly be 

122 Cp. ibid. 73C omépua... &pouvpav, 84 B Tav pilav, 86C Sévbpov. 
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termed the latter), but a mere congeries of elemental 

triangles !°, part and parcel of the cosmic trodoy7) to 

whose store-house it has been returned. Sokrates 

may say with more truth than ever: 

Phaedo 115 D ovKéti bpiv Tapapevd, arn oiyjocopas 

atri@v eis wakapwv Oy Tiwas evdatmovias. 

For the soul escapes; and the bodily form—though 

not the matter which it once impressed—attends its 

flight.!** 

Reappearance involves change of place: 

Laws 904C petaBarrovta Sé hépetas Kata THY THs 

eiuappevns TaELv Kal VOMOV. GMLKPOTEpAa mE TOV 

nO@v petaBddroOvTa EXdTTW KATA TO THS Ywpas 

émrimedov weTtatropevetat, TAEiw Oé Kal adiKwTEpa 

petatrecovta eis BaOos Ta TE KaTW AEYOMEVA TOY 

TOTOV. 

In other words, the supreme Mind transforms and 

transports individual souls according to their deserts— 

Laws 903 D ézei dé det uy? cvvtetayuéevn TOmaTL 

TOTE MEV AAXW, TOTE SE AAAW, eTABAaAXeL TrayT- 

olas petaBoras bu’ éautay 7 Ov Erépay woynp, 

3 The same explanation must be given of all artificial objects— 
the ‘‘ house” and ‘‘ ring ””—which are not duo:déuara of Ideas but colloc- 
ations of inert materiai. 

14 Alexis Olympiod. frag. com. ed. Meineke iii. 455 c@ua pty 

— €uod 7d Ovntdv adov éyévero, | 7d 8 a0dvarov etijpe mpds Toy dépa. | Tavr’ 
ov TXOAH TWAdtwvos ; 
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ovdev GAO Epyov TO TeTTevTH AElmeTar TAIV 

petatibévar TO pev apmewvov yvyvopevov 7005 eis 

BedtTiw ToTrov, xelpov Sé Eis TOY YElpova, KaTAa TO 

7 peTrov QUT@V éxac ToV— 

so that particular life is justly said to septa on the 

supreme Cwov : 

Tim. 89B kat’ avto TO CHov eiwappévoy Exactov 

éyov tov Biov vera, ywpls tov é& avaryKns 

Ta’nuatov. 

Thus in the last resort we come back to the Oeds Gear, 

and have warrant for describing Plato’s ethical theory 

as the moral synthesis of a metaphysical analysis, the 

return of Unity towards itself—a process that is 

discrete rather than continuous, inasmuch as the a7reipa 

journey towards the év through the several stages of 

the zroAAa. 
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